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4'■ ■ ' '" General. . Intro ductton» ; \ . ,'p / .
k ’ • . ' ' '■- - : ' * ' ' . '
. g . Prom the point;o^r^; v^i^4W.of' " et^^uet^u^3^^©‘'and;^^Mo3;o^:tca^ll. . - - -
behaviour, - _ considerable - differWhcea -'distinguish" " turnours - of -
, 'different .tissue a and organs*. -fhe same;. is ' - probably-' . true - /of ; %•
/daetioOb©* " 'A portioular orpmi w"vtirnue"may- -require a--Baaficnlar ,
' ; stimulus' - or .a oeaminatipn -of -ae'WrdL-faoiors# This, oonoept -^ooo* v
-caaocxxogceieois has recently been -diedus'eed .by gilman --end -Roe .-• ’ ;- -
■ (X$S4)* .-As each, tissue ox^^-OO^ll^'.l^i^nc^.h^c^c-.- its oi.hi^pi^ogj^oal .
. controls in vivo# it-'Wouid eeeii-peMble'iha'fr its./particular- • -
'tumours - - 'might depend on theSe/donfrolS. for dniti&toonpor ' *'
continued- growth# .. ' < ,-p, t\" - • ’ ' ..' .■ . . ■-. . ■
' • ' Thio' thesis- .As* restricted to "a study --of tumours - Of the testis.*-
Tumours - of- the " gonads in both sexes -raise particularly . "^problems - of 
hi^stt^gem^^jBls«--li^^^^ipiairti^c^ar tumour. 'of " the - testis derived. from . ;
. the, celis of the sperm.'; t^og^nic ^series' .and if "so ".-at what -level of ;/•
' development# or is it derived -from f#w dells'-of- the supporting" " - ,
\ structures? The gonads are. the mot frequent dite-of' the .teratoma# ;g 
. -an- - unique tumour - .Wioh"-w dll: parts of ’the -■■-*
orgim-lsm--except the -- gonads-'themse^li^y^# #p®hie-tumour- .-reaches its * ,-
' greatest complexity in. the teetlS #here it . . attracted ^attention" , , - 
almost 500.■years. ..ago because .of-'its; -appjaefttiy foetal-''nature '
. (-Saint Ponat#1696j # For some-time. -the --relationship .of - the"..teratoma- \:
-'to- .the- germ aeexpoeted-haa beo# . a m&ttWof . /Considerable . ' -t 4
'speculation. Bees this "tumour- wise- foem the -germ‘dcHls- before ' .--.
- a'"' ’ .- • b' ■-■ ■ , ••- '■ . ', 1 ' .
or after miotic division?, - Bo#"it -■'arise'’" ‘f^a^cim-- within -or- fithoui 
the seminiferous - ‘tubules and" does it-differentiate from a” Y'i
5unicellular growth of primitive cells?- fho seminoma 'although'-• 
unicellular growth also presents - the- problem' -as to its - cell of 
origin and whether from Without or within the seminiferous. ' tubules* - 
The teratoma is well - recognised - ae - also oocurfing outwtth the gonads 
(Wilis* 19Sg)v hut’ although - cxiragouadal origin of -seminomas-has 
been suggested' (^^haL^akoa^kutX© and Wodruff* - 1964) it has not been - 
oompPitely sulbetmrtxai^e^d. in view oftha possibility of - rogreasion 
of the testicular -primary in some ? cases (Asaopwdi and Soffbrandv 
1965), ' - * : ■■■ ■ A. ,
' psHlJ of this theais l&aavgXiaioQfpatholegiaeX-- study of ... . ,
.spontaneous testicular tmours in man# Although there have been <
previous studies of larger series* a: personal study seemed a - . ,
.necessary-pre-requisite to the-experimental work*- .. .
■ Part-lX. is a »atudy of spontaneous testicular tumours- 4n • :
" animus* Thewin Object of this has been a- comparison of the /- . - ■ 
different tumour - 'types- in various species# " g
' Qffgfc'XCf -.Consists- of '-the published ; experimental work#- The • - ■■
initial experiments were- designed to- see If -carcinogenic "hydro* ;
carbons could -produce seminomas after their introduction into the 
testes of rats,- In -view -of the-, .alleged- susceptibility ,of the • '
. aetopio - liurnan and canine ■testis to - neoplasia t (Gilbert - and - .
Haiti ton*. 1940) ^carcinogenic hydx•ocmrbos>i were also - introduced into - 
rodent testes fixed intra-abdominally - shortly after- birth*- In this ‘ 
way it was hoped that 'the - early- stages of -tumour growth could, be ’ 
identified and that this imnld provide some evidence of hist ©genesis *•-
oHater experiments.have been concerned with the production of 
tostlcnlar teratomas In domestic fowl by the intratosticnlar injection 
of'sina salt aoXtttOons in the first -three mcon&s of the calendar year#' •; 
The main Objeotivee of these experiments wore.** - ■ '
(a) To ascertain the QtoomoeomaX number 'and eox of these toratomae ■ -
aa this might reveal whether origin is from diploid or haploid gem 
oells*.- ' ■ ■ ■ - ■ . , - /
(b) To aecertain the specificity of the alnc salt jmoomXnm ' in ’
inducing tecaommae* '' ' " - ' ■ ,
(a). To; study histologically induced’ tumours end. the endocrine glands
in partiaular the adenohypophysis’ in tumour. bearers# ‘ ;
(d) To ’ascertain if this teratoma#.. induced "only in a restricted’ '
season of increasing suoumatogouic development» was hormone .dependent#- «• 
Xn view of the availability of synthetic antig©nadotrophins» an 
experiment was designed to see " whether auck a compound blocked the 
development of teraoemas 'after sine injection and w^^e^lhe:r it affected ’ 
the growth 'rate. of theme tumours# Xf 'teratomas are dependent on 
gonadotrophins for their continued growth the use of mtigonadotropkins 
would. seem to 'fee a possible therapeutic method of controlling their 
growth* As pointed out Xn ih^ter XXX-of F®rt X of this. thesis# . the 
human testicular teratoma is not ' readily’ controlled by X irradiation 
or chemotherapy directed at the. .tumour# v .
7Q 1 Study o Lfeian.' ff&et jeul ar,/foimour &,♦
y■. , Of the tumouws feumd' within the -scrotum- about.95 pev cent
arise - within the. body" of the testis# This Io-the ■ poroentage ■ found y 
in the" larger eeriee of surgically removed"tumours ( - Dixon and .
Roore# 1955) and (Oollina and Fugh# 1964) # The others aria© In the 
epididymis#; epermatio cord# related tissuee and; otherastruoturoo# * ,. : 
and as they poe©:.different problem© of hletegeneeis# many not -
peculiar to - the testis# they will not be-considered*here in detail#
■ '• . ' &SieM£, , < • ' •
- Testicular tumours aire rare " " in man and the reported incidence rn
varies -in - the different parts of the wold where adequate statistical 
records exist#. - ■ ' ‘ ‘ ’ . • - . , • " . ’ au;rn ;.
Proportion, , af^fluman,..; Gancera*; ■■ ' ' ’ / . ' " • '
Btudias baaed ' on hospital reopfds :show the .^incidence in . , 
-relation to other forme of 'cancer# .-fo" aome extent .'this. depends upon 
the type of hospital* ‘ Jn- tho'dDni^tod States of Awrioa#, the. Bureau -of ■ 
O<msus# (quoted 'by Dixon and Moore#" 1953) found that testis tumours 
accounted for 0*64 per-cent of all .deaths# In, London# "
the Registrar General*- a statistics 'for. 1938-9 (Barnett*-195s). showed ■ 
a rate " of 0*52 per cent* Gilbert and .Hamilton (1940):; on the other V
hand estimated ;that 1#5 ~ 2*0 . per cmt' Of all male oanoer© were due 
to testicular tumour* In young age groups they are,, responsible 
however fox1 a much ■ "'larger -percentage of malignant disease, found,
  
.. a : 9
A study of oaaos in the' fiXostGf' the,. Armed Foroes ' Xnutitute of ■ 
pathology Xn Wising ton >y Mxon and More 09)53) revealed. a figure 
of 13*3.p,er cent-for ages 25 * 29 'years* - , , - > .
Xnoidence;,in; .nonuj.atlono* , ’ . e • .
Attention was first • draw to the annual’ intideht$ rato by 
Dixon and More (XiB?) who quoted. an average figure of--2*88 per ,
100,000 males for the . years 1940.-* .47-4n WS* Armed 'forces personnel
aged mainly between 20 and .30 years*
A ioonnesoiout State Department. of Beosth survey over the 
years 1935 * 51 showed an average annual intidenee rat© of 2*1 par */ Y 
100,000 males (oriwwaXd et ’ a!** 1955)*' A rather .-similar incidlonce 
of 2*2' per 100*000 males was reported by ferber et al*, (X962) for 
Hew -fork State* Our knowledge of geographical or racial -variation
in incidence of a coappaatively rare tumour is still rather "scanty, ' 
Magnus (1954) quotes the Finnish Uateer-Eeglster*s annual incidence • 
of 1 per 100,000 ma.es for 1953 * 56 and points out that Finland 
with a slightly larger population than Mortmy had 67 new ' ease* 
during the period 1953. * 56 whereas Meway-had 216 .oases*''Japan’.also 
shows -a; low rate (Kuuihara, 1962 oom^mnio'aiion)*, Dixon ;
and More (1953) .found that 1*5 percent of their germinal testicular 
t^u^^turs occurred in nonMfitea* who nevertheless’ accounted for 
6*0 ** 8*5 p^e^r ocmt; of the H<i*. Armed Fouooa in the
relevant age groupe* The mortality rate from. testicular inunouu for 
Amrican negroes between the ages .of 15 and'45 years wa . about one 
sixth the rate for whites (Grumet and MaoJM*o«, 1958)* Only four.
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oasoa in the present study ori@in&ed& fom outside the United 
Kingdom and throe of those camel, frm% oentinent'dl Vupopo*- A thorough • 
study of -the- racial and - geographical incldenoe has yet to he carried - - 
out* < ' . ' , , , ' ’ '
- , Review of Olaeslf lo,qt lone# ■ - ;;
The earliest description of a-teotloular tumour has. been
attributed to Saint Bomat who in 1696 Identified a Uruahn.cetary -stall 
and pigmented optic cups in ja-scrota! -mass**, The next report was"% . 
Frochaska wo recognised 'portions of -a - foetus in two similar -'tumours " 
in- 1809s A quarter of a-century later Perrone (1833) found hairs and 
teeth in the -cystic portions and hone In the solid portions of a\?. . ■ 
testicular ttmour, while shortly afterwards Joint famamtloas* stall* 
vertebrae* hair* rudimentary- 'eyes#- 'intes*bln«aiL'.o:o€4'd::fat and .muscle . 
weredescrlbed by Velpeau (1841)# Microscopic* studies "led Ouullng". s 
in 1853 to .divide the growths into cystic* relatively benign and 
solid malignant tumours* - In - hondom* Johnson (l®56) drew attention to 
the - trldermel oommcoation of -these. tumours mxd deapribod-one in an .-- ’ 
infant - as -a cystic- sarcoma* - _ Hot aurprlaingly - the -/teratomas. were ,
recognised .before the - other 'varieties - .of - testicular tumour* ■ "J
presumably 'because of their unique variety,, of .tissues -"and - the t-,. ;
possibility -that they might --'-represent - pome form of parthenogenesis -' 
or included' twin# Used' the .dca^^o^me as - V foundation for . ■
his' - microscopic-’studies of -testicular-tumours and Mth/Kocher-ClSS?)•- 
eatablished foundations --of mdiistoXogicaX .cl aasifipjation $ \
Mima _ 1898) referred to the fact .that - several - Of- ;the .-testicular - . V
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growths Wd a trideamO. cheracter. an# proposed olasoificetien ‘teip ’'•?'<•• 
(l)■ omiwycdmati (oystio foetuses) #d (s) ■ omurydld. "or tegatoomatous • ••;
tuWurs.(solid rien**fG©iaX)* $y -the oad’-of the nineieonth century •’• 
nWerous•‘ela^sifioations Wmd-h% the prodoainmee.of one or morp '
eompsmia of .these' tumours had appeared/RoUad qhXX sxreom©©* : .
• endetheiimae# ohondx^g-car<5e,tio3^as amd. ' similar term# woe frequently * .
bead --aptiolea and laboratory report# .of '.'this period#. A notable ■ ' .
advance, »e ' the . separation... by • Ghevamu•' (1906)of" the" , peminomue which ■ ■ 
he flieved to." be derived ''-from the ■coeia lining the ©omnferous ' .
tubulOe* HLehOloon (1907) b&depmdehtly made a separation ,
•wad eoneiderod that ...eerainsi eareiiomas,wco.e eommn"‘and that • .teratomas?- ;
, wee a.single gam#"of variable etruoiura* .. - , ,
‘ ' - • .Wing (iBll) felt that-..■tho px^eamoe of eemaornatous"tissue, in /. ,■
' eome teruomrna© pointed "to the .derivation ■ ;6f eominomaB#■ or eateywaX '
eoroirOmaa 'In hie "’termiinoXOgy*- from toratomatona /proqureoro. ' • ■
•" Support ’for .this . 'oonoept -qa#s undoubtedly - from the - finding of eomhiued-.; 
ri^e^aato^mas mid eemipwaa,,Wt.it'has. >g^adiuaniy dwindled 'and very y
patheXsgiota canwaoeept-...this - theory"-Of hlsOgeneals-tediyr# Moxwver - ■' 
amitoomas;occur .in-"doge ‘in which teratomas- are. wdmowi (Ootohin# .1-960) , 
mid ’*in; that speciea'" the ooexi$t<meo'/of - hemno&a,- Sertoli-ooH ’ mid , • 
Interstltl8l«*c©lt ■■tumours " 'is - '-frequent* . The hisoegonetio TBpax*atien. . 
of the last two-. . is, ..clear* . AX-though the -©ell typos giving rise- 'to " ' ' . <- 
. teratomas', and 'seminomae have .remained uncertain,"the a^eparutioa of .
' these two main • types • -of twsticulhr "tumour has 'been of great ’interest . ' 
-and value' to surgeon© and radio therapists owing to the odnslderahl© '
 JC
difference Xn prognosis and response to X ^id g«& irradiatoon, 
fho first cotmpihmeivo class! floation baaed on a largo
aeries apx^^a:red in the United States of Am©rioa at the oloee of 
World Wo? XX* Friedman and (1946) in a review*of 922.tases
the United States Aw the tern *embryonal
taicit0m&% but applied it to on anaplastic carcinomatous growth 
with little differentiation towards glandular structure, quite 
distinct from the seminomas and frequently associated with teratoma# 
They considered .that there were four fundamental structural patterns, 
.seminoma, embron&t asisotnomoh ch03riotepithoXOoma and t^eiat^^ma and 
that those were encountered alone or in combination#
The following classification was propose**#
• 1* -seminoma (grrmittma),
2* Babr3r<m^aL csi*0ti0m&, ■
M, OhoownopithGlioma*
3* Teratoma*
4* $er&Ootricttmma*
The new term ter&toearol•toI^ah was proposed for the large 
group of x^leoraorphic' tumours in tdiioh both differentiated teratoid 
structures and histologically malignant elements were present.,
This oXaeeificatlon was smptlfie& later by Dixon and More (1953) 
and ls with minor moOificaiitne still in widespread, use,. Xt
classified tumours of the testis and appendages into two main 
groups* (l) Germinal 96.5 per cent, •
( 2) Moongormlnea 3,5 per cent*
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The germinal# allegedly "from germ cell©# were classified \ - 
histologically aai-- ,- . - . ' '
(A) BemXw<cno#*- . * -
..’ (B) BCx^’<^i^s0L Ctarolnoma* ’ •
(g) Teratoma#
(d) Gerleewclinocav
_ The s0n"g'trctLsal Include the interstitial ,cell tumours# , '
mdrohX&$Omaao# adrenal eortlcal rests# fibromas# earcoBae# near#* 
lemomrn and adenom^^id tumoura# ’ • • ,
' Of the germinal tumoura they defined (I) embryonal oaroinoma 
as primarily m unddfforontiateci anaplastic tumour composed of '
cetin# large celle with indiatinet cell boundaries# 
amphophilic cytoplsm# large round beem*^shaped nuclei with coarsely 
clumped chromatin 'and multiple nucleoli of large size* Included In
this- category were tumour©' with orgm..ieatc.mi of the colla Into layers - 
resembling primitive epithelium and into reticulated masses resembling 
embryonic mesodem Apart fom this somatic differentiation# develop* 
meat of chorionic epithelium might be found as well as the sc*** 
called *combyoia bodies11 first described by Beyron and Limousin 
'(,1936) # The concept of embryonal carcinoma undergoing either • 
somatic or trophoblastic differontiation was also accepted fey 
MoXiccw . (1956) who- looked upon the process as a-moVSng picture 
which could be frozen at any ©teg©# If the tumour differentiated 
to tissue or orgm.level with derivatives of the three gem layers of 
■the- embryo# Mem md.Moore (1953) categorised this'as (0) l©raOcsev
14
;• '•(>) . Ohoxrtoc&roinoma' -1 a - defined .Consisting'.if ’ 'eynoytla* '
trophoblast -in ' reOqgnloafeiC' 'villous fommation#- * '’<•/ '.
Xa ‘Oil Bison and-Moro. (1953) 'peeOgnle0. five . groups- CGMtsting, 
of these pattotha pure or ’in eomminntloftJvl$#»# . ' ’
,-, . <X- ' '-Seminoma#, pari# ' : - , , . .
'. IX? IBnlWyomaX-. Cksxcinoma# pure or with seminoma*z :
' . ' XXX 'Teratoma# pure or With eeminoma# - " . ;
;'" '■ .IV Teratoma* with .either oim-wyoonl - oaredhoma ; or/aherlo* .
•• - % .• qaroihioma or both# and - -with 'or -Without', deminpma*- ' ;•.•
• ' ' V / 0hpriooaroin0.ma# pwe-pr Wth. either siIwosuSI
3 ;. ; oaroihpma or 'seminoma or 'both* - "■•' 3
' ■ In ;this - grouping# the - seminoma was regarded; - 'as the least '? '
ill^nat^and the.prigaosia of.'t^lie-o>tle^^x*;grou;ps3'wa!3 regarded ae ■
■'tfet of the most 'malignant type InoindCdU t '" 3 -
' fhey ..<«pr‘ia©e& their oohoept of ;mO%phOggnefitfLs ae follow?** ■, /
Seminoma Tumor. «o 3oiipot<mtlia 'oella
1
, ■ -. lahryoa&X ' earoslnoma
IO£totr0phoUtastmraa*x3 . . - ^Teratoma
. • Meioow-(1956) preferred to retain the tom t^€r^^tooar^lm^«i. .
for those embryonal 'toar^en^^B^g^,- 'with some - 'attempts 'at differentiation 
into tissue ‘Clements and to - separate-, ae -a - Mstlnet group. "adult ' ,
teaatorne**1 - eonsieting only of fully differentiated - The \
Testicular Tumour panel’'mid •Regietry set up; ■ in-- i9$8by• the 
•’’ Pathological. Society of’ XGfeat Britain’/and VIreland in conjunction "
■, With • , the Britiefc'-IpipirO Oahoer .Campaign decided . at an early’ stage in <9-9 
•’•• its work to abah^&vtho ’ dosj^atiW ^embryonal naroinoma0 in vi.ov ’off 9",;p 
*. its .past. aat?b.4gti&t$r and. tdnX&uiwh a- h©iri<^l£^^eoifi^aaii#&/''(Pugh» I960 •‘'••',o
. - and ■ 1962) # -The main- • feature of" this aXaasi£ie&iion - is • ;the • inoXusion . •;. g 
■ of the, omhhiymiaL’’ .aaralamaO# teratomasi?- t0raaomas. ;wid,:baa:aao■aaoia0maa ;’"
. in. the one ’ group 'pf' idaaatema# . and’ anew temiinelog^i for .the ■ 'fce:ato©ma<»! 9 ,, 
' The’ .stttpgpaUpi* 'aretX; ■ — ?■■•'■' : 9 \ • ' . ’ •..
. . T^’atpmaX-Dlifferen^iyt’Sl^iTfcB*) A tonatoma Mi idi• oomprieea '• ■ .9;
..only fully differentiated tiauWrfr'This ip. the **u<diXt; ■ teraooma1’ of •;•• -..
■ Hal lynant. ghis oerreBpofids 'With .'< <
the embryonal oaroSmoma’ in the classification of BXxon and • Moore# .
, except that miybdifferentiation. excludes /it ’from ’'thie sat^^^ry^* \.' a < J
- ’ . T.sp,a]no1at:.xsiia . lM»T»T.») This la .disthguished f
by .'containing; true .fraphGh^&stio •’tisauea dlspopBa'’'ir;a papillary.. dr ;/a;;•-
■villous marner# • ■• ' ' ' ,.- • 9 ' ■ 9 ’ ' 9 , 'M''
, ' lalj^n .Xntormediate\ Tyne, M* This differs a -
. 'from M^T»A> in having acme • early • ;di'f^^:^^'ie^siti^i'til^n^^eai,,it^elial and ;
. mesonchymal, but being without mature tiaoute— orivO3rg.mo?id' stmotutre<99 ■
' • - Mai i gnant9Teratoma^ Int ermpdlats ?^ybe;'jb, ,(M#$a.X».A».) This .shows '■ 
some mature tissue •or’organoid'' structures*,. A, tutaoufMb placed in , ' i
•the appropriate category. by ’-virtue of its moot highly differentiated • ■., i 
'part* but presence of trophoblaet in villous-or papilXary-.arm^am^eht., -9
pXac.00 tumours in the category MT*T, Jhie Fane!' defines 't^e^a^it^^mas 
as "of lin certain hiatog<nae8t©# arising in -the testis. and. displaying '
an -'array "of tissue, structure foreign, to the normal. organ# 'Mov©^!^ 
Iobs they are" prepared to" include em&bryoxiaZ-carcinoma© " in the 
definition* Many of these embryonal .carolnomae show - no trace of
c differentiation- and to call them t^^r^atooni^a^B, albeit . malignant» is <
inaccurate#- As the p*mel*-B matorial hears out it is never justifiable"- g 
•' to B'3SuuefoepeoiilXy in the young adult - that ”'tor^a•0^aa, differentiated
($,%♦)« is benign* Hence the us© of the term ^€^^<'oo^i^-
would seem-,of doubtful value as a benign t©rat0aa cannot be 
recognised# Appwt from this the- hist0gonosto of T*D, is ttnlmow*.
Must it have an undifferentiated tumour as pxocux’box? The spontaneous 
teati^oular terno©®^ of horses - and certain experimental teratbomaB 
(Guthrie, 1964) - have features that argue against this, These adult
may have a different origin* It seems preferable to the 
author to retain the ’be^m embryonal carcinoma as defined by Dixon 
and Moor© (1953)* .
The Panel* s classification imposes upon pathologist and . 
clinician the difficulty of remembering the distinction between ,
categories A and B in the Intermediate group* Oily further experience 
will decide whether classifying a tumour in accordance with Its most 
differentiated part will be of prognostic value* Frleemmn and 
mensso (1963) urged " support for the recognition of -'©ml^ba^it3anH . .
carcinomas as a primitiiv© placenta! tumour, t^ophoea^^iinoaa* Many 
of the tumours described in- this cowatry as papillary adon0olx"oin.cals
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and • assocoateel With high- ' urinary g0nva&&?oph£n© • could he placed in p 
this category#,; wills 'DGBirotur?sy' 'hus - sux^r^<^^^md^0d' the 'designation of 'X
the ' other types of i Gabion bar tirnour* >Toh#’' BteWar& .and Wills •X'X960):t 
suggested -.omh£obla©t?&a as the- ■misappropriate .jam© ' for the adeno*-; 
oarelnoraa of the infant testis first described- hy' PouOH White . (1910)*
The , histogenesis . -of - intex^rtitialwoeXX humurai, '"Bertoii^ceXl tumour© 
and-carcinomas of -the rate- testis is t^Xaa#^,^-hh^'elX(y^)p^il^mps present zx;
The olassifioatien prepoWd: - In 'this theelo is based on a-
t i . 
< X
elinieo^pathological study-?;ef "IST/human.- cases of testicular ' tumour,
"including one bilader^y md'apiiyiow^of''the previous' otass:iific silicon ©#i 
It is . set ' out in -.Table I, Of ''these 158 tumours, 156 were of the body ' 
of the testis and two Were from the appendages, The classifies atioh
uses -almost entirelya terms already in uae - he the no© of a new name '- l 
fox* an' --Old established entity, 'ie not -readily/'adopted* / -
In the field of .knowledge, relating' to-both teratomao' and 
testicular* neoplasm© in- .general ’-there has been no recent - advance 
such as ;waulc. juet ify a - completely now and - revolutionary .- 
elasoif teat ion* - - It/ Would' seem --mare desirable-to ■reXdefin© the term's-■ ; 
used* fhH classification includes-u group, for combined -"seminomas ’ 
and teratoma-ln the semie teWis*- Dixon? andMoora/ (l95l) ,put their " " 
combined tumour a in the appropriate group- XI to T 'depending on the 
timow'.acoom^^a^^i^- the seminoma*' e-- /./';■ l ?■/ / '
Table 1
ML£OS2£i£* ' ' ' ’
SmLnOTM . ;
teateOsw . ’ ..
a# Fully Differentiated Teratoma.# ! ’
b# Partially Differentiated Teratoma*
0# Teratoma with Bamryonal Oaroinomar 
d# Enbryonal -Carcinoma,
©# GMerionepiiMllmma*
f* Giooionepitlielioma in combination with a,b,o or dw 
.Ter.atogi.a,. . ^em.inoma;*
.fompMem# •
jOsCOjoblaatPma# ’
fetesMMAiagXXte^sJJU&&») .
jf. . Rio.. T.eatie» ’ ’ -
ni;aoelXmeou o...: Tamoura#
Hetaataaea*
. Jto^ageg*
A^<e^<^t^ma.<^jLd ,_.;Twoar• of ■
0otmeotive;; Tieaue Tumoura#
Teratoma#
Wkaeejlljnetua. ..Tumoua# ' .
  
• --I?
Definition. .of Mwenclaiure# >
Ihxllv Differentiated Teratoma#
.. This ,iB 8\-tWoW consisting of ' ,a - fide variety ’of. tissues or 'Xy 
organ formations foreign-to the part'and resembling thpso found ih . m 
normal". adult •'•tiesueo; to; other parts of ' the. body#■ :TiM©ue© ' derived , ' ;X 
from all • Weco obiho-th goto' layers- are - UsuaXXyyfrosdht^ ’'X '
P art tai ly,.Differentiated keratoma# - :
f . ‘ . X > , .- ■' . - , t ,
. - "x Thia- differs-room the-fully differentiated.. -terkdbma. in having,. • 
t'UsBUee# usually epithelial, which are ©at. 3.1 'at 'an-*'embrryoiic etage- -X* 
of CievveLopfoen.; or aliow abnormal development towards earcinoma. or
-sarcoma# . , _ , . , > • . , ■-x
:' , Li^- <X X’-gpiS *
' .Bibryonal 0arc.toom4» ’ ' " ; ' . .
A malignant tumour eon slating of a solid growth of ’ pleomorphic
cells .with amphophilic cytoplasm, indistinct .cell boundaries and 
large oval or Irregular 'nuclei with multiple nucleoli and coarsely 
cl imped chromatin#-- Giant cells often with tui^:^.pXe' ‘hholei may be 
present# BnhbjyoLd bodice resembling the blastocyst - can be associated.
'X • -. 1 . "• 1 '->■ ■ -
with this type of’ tumour, but differentiation’toto tubular, glandular 
or -'papillary structures or into . meaenchymo excludes aggrowth from this
category# . '
aS3»Umie»%^^ ■ :
This- combinationusually shows an. emBryonal carcnnoma with 
differentiating areas of gl-andular or other epithelial structure 
and areas of embryonic mesoderm* Teratomatous structures- of varying 
differentiation may bo Intimately included in the .four mass or
XV
present at its periphery.- X. X---... ■ - ’ . . , , x’’
GhoriohepltheXiomM# ', ‘ -'v/ ' '" •' ? ■ .. - .
• . ;-A tumour; containing aa part of its oonBt:tucc.tio^-^ei3^iuiar pro­
liferation resembling. '-the■■‘'foetal- ..eyidytiotrephoMaat . ;£#d Cyto~ X- 
trophoblast -arranged- -in villous or ■’papillary1 fashion,. - - ....
Ch
' Bemiuoima la ^.tumour ■ obmposod of .athermifomt round or .Jfef 
poXygonaXeelXB, with -clear -or lightXy.sts&iM bytoplaim ■ -©ad large X." z 
round nuclei ■ - centainimg' one -ox* Wo nucleoli* .‘he -cello are arranged ' < ; 
Mn-.thick cords' orMohulea usually*.- separated by sv. delicate fibrous ' ': f
■ ’ * . ' '- ..... ' ' ■ ' , ' s • .yU-
stroma, hut occasionally by aiuoorraefinft a lywplhid ’ gxmmlomatoue .X/XX; 
or fibrous stroma* • ' • * ■ : ‘XXX
hyrohom« - . - ■' , ’ ' -
, This ■ groups IneXn&eis. the varipua types of ■ lyMphoid heoplasme as
found? Mn other -site!* In/the ■ "testis Mhlsicensiste of ' rotoeurmm cell
sarcoma# 3ympho$eroom&t ,md'myelomaf z ’ -■ , , ■ ’■. .
sssMs3MR!ma&" X: •;- : . ' . .... • ••• • ' ,
- . X ' I A..paxpiXXary’ or tabu!ar adeuocareinoma’ frequently.mucin-* ■ Xfe
secreting arising in the . testis' /of .infante or young- boys# . ■ . X
IntesstiaialweeXX -Tumour# X . . •• • . .
- A aeoplaisiee-. proliferation of cells resembling /the normal ■ •.- -
interstitial' eells .of Leydigxand sometimes ’associated With hormonal " x 
effects# - • * . ; - . •- ■ ■-- , - . ••■-. -x. . . . -
xg.gr.tplfec.ell,.Tumour »■ ’ . • . X - ' X -■ . - , - ■•:
' ' In 'its well tUffe'rentidied. Mom. this eon-sista of ■ .a proliferation-'
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of tutelar srtruetures lined- by Sartell ceils, but oonsidoyabie- -
■ " J " ' ' -A.<
variation In atinj—ture is possible md solid growth of -BertoU
type •ooilo may 'be found' without demoasSra'W.e baoumbt ' merabr.e»ib». ",
Ateoan%gBin»^ '.■ - ■"■>-. -'yy
' ■ An actoboiaanoinema usuMly of papillary pattern wioing in ther^ 
rete toatieu ■ - -" - ■ A A ' '
A benign tumour of alveolar pettobB probably dabi.ve& fom
WXXerian ;r«nmte*
Pre
is 'erasipfcs of lgs tumours of the test!© md its-
appendages removed -hi operation* • ' ' •• -
■ A t Sixty were removed at the Wstera Infirmary, Gi.agx?; . during A - 
'■Ge years - 19OT * B17 and -X929 » -X953* i-Mofslides aouXd be -•oMa$rie& \
for the intervening . -years* Bght. teotiehlar toonra were obtained - - - 
froa - St. Qsearg©1'® BeapptaX * leaden; taring the period 1954 - 19CU . 
TMs included ;a- -patient with MXatWOX tumoura* -\Bghtyfoeur were ' ’ ., ,
‘ - ;• ' ‘ ■- '' ■ " , h ■
removed at Jt, Mary’s Heexiltal, Xante jftso 1895 ~ i9#4 . and si;; from 
•other hoBM-Ms in tho londea ,area» •' • • -
AAi eight tumours few - St*. George's •Respite!,? 15 .of the tumowFB'-
foGm.. St* -Sary'e Hospital and .four of the others-wer<A&amined by the
•author at the time 'of operation,.'paeticuXarXy,.fog the making of .-' ■■
a$u&sh prspara1;;^<^ita as a prelude'to .th# study -of their, -ohrosowmaX A r;’• ’ ’ , ’ ' •!..,
eonstitution. This also- allowed the eeiooilon of-to adequate mumper
of blocks and optimum fixation* One half of the apeciiaen 'was eut 
into eorla! elice© and fixed ih 4 per cent buffered formaldehyde t 
in saline# The elidea wore - further divided . into blocks which wore 
dehydrated in. graded alcohol, cleared in chloroform or xylol and ' ” 
subsequently embedded in paraffin wax* In every oape blocks 
included the junction of the 'tumour and . the xre^c^^nd^e^ of the ' testis, 
the rate, the 'epididymis and the spermatic cord at several levels. ,
In the case of material already in the files, all ' .sections 
were' examined and whore available the paraffin blocks were;recutt 
In most casef-rat least two blocks were preaent from each case and. 
usually one block from. the spermatic cord* In many of the older eases 
from the early part of thid century, ' only one block was available#
The sections . were stained by Birlieh*s haematoxylin and 
aqueous oosin and in appropriate cases by the periodic acid~Sehiff 
method, Gordon and 3weet*s method for reticulin and
Sheri dam method for elastic' fibre and 'phosphotungstic acid* 
haematoxylin*. In the case’ .of certain teratomas, four. . different 
methods for argentaffin- granules wore' used-as detailed by pearso ,
(i960) -* alkaline diazjonim method, . Gondils hexamine silver method, 
Gibbs* method and 'Schmorl’a ferric ferricyanide method*. Sections 
were in certain cases . cut on the freezing' microtome for staining 
lipids by Sudan III' and IV and Oil Bod 0. dyes# -
. The '.various clinical data, -details of the treatment and
histological features were recorded on . punch cards*' These wore. the 
basis for most * "of . the analysis idiich follow#
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Relative
This io set out lu Table IX*
Table 11
OXasSifioation- of 138 Tumours of -Tootis a%.- ’ . "'
Body of*Teati-i#
Seminoma. ; 67 (42 pair. cent)
Teratoma Group . ' 1 59 . (37 per cent)
Seminoma and Teratoma Group. 40 ' (6 per - cent)
Lymphoma , 10 (6 per cent)
Orchid! aetoffia '• / r ' 5 (3 per .cent)
XnterstitiaX*celX Tumour . 3 (a per cent)
AdonooareJnioma of Bets Testis i
Ageetaffin Tumour - X
' • MW0$*O* . .
Adenomatoid Tumour- of Bpididy&ie.. , ■ 1
Fibroma of Tunica - Mbugi&ea X .
It wil be aeon that seminoma is the common eat tumour and 
the t■cratome group only slightly lees bo# Stemi-noma* teratoma and
their combination ’ account fox* 85 per cent of the testicular - iumows
in this scries*
. -
■g .Clinic X.. hath* . ■. • ■ Xx- ■ , l.
Jgj ■ .at. , Oroh idecto my * - '
The ages at which the patients . with different types of , 
testoouXar tumour export©need orchidocoemy are tabulated’ In 
Table IIX for each decade of life and the age distribution of the'" 
main types' la illustrated in . fig# X* T3h5.s la .diOouased "later 'with <
reference.-to . the different tumours, but " it can be seen readily .. - 
from the table md-Fig#X, that the great maaority of the tumours 
72 pex> cen-^ occur. between 20 and 50 ■ years of age# with " a rapid - 
decline’after the end of the’ sixth decade# In the present series 
only teratomas and orchioblastomaa occurred under 20 years# Apart 
from the faeminomas, the teiaaioma group md. their combination the 
other tumour types caui^fLatod of only ©mall numbers. of cases* The 
10 orohitbl&$O0mae occurred in the first few years of life and 
the 10 lymphomas were fairly evenly spread over adult life apart 
from a rise in the eighth decade# Of the main types the seminomas x-- 
reached their peak in the fourth decade, the teratoma group a decade ■ 
earlier# - _ ,, ' ' ' '
Side . Affected # ' ' -
In the 157 cases studied, 69 tumours arose in the left testis, 
59 in the right, in one case tumours involved both tpptes and in 28 
the side was not -known#. The laterality of the main types iss 
tabulated (.Table IV)#
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■ ■■ '" ""X ' $ Eblo ' ■
haterality ,Seminomas *,... TgratgmaT0roup
x./ : Bight... .toft Mlater.il Biknow,
jernOnoma •'. 32" 22 1 7 G6
Teratoma- Group ' 16 31 0 11 59
Seminoma^ * dWatoma - 5 3 0 2 10
The ease with bilateral tumours# both seminomas - and 
«imU/tanoouo in occurrence constituted 0*7 per cent of the, 
total* a lower incidence than in moot aeries* %e Testicular 
Tumour (Collins mid Pugh* 1964) had a frequency of 2*5
pex* cent for bilatar£& tumoura while. Patton* Seitsaan and gone 
(i960) found a- frequency of‘X per cent*
Maldeseent of. the Testl* „ ' '
Bl% patients (3*8 per cent) had m?hietory of undeaccnded 
taeti* In all Mx the affected testae war© in the groin# In one 
the condition wae bilateral md teratoma - developed in the left 
testa* In three caeep the right teetia waa undescended and 
seminoma resulted* ... In two caees the left tee-tie waa undoa-ended; 
one of these had a seminoma, the other an embbyona! carcinoma.
Two had orchidopexies* In one of these, the case with both toot co 
in the groin* right-sided orohldopezy was performed at eight 
years followed by left-sided at ten years* Teratoma of the l.eft 
testis was discovered at 16 ‘ years* In the other orchl&opexy wee
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
done- for a- 'right^sidod inguinal - teatisf 'at '-28 ' yours# Bight toatla 
gradually onlarged -after this- md a - - aminftomavwaa removed at ago - of - , , • 9y 
3? yoars* - ’ .. „ , : _ ' _ ■ : ; 99
. ‘ .Grove (1954)# rcvlofing the orypioroMd -.problem* refera "to.. '■• ■ 9
-he -Ccrnt© ae etatlUg 'in ’IBS! that the .wAesoeBd©d teatia 'frequmiXy 6
"' beem^e maigawt mid mmtioha the numerous oonfnoting- report© \> .9^
ainoe that- date#'-Two opposing eohoola of, thought appeared md ' .9
remain,today* - Oombbel -..(1942# 1939)-''believed in-th© high-tnoidenee . 9' 6
, of - maXighanoy -in .the rndesoendei. teatie - ‘-and - advocated erohld©oecmy• ■
On the other hmd''C0^r^<^3^1 (1949) - # -from replied to a- qmOttoomidre - , .9 
sent to mobora of the Meriom- UrdlogUai. AsBei&tleh»..oonelnde& .9 . - 
that *th© i&eidenoe of .imllgnwioy to cryptorchidism from the aotual
■ oases reported la ho" minute that the potonttiaiity of its ima..ignsalty' 9- 9 
omnot he used am m iodioatio& for either orohidopGay or • 
orthidattm&y** hevo^’l^hol^^^s^i^# to published oeriea of tsstituXar tumours 
the - frequency'-'of a history of -hae varied fom 4# 7 per can't ■
of-570' casoa (Patton#vBOwen ep.d -%o»0* I960) to 14/3 --pe% omt of
292 oases (hem> 1935)# Th pT>bX<m-of a - causal relationship botWeeo' . "
m^dasoont- ,md -moignmoy haK hem hedwVMed -hy mcwtaXofy ae to - •:£
the true incidence of mtdoBcmt ' to the mle poptuMion 'and the lack •
‘"of a defined love! in the scrotum' above which the tootle should be - ■ 9
oonsidcred undoscended# Recent eurveye-by the society .of Medical • '
Officer® of -BotOtht- Bast ’togllm Branch (1958) and. -by Ward mid • ' . ~
Hmtsr (i960) ehowed- -the teoideneo of -testicular undeseent- to ••• 9 
pre^puubrta ae compared with poetvpubertal males to -be to the '9
\ - Ci ■»
too • a3-
X* U '• *<■ •
/to I O' X / K X, O.
'x t.„.>, ■- <e - - c-/t? \ \.
; k> w o p x , ■
28 , ;
proportions of 5# 2 per coats 0*4 per omt 4*1. -per ..oeat# 0*23 ” , -
per oest respectively* In a.. study of over 7*000 eases of testicular" 
malignancy collected from published, wook#;GXhe:rt and H mil ton (1940);,.' 
found that over 11 per cent had oryptorchidesm* If one compares this* 
incidence of m&Ldesoont . in males with testicular tummiar With even .the ' 
higher figures' of incidence of maldesoent in’ the adult male population 
quoted above (0*4 per cent) there can he no doubt of the significant 
association between maldcsoent and testicular tumour# A long term 
pro-speeiivo study of a large group .of oryptorehids' to ' determine the 
incidence in -them .of temtioillrr/tumour would enable a true oorpaaison 
to he made with the incidence in the . general male population#
According .. to Gilbert and Hsumiion (£940) malignancy in the 
unde00ended testis tends to occur several years later than in. the 
scrotal testis* although Gordon-Taylor and Wyndham (1947) roported 
a . malignant tumour in an undasoonded testis in a. child of 5 months# / 
Robinson'and Engle (X954) stressed that atrophy and functional 
insufficiency of the undeecended testis reeultcd as early ae . the 
fifth year of life and to prevent this recommended. orchidopoey at 
an early Of the British Testicular Tumour Panel's 58 . cases;. of . 
malignant undescended testis 25 per cent had previous orchidopewies . 
(Oollino and Pugh# 1964)# Tumour has foioowed orchidope^r at 
intervals varying from a few months (Gordon"*'^!.!);!?. and Wyndham* 1947) 
to 29 years (Sumner* 1959)# Moeow tumour has developed in a 51 '
year old patient with pre-phibertal. imperfect and later ' spontaneous 
descent (Raines and Hurdle# 1955)* Wen tumour develops in one testis’
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in oases of • -Mlatoral aaldeacent, the . probability of tumour
,dWelep£ng in-the other testis ‘has'beer estimated •at'1 in 4 - "
(Gilbert and • HmnlXton# 1940)# W other early orohidopexy would • ,t>-
prevent neoplasia? is un&eotm* ■ ' ’ ,
• . Anther aspect of the problem- of cryptorchidism is the ..
development of tumour in’ the - - scrota! testis where one testis is 
unde sc ended# Of the'56 testicular ‘tumours 'occurring in cases with.
. unilateral’'undeacent*' 9 arose In the scrota! testis ' (Collins and ’ -
Pugh 1964)# The statistical significance of this is uncertain# hut 
seminomas have developed in ' ducks following partial surgical 
castration (dhsmpy and havedon# 1939) and testicular - teraoomas 
have followed partial castration produced hy the injection of 
metallic salts in fowl (Mchaoowaky-i 1929)# ALthough the undescended 
testis shows heydig*cell hyperplasia*- there is as yet no direct m 
evidence of 'altered gonadotrophic ouhpwfc*
The increased exposure of the inguinal testis to trauma-and ' 
torsion as -compared with the scrotal ..testis has also ..been blamed for 
the development of malignancy # but tumours are even - more ’likely to - 
develop in the abdominal testis . .(Oompbeeii 1942) which although 
’liable to torsion is the -beist protected of all*
_Almost' all types of ■ teeticmlar tmmour have occurred in 1 -
undosGonded testes’ (GcHins - and ’Pugh# 1964)*
, g The relationship. ofotopXaela-of the’ testis' to<-maXdetoent/wiXX 
'be discussed further in Part'XX'’ of the theOis which is - devoted to the 
csop'blalive ’oncology of the -testis#
,30i-
•• ■ ’ ‘ { , ■■ - ■ ■
One patient* a man of -38 years* with seminoma of the right 
.testis gave a -history that" hie father had--had a similar swelling, 
of the testicle/ "the elise - of a- oriofcat ball” and that " the testis 
had been removed* ' . - ; 7 ■•. - .
' In the Testicular Tumour Panei-to material'(Oollias'} and pugh* -.y- 
1964) 1 five patients gave - a fmXlialS history'(.about -0*5 cent. of
the total)* Two of their patients with seminomas were,-cousins and 
two With teratomas were ' brothers*--One seminoma - patient reported 
that -his .brother had ' died of ”oamoer of the testis”*
Injury* - • ' - ' • •• - '
.Off the 157 cases, 35 gave a -history of previous Injury (an 
incidence- of 14*6 per cent)*. ' pf the 66- cases -of '.seminoma-13 gave - a 
history of direct trauma (an incidence of 18 per cent), whereas of ■ 
the 59 cases in the tera-oema gr^oup 10 gave such- a history (on 
incidence o f 17 per cent)* Two of the ten cases in -the combined 
seminoma and terafcoma group had a history of previoue- injury*
There is no evidence herq ref a aigniflearnt ' relationship between.' ■ •­
trauma and subsequent tumour type*- Nene of the patients with 
lymphoma give a traumatic history* A rathex* similar i.nci.denco is 
given by Hoter and - Ranudd (1964) who reported a history of
" ' -< s
preceding trauma in 15 per cent of their- cases* CcHins and Pugh 
(1964) however found that only 8 pen* can't of their seminomas* 11 
per cent of their teratomas* 13*5 per cent of their- combined 
tumours and 4*5 per cent of the malignant 'lymphomas had a history
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of trauma* - , • •' ■ ^’Y .... J ■■ /••.*•"■' - . -­
i, The: significance,'of trauma In the aetiology of 'testicular ' Y...
'tumouro is debatable* M area of tumour .growth in ,i'M0 testia or \ ■■ - 'v. 
homepreomoerous condition. may be .more'.Hable 'to .-injury and as In . ■ 
the ease of tumours of other..superficial organs, breast, . eklm and ■. - 
bonoa, trauma may. draw attention''to a/previously caulescent tumour* Y 
Mpexulwontal - tootieUX'ar tumours ' have been .indueM-by tho injection. /. 
of oart ain metallic salts into .the testis (l<iohai§WsfyV,1929) 'Ond.2Y> 
the . possible relationship -of the-WMXting area of haemGrrh^agio \/ ' 
necrosis . in the tOatle to .tumour induction has 'been 'discussed - 
(Guthrie, 1964)# 'It' is 'possible that injury might result in ' 
similar areas 'in the huma-tc^tS-ti^a# Scarfed areas are not Infrequently 
found in -relationship .to testicular -tumours in ’ the hurntm, but these Y 
may* be 'due directly or indirectly to .'-the tumour growth* •.
' . %u vases, oovu eomiiwm&o had . &nxetory of previous •
gonococcal epididymitis* On -pntee had ' a history of mumps orchil! t 7 
at -ago of 14 years, Y3 - year's before .the removal of. a- .seminoma# •
The significance of previous gonococcal epididymitis' is exceedingly
doubtful p but there: have been several reports on the development
•of - testicular -:^c^lu? following -•mumps*-- : Wyeebacher. (193b) . reported
’one ease. of teratoma yand - .One of carcinoma. following one year -and. ’ ; :
four- -months, respectively after mrnpo- -orchitis* Xn hie - -.review of the.
literature, Gilbert (1944) found - records of 24 cases -Xn over 5*500 •
detailed records, -as - incidence -of - -’0#5 per. cent* - •
? s?
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9 wen teratoid and ’ 2 were m&scellanso^l.a* GJ/bo-vt added a. case of 
hie otmf m embbyonsl oir^olh^t^mi with lymphoid stroma - following 
bilateral o?oxit,is at 12 years f^oll^w^ed by . atrophy of the right-
testis# This patient later married and was the father of one healthy 
child* At 30 years' -he developed.- eobbyanal cax^<^;n^<^ma of right testis# 
Several other case reports have appeared# ■ .
In a recent review Kaufman and Bruce (1963) found examlos of ; 
28 testicular tumours arising in atrophic ■'scrotal testes following ■ / 
mumps orchitis, The only other infection suspected of an association 
with testicular neoplasia• is tuberculosis* Rea; (X9,3£) found oo* . 
existent tuberculous epididymitis In 3 oases# The possibility that 
malignancy is related to other types of atrophy was suggested by 
Haines ^^d GrabstaXd (1950) who reported two oases Of•seminoma;
one following mumps orchitis Mth subsequent atrophy and another 
following: itrophy-of unlmown aetiology#- Testicular malignancy 
arising in 3 patients wdth previously 'knovm atrophic scrotal testes 
has - recently been described by’Bausfeld and Sohrindt (1965)*
Ginio&l, Presentation.* ' ’ " ■
By far ’ the oomon-est initial complaint# present in 81#5 per 
cent# was -swelling of the testis,- sometimes iccompmied by 
discomfort of feeling of heaviness,; Tho'Wwlliixig was 'sometimes _ 
issociatM-Mth plin# 1 dull icho in scrotra or. groin and 1 
sensation of heavikteeav-Fiain alone as- the presenting symptom was 
present in 5*7 per cent# but in 1 - ^retrospective survey- as was the 
greater part of this .study it 'is' imppeMble to exclude the presence
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of coexisting swaHing* This '',applleo' to ome ext oni to the
oaeeo seen- persouaaiy, aa the dotootion of swelling prior to 
coiifKU/bati.on. dopende -to a-large extent -'on ' the patient-*a powers
of observation* In all \the’..o&eee pjereoaiOLXy; examined the patient 
eom>ptoiBing of, - pain had . 'an 'enlarged testis* -even - several' times the
slwrof the opposite- teetis* ox an - •■enlarged poptlon-of/the testis/'.
. small immhce?- of --o^^athe' /overali/sAe - of).the- teatie We
not ■(enlarged#/The Mignifieanof' of ^e^vaMous"^©?®©.- of presentation
are/discussed In the aep&rate ^chapters oil; --the ■ different - tiwonr- types#/ h 
Three -patients- were im&waro, ,.of -'teetioular/ abnormm’liiy C(1*9 per - cent -
of - the totel*:/ One of these'-wad- referred- to the urologist for '
' infertility -raid/iih^d 'a fully- differentiated teratoma., Tie - other - two -"; ■ < ; 
were -found testl&uiW Wailings at routine-,Oo(^^c a! examination.//,
and had /seminoma©* .The patient - with ithoiteraoGma waO'Mive 18 year©.- - f 
.after orohideotomyi the ti# patient# with" seminoma© woW,allvO 5 ,,’
■ and -7 years after operation - without' - Wiclenc© ;of - , . ,, • ' %%
; / . . Three patients# ’%wo with >tu^<^iurs-of the -terao'ema- 'group - and
“ _,one .with -^erninoOe - .eomSined with ehooioneeitheliom.ap no sen ted with
symptoms and slgn©"due'to distant rMfaataoes*- In' a-few
with'’ the t erafoms-/ group^^f."<^tts^ou3^s,,g^y^e^l^c^o^oas1^:la-" was/among'-tho early*/ 
eo®plainto/OntV; one, patient presented - with- -tHiS'' -as/ hie ini tlal ••;'’/
oormT.axo.t. , ; , , ' " •-/ ,’ ’ •' ' T/
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Daf.... :°ina__  „
Ohan.i.orrXiI;
vSaliwsia'.
' ’ . This le a ’ mMignani’ "testloulir tumour oco^n^sLdttJi^g of a 
growth of uniform large rowd -or polygonal colls, with wXX**ddeined
cell mam;sh^bn»a emd clear Or lightly staining oytoplam and round
nuclei with one or - two muoi©!:!!## The cells are arranged .in 
oblumne with a stromal reaction, . whloh -is • oesmesXy lymphoid but -,
may be gx*anul©®atous or aoirrhous or in solid m&ssea. 'with Utile
retn^culln framemrk# ■ ■
Treouenoy amos^ .Testieulau^Tumours." . - . •
3h the present aeries ' -of 158 teetioular tumours# 67 were '
eonumasa (42 per oeat)# Ten -patienta with tumours of the teratoma- 
• group also 'had distKhot semlnomam on the ‘same old® (6 pet* cent -of 
the total)).* The proportion of mmimmmm is. different ■.sGrieo varies* 
Magnus (1964) refers to variations in registered oases ringing 
from 27 per cent in W»$# Teaching Bospitdls (1943 g 49) to' 67 per 
sent pin is^lmd and files (194$ * 49** He feels that variations 
In pathological oXissiflcation may be responsible m the lower
figure has risen and more regent oarvoyi give i - more Uniform ■ 
proportion# Dixon ind (1933) found that -seminomas* i#o«#
pure eiminooie#- constituted 38 per oont of their 990 tast^* in •
Great Britain ...recently the - Testicular- Tumour Panel md Registry
found that 40 per cent of their tumours were itoimomal (Collins 
and Pugh# 1964)# Their 'oojbined teratomas ind eio^aomae constituted
35.
14 per cent of - the total* Owing' to the high survival rate of 
palienta with aemLnpms^^, mortality:'statistics do not give any
useful information os to - its relative incidence*
,Age,.incidonm* . . ■ . •- - w ■ ■
. Tig age at orchidecoemy- of patients - with seminomaa are
’compared ‘in Table iii.' and Fig*! - with the other types of testicular -
tumour# it Mill be -noted from fig#l that it reaches - its - peak in
the fourth decade# - a -decade later than the peak incidence of the
tc^xaio^ma group)* -The youngs st.'oase in the present series- was in
a youth of 20 years, but the Testicular - Tumour - Pmiel (Thackray#
1964) .record cases in youths of 12# -'13# and 15-years and in the . 
imdiscindid testis of a -boy -of 7* years#'•
(■•■ liateraiitv*- T •' - . .
v ' .. • ■ - . ''"'7’— '"As in most aeries more seminomas wore - found ;in - the right ,
testis than in the left (Table if)}* Thirty«*ivo seminomas arose , 
in the right testis, twenty-six in left, while one- was - bilateral 
and - in seven cases - the side affected was not knomu in the - case
with bilateral tumours# a/man - of,36 years#' the right testis -began 
to swell - first# followed-by swelling of the left* Both-were removed 
at the same time, seven months aftir the first symptom# At the time
of-operation the -lift- ’testis was ■larger# /bight of the Testicular 
Tumour PanelfB 400 oasis of seminoma -were bilateral*-Two of these 
had simultaneous tumours! six - had tumours successive in timing
(Thackray, 1964)#
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Five patients with seminomas (7*5 per cent of the total) died - 
from -other rm&ignant. tuwoux*e -as recorded -in Table -7*
• ' \ / \ TablO#,.
patients - Seminoma - Dying. - f anm Other Ma im ait - : Turonu»a«
Patient; - Age at ,- : 
Orchidectooy - 
fox? Heminqma-
Age at - Death .
from other 
primary -
Type of other primary ,
H#D* 67 67 Bpiderooid Oarcinena- of the
Oesophagus#
T#W* 57 64 Malignant hepatoma - with
OKntaugg.^>caJa';i(^coae .
J#D* . 33 - 47- ' Carcinoma - of ascending colon#
WG, 27 38 - ’ - - Hem Adenocarcinoma# _
d#.L# ‘ 33 '■ 72 Carctooma*
T*Wj' and U#H#G<y had post-operative %im»diat^:^on- to 
common iliac and 'para-aortic- areas# In the case of H*S«, - 
oesophigectoey-’ for - •e'queuo^iUs carcinoma -of the- oesophagus- wns 
carried out 5 months before orchideetomy for seminoma# The, 
diagnosis was histologically verified in respect of the squamous- 1 
.carcsinqma of oesophagus, malignant hepatoma with - ch0Iangioe&rcixK>oa 
and renal adenocarcinoma* Hooter and Ihioud'd (1964) found that - -?- of 
their patients - with seminoma., 2 per cent of the '.total, developed o
: {
second malignant tumour of another type# -
Hormcoal, - Bffecte#
Mono of the patlenti with pure ieminoma0 in this series hid 
i recorded history of hormonal disturhrnxce# lo case had 
iynlito^mltil■- or gave a positive ‘pregnancy test# hut pregnancy 
teats on urine were only - carried out irGgoib^irativoly in five oanes# 
Symington and Wallace (1964) discuss the resulti of hormone 
investigations in a group of patients with testicular tumours#
In particular - they refer to the significantly higher level of urinary 
gonadotrophins in the malority of patients with seminoma and 
malignant - teratoma# With seminoma - they also found a: high post** 
opr&tiva level of total gonadotrophins in the urine of patients who 
hid remained weH after operation# though this ' griduaiy returned - 
to norml in the- few patients in which repeated assay hid been 
possible.
AefeiolOCT#
Genetic,, ffaoiorg* ... " . ■ ' .•
Only one - patient give a -.history of familial affliction -by 
testicular tumour# in this case -the father of the patient hid a 
testis removed for i - sweHing of crioket*bali slso*
Trauma# •.
This his been' considered -in' the last chapter (yg>30) # Out of 
66 cases of seminoma 12 give i - history of direct - truma (18 per 
cent of the total)#- in 10 cases the history intedated orchideotooy 
by less then 1 year (15 per cent of the total)# An additional four
JO
cases, had. .previous herniorrhaphies and one had - the - adjacent- leg 
amputated fere -severe - electric . , s / . . , ; x
-Tie proportion with a traumatic history (l8. -per cent) Is 
similar to that - foundnith the -teratoma group (l7 per cent)*
The relationship ,Of trauma8 to - ' the - development . of - seminomas appears 
to -he no. different .from that of testicular tumours as - a. ' whole. . ,
The - Testicular Tumour Panel - (T^<^<^^la?sy> - 1964) found a record of 
recent injury in - only 8 -per tent - ,i‘f seminomas#- From - tllnico- , 
pathological study# - the significance of trauma -in relation . to ' 
aetiology is - no - clearer here - then in the. case of 'the other malign amt : 
tumours of expo sed - .tissues* The- .problem is re-opened in the final
. discussion and conclusions in the light. - of both experimental and .. 
clinico-pathological. studies* ’
■ UndQae.enQ.ed- - Testis*' ■ •• • . •, ..' \g . ■ -•/•■-' ,
a Four -'of the- l#oy# 6 per . cent of the total arose in :
inguinal testes,-, three on . the- right -and ' one - on the left* One case . 
had .a - right-sided erchidepeXy., nine . years -before erohideetomy.
: This compares with" two tumoux's of the - teratoma - group - arising -in - 
undesoended- -testis*- The percentages tf seminomas -and teratomas in , 
undescended testis are given by the - Testicular -'Twiour Fan el .
(Collins and Pugh,.-1964) as.- 59. and 31 resi^ectivelyt approximately--:
2s 1 ae in . the smsal.e^r number's Of ' the " present ' series# It would : ,
-appear that . the undesc.ended. testis la mare - - prOne to develop •
seminoma - than teratoma#- .Tils may indicate a relationship of semlnoma- 
to a certain state .Of arrest- Of seminiferous ' tubules. .
:fcp
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ProylouB Pabhoioggy* _ - /■ • ■ /
Apart, from the undosoended testis, seminomas do not show my
special relationship to previous pathology fro® testicular tumours 
in ' general, fho relationship to, mumps orchitis • and. atrophy has been 
mentioned•in the previous chapter# Possible development, of seminomas 
as , a • sequel to teratomatous, growth is discussed in • the next chapter*, 
Method, of Clinioal .Presentation»
®hte is set out in Table VI. • .
Table VI,
Clinic a , Proeentat ion md ffatallty of Seminomaa»
Presenting, Feature.
Painless swelling 
Painful swetling
Pain
Routine examination
Inadequate history
off eases No*
45 . 15
8 0 *•
4 0
2 0
7 ~
Two cases inadequately followed up
The commonst presenting symptom was painless sweHing of the 
testis (present in 66 per cent). Anther 12 per cent presented with 
painful or aching sweHing. ‘Thus 80 per, cent presented.with sweeting 
painless or painful, a-proportion little different from that of 
testicular • tumours as • a .whole# None of the patients with seminoma­
in this • series •presented with symptoms of meta-stases although one
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patient J»G#p aged 42 yeans hid evidence of distant metastises 
and mother iged? 29 years had local nodules of tumour in
the spermatic cord it orchidectomy# Both died of mo■iastltic. disease - - 
.within on© year#
‘ Nked Eye Appearances
Although the testis’ is usually diffusely enlarged in semLnomi 
somo coarse notdAl£i?ity of its surface is’ sometimes present (Fig# 2a)
Some - serosal thickening of the tunica vaginalis accompanies i co* 
existing hydrocele when present# Tie oapsulir veins ire usually 
dilated# -The testicsulir capsule or tunici albuginea usually shows 
some - fibrous thickening over the tumour ind - on the - sectioned surface 
fibrous, septa© extend from this into the aaihstinco ’of 'the tumour 
and give it i lobulited lipeirince (Fltg* 2b)#
The -seminoma is of uniform lppelraaca and in the fresh 
condition is w^h’ti^ili with i pinkish - tinge# it is sharply- demarcated 
from the normal yellowish brown testi^c^ulir tissue ind even -beforo 
fixation bulges out from the cut surface (Fig# 3)* Although single 
small nodules of s^minomi ire encounteredp in the greet malority ,
of the 34 gross specimens available,-the testis is laigely replaced 
by the tumour# in two the testis is within the normal rise of
5 x 4 x 3 cas# p in nine it is slightly eilirgud ind in 22 it is 
greater than 7 eras## in long’-diameter# .
, A^jb’r^ox'i^^^lt^^ly half -of the semiao?ftii (32 '-out of - 6?) show
necrosis on naked eye or histological examination* Areis of 
necrosis visible on naked eye inspection hive ’in opaque yellowish
'H-J-
appearance which contrasts markedly with the glistening appearance 
of the healthy tumour# Satellite nodvl.es are seen around the main 
tumour in a number of cases* Mulliple nodules of growth, occasionally 
in both testes* are also a: feature of the so-called sperm&tooytic 
variety of seminoma# This variety also has a softer consistency 
that the classical seminoma - with its fibrous trabeculae#
Uniformity of cellular type is the main distinguishing
feature of seminoma* As seen in sections of formalin fixed
material embedded in paraffin wax* the cells are large -snd 
roughly sphexricaX with clear or lightly staining - cytoplasm and 
wed-defined cell boundssries* The nucleus is rounded with a - 
marked chromatin network snd one ox* two' distinct nucleoli (Fig* 4)#
The arrangement of. the tumour cells -reflects to some extent the 
type of stromal reaction* They are arranged in solid columns two
or three-tolls thick with intervening fibrous trabeculae or as 
n X /■• \ - vjm
polld clumps Of cells retaining A tubular Ji^orw. (Fig# 6)* 
Sometimes the tumour cells form a- solid sheet (Fig# ?) with 
minimal reticuiin fmework*
. Tie cytoplasm stains with Best's carmine and a magenta--
colour* atpoOitive reaction, after the periodic acid - SoOi&ff 
technique* Prior treatment with amylase abolishes- this reaction* 
The deal’ cytoplasm has therefore a high glycogen content and
frozen sections reveal also some lipid by the affinity of some 
cytoplasmic vacuoles for Sudan dyes and Oil Red 0*
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The lipid 1 b - mlyl6reerinient* „
Twou^Giant’, . CP/Ii# •' ’'’ - - / ’ •
Out of the .67 - senlncoap3#- - 10 - ( 15 -p©r cent) sOlow - the .presence
of larg© ffiuXtinucleited.. -cells scattered throughout the tumour# . 
usually singly hut ’ also - -in smll ’groups# -These .oeUs in i 5 ’ mionm 
section- may - contain- up to 50 nuclei* in thr©© of the - tumours 
showing {^11^1 cell's the' cells ire iirargQd around small venules 
or capillaries and’ in that posi-toon - they ^©bn he - difficult to # :
distinguish’ from- synoytiotrophoblast ’ (Fig* 8)# .
Strom ss
Lymphocytic Reaction* ' . ‘ " ’’ ' •'>'
One ’of .the commonst fi1tur©s of the - seminoma - li i lymphocytic 
infiltiatoon* it is pr©sent in 45 of -Jh© 67 e©oinopas ind the - v 
reaction is marked.(Fig*- 9) in 15 ’ (23 pm?’ 'cent)* - in seven -tumours 
germinal centres ir© present (ll per cent)#; . .
Granulomatous -Reaction* ' . •
This consists of i histiocytic and fibroblastic- p^oXi■feraii0n# 
sometimes diffuse ind separating th© aggregates of ’:J3©iinool- •.cells# t 
hut occasionally ’ focil with tuberculoid - -collections-of histiocytes’ 
©nd Langhans giant - cecils-(fUg*. 10)* Lymlp0oytio infil'tratocn 
usu&U,y accompanies this - which -is - pr©s©nt- -..in ’ five seminomas
(7*6 per cent)* ‘ . . : ' . .
Fibrous.Reaction4
afregir #ai
This - might- .be considered to '.b© the -result of the granulomatous 
reaction - -described above# hut sometimes even imall - tumours produce
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a -'marked scirrhous" responsive - and active granulomatous .foci may be -. .
. eoen In ' large/. tumoiirs or parts'- of a - . tumour* Tweniy**s,even -seminomas
(41 per . cent) dhowod a marked -fibroue. - reaction 'mid - of those 23, (35 . ?
per cent) allow . flbroeis, without . grmmldmatoua features (Pig*" H#. - /
■ ' - ' ’ Ohoweg in,/j;he.Lhomalndor, of-the. Testis* . '
in the case -of the large tumour©- replacing the -greater : ,
. part of - the testis* - the semisiiferous tubulea have almost - disappeared gf-g 
. and where -present in a narrow rim - of testicular -tissue ' show atrophy - ' - /;
and corner4cssion due to' the seoohdary offepimof -the tumour# - 
The.growth of the "tumour would 'he expected- 'to produce - alteration© . ,/"'./ 
in the surrounding doatis - especially " as the -organ - hasp a fairly , , t ‘ 
.-strong fibrous -capsules# -•'Froasure- effects -of the tumour both directly - .
and on the blood" vessels are conducive " to- tubular - atrophy* Of more /: - -
interest is the state of the 'toetis in small tumours ‘and in parte; .fit. 
of/the testis "away from the tumour* Out of the-6? seminomas oxemino'd - - - 
,35 show. " testicular tissue-: outside the - pex’iphery ' of -the - tumour* - but - ,
’ of these "only 23 "show tubules ".and inter at itiimmore --'than"0*5 cms# . . -
from. the .periphery-of -the- tumour*c : /- ’•/" ■ ... ,;,c'
SsaffeyouaJMS^ea •/ ‘ ."' . . .' • ■ -. •. ,
In 11' of - the 24 seminomas ("46 - per cent) - showing testicular /
tissue at least 0#5 ..cms* from the -tumour* spermatogenesis is present, /
but seven of.these - (29"per cent) shonsiight to -moderate depression- c
■ ■ of epermatogen©e3ia-(l?l{# 12),, The" remaining. 13 ..'cases (54 'per cent) ■ - ■ ■ 
show atrophic - .sad hyMlnised- tubules - mid these include the - four -Cases "-•/■­
of seminoma arising -in" undescended testes* - It would .appear that
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seminomas - cmi trlae la toot© which are the seat of spormatogemsiSt 
If tubular atrophy is a - lprr^rrouimiie: fox* . the devol^opmett of 
rrminoma# then- it may - he it. a. -purely local seixse - in a- testis 
otherwise aetive* . Intrstuhulsr seminoma io present it the surrounding
. tuhulee (Fig* 13). it six of these 67 seminomas (9 per cent). In two 
if these spermatogenesis is present although depx*essed and. in four 
the nen~nceoflaoti.e tuhulos are atrophic and 3_:?mG^d mutely by Sertoli 
cnis* Tubules of - larger diameter filled with - seminoma cells - are 
srrn around one 'tumour (Fig* 13b)* As in all cases interstitial 
growth is also present# it is not possible . to- decide whether the 
appearances indicate new formation of seminoma in situ or invasion 
along the tubules# - Occasionally idxero largo atypical 'iyp<rrchromatir
' colls are found in tubules near a seminoma# lymphocytic infiltration 
of the affected tubule is conspicuous (pig* 14)* itffiphoeotic 
infiltration around intraUbular- . seminoma is common in dogs- .and is 
referred to in Part II#
Jj;e£ajiiial. Gel Is . of . levdig.* ' ■ - •
In 19 seminomas the - Leydig cells in the sux^rounding test is -
are increased (Fig*- 15) while in 18 they are normal in numbers and 
appearance# In the - case illustrated# the irydig cells fom distinct 
nodules* The other 39 tumours do not have enough surrounding tissue 
available in the blocks to assess adequately changes in the 
inters-iitim*
Spread. of-.■Seminoma* -
bocal, Spread*
Although the seminoma; grows as a--roughly spherics! mass (fig*3/
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aGPpr©osini the surrounding tubule© within the r©litiy©ly 
-unyielding -imioi ilbugin©i# - it •infiltrates-.mor© directly
between the 'tubules- cnd it ’ it r pefipb©iT’ i© /freeuiositly so©n is 
mi - -in-©ituhulir - ipop-h. 16)# Satellite nodulei of v1ry1^ni
©is© - ci© present mi.-with th© main growth ’ in..aaiiy - -of -ho
s©!^!!©!'^©* Although’-h© -giow-h- pit produc©- nodularity of ’ th© 
cipsulae surface '(Eig# ' 2i) - infix tratoon- through to. -h© p^^^ioij^eXl.iX _ 
lining, of -h© - tunica- vaginitis- - is - very-rare* SomieoIa1 - clro spreads 
-o -h©- io-© and -hoi© - it .infiltrates both ’within ind - without -he , 
i©te tubules '('fig*. 17)* , .
Two ’ seminomas - show gross ©pidl^tma,- 1nva.si.on - and ’ on© a 
pieioscopio '-focus in -h© wall- of - -h© --©pididtmaX due-* .
itmihi-io- - ■.and Ve-nrus;_,inVl.s|en# ' ■ ■ ' - ••’ ‘ -
Tiir-eeii seminomas ' (20- per ren;t) show lympharic .permeation - 
in th©-resected -©s-is •’or sp©-*^-!© coid •and 10 of th'©s©.(15 p©r ’ 
cent) venous invasion in iGllio -infiltration - of venous - channel 1 -is,’ 
in ’ som© - "cases confined to -h© ■will.# - but in others. th©i© li - definite t 
intraluminal growth adherent -o -h© will .('Fig*-. 18)*
Owing, -o th© possibility of ir-efict# - fi©© int^ulumiell 
tumour in vessels - ha^m’ b©©n - discounted# Oh£lmeXs without endothelium 
hiv©- not b©©n 'classified - is - l'topParl<?o S&pOsi<©xee in - -he sectioning. 
of vascular - tissues ift©r previous siloing - of tumour his suggested 
-hit clumps,-of tumour s.©j11,©- can be ’ carried on -he -knif© _
©specially in -h© - .partly fixed or unfixed specimen-- : ;
4b
This was considered by Masson (1946) - to be distinct-fiGm 
the classical temitona# lie considered that its cells resembled -
spermatocytes*- Although satellite todules are not infrequently 
found in classical seminomas muli•ioeltt^ric 'growth appears to be 
cemmner in the - slerma.toeytxo variety '(Masson# 1946 std Thackray#
1964)» Two patients with spormatocytic seminoma© sre included in 
the 66 oases of this 'series# Fig»- 19 il^lustr^a1;es characteristic 
muulicentjr'i'o growth in both testes removed from a monk aged 36 
years ' with a history -of ?.months swelling of the right testis 
and 6 - months swenitg of the loft* At operation the left testis 
was larger. He did tot have post-operative r'sdiot^hera>py, but 
returned to his moitteTy and is at time of- wititg 4 years 
after operation free of recurrence.
The other case was from a men H*D»# sged 67 years with two 
history of right testicular swening* At orchidecOomy .his .
testis showed mut^tiple nodules of soft wWitish growth* Histologically 
the cells arranged it sheets have routd iyperoirom&ail nuclei std # 
compact tmph0ehilic . cytoplasm devoid of glycogen# Giant Cells with 
two to four large central nuclei it sections sre typical (?ig* 20)# 
Lynphieotic reaction is net seen* This - mat died 7 months after- , 
orchid(otc^my- from metastases' of a carcinoma of oetolhagn^t* ,
Mettasascs* .-a , '
Two patients with seminomas -had lots! metastssts detected 
before o:rciidecOemy, eie it spermatic cord std the -other in
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inguinal lymph glmads. -thoy both- had local and ,
distant metastaeee and died within a -year* Two patients with post-­
operative inguinal meiastases have sitaryived 17 - and 9 years* A ‘
further 16 patients had posto-operative distant' motastases* Tie '
total number with post-operative distant mot&stas'as was - therefore 
18 -and include d. in this figure were -the 11 seminomas who died 
from melastases" of their testicular tumour* Two of the patients .
•with post-operative mGeastasos died from the -effects -of other 
carcinomas* in one ease from an antecedent squmous oaroinoma of the 
oosophagua in a man "aged 67 years and in the other from -a "malignant 
hepatoma at 64 -years* seven years . after - removal of a seminoma* In 
both cases .post-mortem- examinations - with histological studies were 
done*- Three - patients with post-operative - di'stomt mGeaetases -
resolving - after radiotherapy have survived 15» 8- and 5 years to 
date* - Ope -had - enlarged- left supraclavicular - glands and two had 
large" mediastinal or -paravertebral -masses* ,
Post-mortem Findings*'
Five - - patients including two who died from.the effects of 
other - caroinomms -had posto-mortm examinations* The .remaining three 
had m©tustasos in ' the common iXi$c " lymph glands on the - side of 
the - seminoma and extensive■secondary growth in the para-aortic 
glands (Fig* 2l). up to the - coeliac axis* One had pulmonary and 
another hepatic metasfasos* Tie pituitary glands were ' available 
in all three cases dying fiomd seMinoiaatous m^lxaistasefij*. In one 
dying one year after (nv^hid'ieatomy ond:'radiotherdpy "there was a 
definite increase in the delta cells in the poatero^lateral regions
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of - the ps^ro diotrlir-as reon it :tbo ‘seolions stsimod by -.tho - .
periodic -acid - soMff - ormge 0 method -(Fig*» S£){ppm?8o# i960)*> - 
Toils'war possibly a osotmtion effect duo to Unilateral OrohidoscOomy 
mid- %irrsdiatier* .’In - 'the other -two pitmitwy glmdo--the dolts arHo 
wore reduced - . in numbcre’# m effect usually foimd sfto-r a prolonged .• 
iimoott (^'01x1#' -Stinson* Humphrey Dawtqi-and Wiser* 1958)* ' ‘
XwifessJi* . ' - .. ' ' • • ' d '
. At! 66 ■ ppSienir with were -treated by oerOiidiociOmy
and 'in irsm 'Sil ospee resoval of tho •rlrrmaiio cord-up to the 
internal inguinal ring# P<ox‘fy«*eight paeonis had mbaequej^rt X ..
irradiation dlreoted to . the common iliac and. pasromisortlft lymph '
glands* Tie'dissgr -varied brtwrrn '2#500 and 4*000 Roorrbgrn raitr ' /; 
and waa delivmd over ' ’rovers!- --ifOekis# The problems of radiotherapy '• 
in the -trrstmeit of’ testicular tumours. wil not be •oooiaaiderrd. in 
this threis. They - have -berm rrcrmtly Oicourrod by: sBl'tiers and - 
Xiao (1962). snd Hotter and itsirndii - (1964)# On^i pstirnt had ' ' 
lmpexdlioBOf radium into- .oonmon iliac snd -^leca~sord;oo-:■ lymph glands* 
Sever paStirnts .. had radiotiler£ul of s'rtaet&tio. deposit's# ’Two pstirtis 
with ne.t&aSfsti'c . •disrstr -wan treated by oyaXo•h0!Oplhmide following , 
failure of . radlolirrsul--'to halt ' the .lesion s* Neither .showed any ’ ■
improvement* ' - ‘d - ' . ' - 4 \ '
’' • •• . ,
- Of-thr 66 patientswith' 'seminoma# 15 have died from the ' ' - 
effects of metsstsstic growth#' Too pai'ti^cHsrs of thisi- esses .Srr 
recorded it Table VXt# 'Five ' have 'dird from the 'offoo-ts of other. . -
4y
tl’afoX.G VM
l>az’tleuXays. „pf, X5 .$&$£sX... tese© ,e,f. fWiintmA
Oao Age at 
oroh*
(year©)
Metaatases 
$rtOT to 
ereh# '
]XU\ Agg at /
death*
(years)
Pout-op p—Ati vs 
mx'vtv&X *
(months)
B*tf» 23 *# 4h 23 20
Af 86 o . ■ 4. 28 21
D.G. OB #* 32 47
W»G. 29 4* 33 10
32 #* ## 32 5
33 w J3 ' 6
J * 34 ## . ** 34 X
»»W. 39 +•* ## - 40 16
tr, m1W Ai. 42 Miii - 4 43 15
h»B* 48 **■ , 4 ■45 X;>
j*0« . . 42 4* 4. 43 • 11
G.lcK* 44 *# ... ^4 4S •11 ‘
G,H„ 53 •* , «4# 55 0
JF*B, 59 . 65 69
D«M«oC,, 64 itaiifc 4 69 - 58
R*T* Radiotherapy* Oreh# O^ohiid5©o0<may#
5U
maligntrnt tumours* Those have -already been ropox’dQd in Table ?*
One patient died" from vaaeular hypex'-tenslon within two yeans of 
ox^chidactomy* -One patient died from aooidental or" 'auicidal fall 
fxom building six years after’ crchldeaOomy and one died suddenly 
from umknmm eause nine years after crohideeCQ^txy* The correoted 
suxvIl^s^^ rates are reoox•ded -in Table VUX«
The relatoonship to 'prognosis of the many histological - 
and othex’ features recorded in the pumch cards has been difficult 
to assess as only 66 patients with sT^^Lno^^-have been analysed 
and of these the examination in many of the earlier oases has been 
limited to S ox* 3 paraffin blocks of - the tumour* The number of- oaeos 
showing each feature are of course too email to enable life table 
survival rates to be dravmi up# MvyrtheXe»sls it seems reasonable to 
compare various features of the cases which survived. with those 
wao succumbed - from their tumours#
As can be seen- from Tablw VH the age span of -15 fatal cases 
is unromarkable# The average age is 39«3 years as comp cased with 
37#B years for the total number of cases* Two out of the- 15 fatal 
cases had meoastasesi- discovered at the time of crchideot0my or 
previously* Ncrne of the other seminomas had evidence of metastatic 
spread at time of cxehidQetomy*
*****
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Chapter' III
Definition, . /, . . '.
This la a group -of tumours. -ranging -from - differontiated .
teratQ^Las to undifferentiated - embryonal carcinomas and. chorion-" • 
epitheioomas, The t^6^iiato<^ma le a - neoplastic proliferation of X 
variety of tissues foreign to - the organ of origin and fremuent3y 
oontiinlng representative tissues from the throe/embryonic germ : 
layers* These tissues although axTenged- in a somewhat haphazard 
fashion-can show -organoid .development*
01as si fi o^a^ion*. ' ., , ' • - ; - , • ■ . '
The -earlier classifications - of tesfccutar tumours in
general have been discussed, in Gdpter I* There was little useful 
classification of the teraoomas until the seminomas were separated 
as a distinct category by"dbevaesu (l906) andKichooson (1907), - 
bhen Ferguson (193?) found high quantities of Prolan - in the urine
from x patient with a teraooma testis> it was .thought that this 
might provide t rational basis for clastifioatoon* In 1946 
■prieet^rnm and Moore, from a study of over 900 U«S, Army oases 
produced a comprehon^sLvt daxaifioation based on histological 
appearances* This was later consolidated by Dixon and More (-1953) 
who postulated that germ cells gave origin" to totipotent cells 
resulting in embryonal carcinoma# which with somatic differentiation 
led to a te^i^ao^ma" and with trophoblastic differentiate .ic^n to a 
cho rio c arc ino'ma.
J? 1>
It will br retailed from Chapter I that Dixon snd. Moore 
{1953) had 5 groups of st~cslled germinal tumours* '
I Semlnoom* ‘
II EMbryooirS pure or with Seminoma#
III Teratoma* pure or with Seminoma.
IV Tomtoms with either .Eotoyonal Carcinoma or Chorio­
carcinoma or 'both.# snd with ox’ without Seminoma#
V Oh0rioc&rcnooms.l pure or with either Bn1^:eym^iSl Carcinoma 
. or Seminoma or both*
Mexicow (l956) proforr^ed te retain tio term “teratocsrcmeoms" 
for those embryonal carcinomas* with somo differentis-tior. into • > 
tissue elements# As already mentioned in Chapter I tho Testicular 
Tumour Panel and Registry sot up in 1958 by thr . Pathological 
Society of Crest Britain std Irelsmd in conjunction with tho .
British impHre Cftreer Campaign docidod -at sm early stags in its 
work to absjidon the designation "embryonal carcinoma" in view of 
its psast wbigguty wad to Suunoh a iiw- classi£Ca&iOtn.(giSb 6060$ 
1962 snd OCOlins and Pugh, X19<54)* BasseaSly this places tho 
embryonal carcinomas# teratomas and ciox’ionepitheloomas in eno 
group of teratoma. Too sub-groups srrs*
Teratoma Differentiated (t,D.)'A teratoma which cornmpisos 
only fully differentiated tissues.'This is the "adult, .teratoma" 
of Mlicow (1956). ' .
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M&aignmt. Te.radcoma An. aplastic.\(K».T #A*) This corresponds with the 
embryonal .carcinoma:in Dixon md Moore* s Glassification*
H^lgnant;, Teratoma. . Trophoblastic. This la distinguished 
by containing-true trophohlastie tissuee dla^poaed in a papillary 
or villous . manner* . .
Mefti&nemfc . Teratoma. . intermecdpafro . Type. .,B )■. Thia differs 
from M*T#A* in having some early differentiation* epithelial and 
mesenchymal*. but being without .mature tissue or organoid structure 
Kalignant. Teratoma . IntermediMe. Typo . -XM* SUi*A* ) This shows 
some mature tissue or organoid structures* ■
Recently Molieow (1965) ; has reviewed. and correlated this 
claDsificutiion with the American clas&aficstoop» His Table .3 is 
relevant in this respect*
)
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Table, IX
Cftoy<ilisfrjp>fi.- Of- .;Msw. British. with thrttld, . States
Classificstion. of T esticulssr ., .Tufflo.^ffS# 
(sbri&god from Table III of Melieow 1965)
B^itish.,..,O!iStsl^iCstiOBL
A* Germinal Tumm's.
I# Sominoms (S)#
Bt . Tummies of umkmomi origin 
IX* Teratoma
, H*T#A*
' ' -
Ch.tu^b.)
$»D»
M»T»S»
III* Combined I and II
0* Uncommon Testicular Tumors 
Sertoli cell Tumour (t*C«T*) 
Interstitial coll Tumour (I* 
lrohiebi&seoma* ote*
,01,8831 fleation Peiulsr - in .. 0 »S »
A* Germinal Tum>urt 
I* Sominoms
I^* L!elbcryonal Tummc's ‘ .
Mbryohal Carcinoma
Mbrymal Adenocarcinoma \
TQrstoestrcinQms
Adult Teratoma -
IXX* Combined I and II
IV* Gonadal Timurs in Intoraexes 
B# Hoon-gorminsl Tumburs
Sotolioms
*T) later 8^X300018 .
Gynandroblastoma. etc*
,. ': 5 b
.‘ '■'.'■In the present" classification' papillary Gdemoaiiroinonia ■ \' ; 'k? 
like those LlXlUstr&ted in .Big*" 30, are " included. . in ' the ' oat ego ry, k.:; 
embryonal. .oaroinoma, • aa long as . they • ' ahotmo. differentiation , \ y.
hoyend a^primitive unspeekLaliood epitheiimu • It • ae^mod of "doubtful /' 
value' to . 'separate these tumours "from' the more anaplastic oarcinouas. 'k,.
; in "this 'relatively .small eerios# ,®ie "Testicular Tuwuuu"Panel (Pugh pkk- 
and Samth* 1964) decided to '’aepiarato the waplastio twoonrs • \ j ;
(malignant teratoma• an&plastio) ' from those • Showing recognioably * g
epl.the3.ial cells of cubical or "'columnar form.*xfifeH'regular arramge*', -% 
ment " (malignant '1^e^:^^^tom^£^*' intermediate' B) *,' ' All these -separations 
at the present ' time 'ire rather arblt^rarymul their* justification' /.p-',.k
■ await further experienc e# "' MX loo $..'(.1906 mid ' 1965)' considered '.. k
that these epithelial" foliations" were endoderms i^n' origin md ', sk
that these ^^u^^xurs should he called emry on ul hdenocarclnoift&o* . _ kkkk 
The Testicular Tumour* Pane!' olassify individual teratomas into the , kkks;. 
"moot highly differentiated of the " malignant' categories that ' the ' < p 
, hiotologioaiapppearances warrant however large or ' maXl the better' ' iv 
differentiated areas nay he", Bxeeption ie made of eh0ri0&OpithelOwaa; ' 
which they call "malignant tepatoua trophoblastic1# Throe rigid ; .
histological ' cxntteria are considered necessary for this " diagnosis# k/k 
Firstly* there must he r*eoogiisable' oyuoytiotrophoblast; aeo(yudly -k
’ cytotrophoblast must "he ' identified; , •thirdly* the 'cells must he -
arranged in ' definite "papillae'or villi* If these are ' fulfilled k :
•then the" ; Panel" designated" ■ such tumours as ' malignant .ter&e0ua .
trophoblastic"#/ •• ' . , '-kkk'y , k _ • . " ■ k
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la the elassifioation used by the author the presence of 
different degrees of differentiation is ' shorn by compound 
designations embryonal .carcinoma and teratoma -etc* In this way 
acme indication is given about the most - malignant - .and rapidly 
growing part of the particular aeoplamu
Friedman and Rienso (X963) however considered ’ that the 
embryonal carcinomas - were derived from trophoblasts and were 
really trophoo&reinemas or ms&ignant placental tumours.
Those they classified ass- :
(l) Udiff©mtiat od - tropho carelooma*
' (2) Trophoadeno carcinoma* .
(3) Papillary trophoearoitloffia»
(4) 0hori0p&liiXlry tr0phoe&rilnosl^
(5) Oierr^c^-epit^Iieiimu^.
Using the classification already described (ohapta? I) the 
59 tomtoms in the -present series were divided into sub-groups 
as foiXowiM - . ,
Fully Differentiated Teratoma,
Partially Differentiated Teratoma* .
Enbbrz(^x^jaL 0a£*ein0ml»
Eibbyona! Caroinema 4 Teratoma. -
Teratoma 4 ChoriGnepitheXio^au ,
Bnbryonal Carcinoma 4 Chorionepithelioma
Teratoma 4 Bnbryon&l Carcinoma -4
Total
20
10
21
1
1
rJ
-—_gi
, JO
A further 10 with" - teratomas aS.•te had'--^tebimoba on
the same side (6 .per cent - of the/- totsl)# ' ThesO-ao e StceriOed in .. 
the -next chapter# Among - tho' ' .59 oases hero dostribed* - two showed 
intratuiulsr tebinoba.trXle. ;; -.0/' •
£roolorcx--abongJ^oSf1lol:lSr-TubOliX^* ■ -• • '
Dixon and Honor (1953) fours - that. 66.per .cent of their 990 ..."
Osses -of tostieulsr tumour from tho U*$*. tora&Obms3* '
teratocarernomas ' ox* ombrryon&l 'carcinomas*- This compares with tho - 
■British Testicular Tumour Psxel*s figuri Of 32 por- bont . for. 
teratomas and 14 por cent for combined iorratoms .-.snd/seminomas , 
(Collins srd Pugh# 1964)# Dixon and .L^0e^rott sories was- from. rsthor 
a toiecteU young ago group* tho United States Armed Foraes# mid ss 
tho- pesLs incldotco of teratmmms .ocoUrs s docado oarlior than 
sominoms (Fig* l) this might os^3,ain.' tho. higher' iriiiOrxicG (61- 
.pox cent) of teratoma in thoir-soxies* . In s Swedish.■ sorios of 355 
malignmt tostl^ouiar -■tumours 39 . por cont were tor.’ao;<mst or - oshcryonSL 
car'croomas (Hh.Otor mxd - RanudO* 1964)» In tho prisOni . sorios tho ' 
teratoma group commrisos 37 por cort of tho tumours - (Table II)*
,go. .Inei4oneos . / . ■ ■ . ■ ; * - ' ,
Tio -ages .St orcMdoetobi of - patients with teratoma -havo . ’
already -boon - compared,. with patients .with seminoma - (Table .HI snd 
Fig*l) * As so^bi in Table III tho- ages of pati.onlt - at ' tibio of . .
■orchidootomt fir - teratoma - range from 1 -to 68. - yotas# Too -avorsgo , 
is 31i6 losrs ' ss - compssrod with an - svorsigo ' ago of - 37*8 - 'loara for 
temtn0ms* As soln . in Fig* 1 tho potk Incidence fox* tGr*&eQbs is tho 
third, docsdo of life, a docado oarlior than for s^mi^r^O^^ma^*
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Similar ago inci donee Liis been oxperiencGi in other series. Tie 
British Testicular Tumour Pad found that 85 px* cent -of their 
322 patients with tera-oomas- were between - 20 and 44 years at 
’operation and that 28 per cent were in the 22-£9 quinquennium*
(pugh and Smith* 1964)* - . . '
hat exility* .
Unlike the seainomlD.* the - teratomas- in. this present • series 
show a preference for the left testis* (Table 1?)» 16 - occurring in 
the right testis, 31 in the left and -12 with lalerality unknown* .
The British Testicular Tumour Pan el found that 169 of their .
teratoaas were rights sided and 133 left** added -with 16 instances 
of unknown laterality (pugh and -Smith* 1964)* Although they coamant 
that this proportion, of right-^ided to loft-aiided teratoals is the - 
^3lae as for the whole series of testicular tumours they draw attention 
to the high proportion of left-added - growths in the souI! groups of 
malignant terBiam anaplastic and trophobleistic* Ho illaterll tumours 
of the tic^^^ao^ma- group occurred in this series. Out of the Testicular 
Tumour Pmee’s 322 terataals3# 3 were bilateral (Pugh and Smith* 1964)# 
Multiple - Malignant Tuaatu,3»
Unlike the patients surviving removal of seainonls* none of 
the -survivors of the ter&tQaa - group died from other forms of 
malignancy. .
rtoxrwnal-
... Mammary enlargement was noted pre-operatively in four patients*
two with partially differentiated texaltaaaSt one with eaary0nsX
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ClroxTwraa./ and one - with teratoma and - embryonal - oarojiupraa* In - two -■ 
caaes the eilargeaont ,was - bilateral in - one of -these -it was -
painful* In two of thane- four patients the urine -gave',- -a positive , 
Xtriedain ;t'eat for .pregnancy gonadotrophins at 1 - in 20 -'di.Xuiioo*»*-
. Apart from these patOentq with - aanamry enlargement - ;three-;pati<nt0» 
one with partially-- differentiated teratoma# one with .eaaryoxnal 
tarclnt.aa. and - one - with teratoma - -and chox’iOn opithelOoaa all had . 
positive Frie<mal tests* One patient with teratoma ail ©abbyonal - %
. carcinoma and intr&tubular - seainoaa -had a . negative-male toad test*
\ In -the remaining cases .no . pregnancy -tests -were - . . -
Aetiology*. , ,
’ Genetio. Factors* • >■ ' ■ . , • /- •
.. Hone of the - - 59 patients with - tumours of the teratoma group
gave a faaiiial history of testicular tumour* -
Trauma* ' ' . ' - ' ;■ " '
A-history of - trauma was given ly 7 patients# a -proportion of ■_ 
12-per celt# a figure close -.to-the 11 per cent found by the 
Testicular1 Tumour Fane! (Fivgh and Smith# . 1964).
The tia© relationships of trauma# onset of symptoms and 
orchidectoay are set out in Table. K* . •. ,
; j* • ■ : I '' / . . ( 61
:.X-- : - .. . -
:Tho.Jfita® .. BIst iom shit .of..Tw@i.a# --Fix*8 . SlbllfcOb . tnU --OriMeo^ory.' • ;:
Caeo interval (months) ; ■ ’Interval- ; .(meonhs)
^^^^^*siumSc^3^«^^^:L0'ectlml'.. - /'First • %mpiOB/0rChid'eCtomi
P, 7; ! 2 ./•' ' 2- . . ' / '■
K#B# 3 ' / / 2* - ' -
w, ' ’ v ' 5 . V ' 4 < ■ ' ’
s#s» ' ...■-‘12 -< - '■ s
w.g*- .. r ■ ’ 15 ' ■ f , ■ .. ; • '' '• 13
■ ’■ISO/.'..- - . • v . ':3
J.Hi ; ':'96\ . ■
it Is quits -Im^e^os^^O^^:io to 'assess the; - sigrifiosros of trsutia 
in . thos'e ossos * Toe peroemt sge. 'with - this -histort Is -Less thm with 
sobirobsSl - where thoro - was s tr-sums'kit history- it . 18 .per cert# .
■ urOotc.ondoOUT,ostit* . . ■' -.< •• . : - .
. Two-of tho 59- keratomas (3#4 -pox ' cont) srose- in inguinal
testes# ;ir- oil -of these the hooplam arose- -In tho -.uniiatorti 
waOostsrded -testis; it the - other' left std right orcOx.idopoxies .
„ isd ioer done '.at 8 srd- 10-years . rospoetivoly and - tio- - t^u^c^i^ar iotomO' 
•apparent in the loft testis .st X6 years#- As it -other sories 
seminomas sre ctmmn^or . than..teratomas . in - undesoonded - testis# 
Previous yoeS:t(ll(.s:r TPsiOioIogy# • ■ .
Apart from tho roitiionship ' to j^^*.d<osCent^# . Loss - .definite 
them ' - with seminomas# nothing is 'ktOrim of .the. 'OKmsn tetti.euisr
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pathology procetUng growth • of ' the .teiaatom&toushoop!anas* Unlike; 
seminomas • there have boon . no. • reports of teratoma •- follbwlng' mumps.. -
orchitis* Interstitial soars• with, areas of tubular 'atrophy are 
not 'infrequently found closd to .'teratomas,.Wt their ae^tiological t
relationship to the tumour is • not; clear • in human matox’irnl* guoh 
areas. . may, • in some • cases he. • the result of. tumour growth* Similar 
problems have -arisen with .hronohial . carcinomas found associated 
••with'pulmonary • se&r${-.Raeburn and Spencer# • 1957 and Kitagawa, 1965) * • ? 
PiinihmL,£rtsso.^mt^sn*■ • • ■- - ; • \•.:
This is aet • out bn -.Table • XI*■' • ■■ . .( • .'■ 'K
' h ... < Table KX* '" ' ’ ' ' a - '
0iilhih.ml;, Pr esmbatinn.; ,an d . /FataX-ity: • :nf ,Tsrmttumm• Group * / • • . ' / ;
Presenting Feature*. - : ; ■ Me# of'.’.cases 'Me» dead with!]
: 5r years* '
Painless Swelling* - : -31. , •. ' • ••• 19- • .
Swelling with pain or • • tenderness* v , 9 ,;
Pain only# 0
Found at Routine Examination* - - g..'7 1 *•". z . " , 0' ' ■
Symptoms of•Metastatic pisouse* ‘ - 3 :
, . Fifty-three per cent • of those • with known history presented" ;•
with painless • sve'eiing • and • 27 per ,cent with □welling rnccompohiod• 
by ..pain ox* tenderness• , The total of 80 per cent 'presenting with :• 
swelling either.. •painlesa or •painful is identical to the •proportion 
so .presenting with seminoma#’ Rather• more patients • with ter&ooma
(27 per cent) had an initial ;aoxmlLalln'fc-of pain accompanying owoOling 
than - those with seminoma (X2 per cent) and th©-. relation ship of this to 
prognosis is discussed later.
Externally the testis is usually- aoeiealoly enlarged aid nodular 
and in th© case of the fully aid partially differentiated teratomas, 
cysts of varying size near th© capsular surface a&y- have bluish 
translucent wOLLs and be clearly recognisable ao cysts oi palpation.
In 20 cases the weight of the teratoma ind surrounding testis 
was lutwn ind ringed from 20 to 1000 grammes* In 50 oases including 
15 of the weighed specimens gross dimensions of the testis bearing 
the teraOoaa wer© moted# In eight of thes© whex*e the teratoma was 
small the measurements of the contained teratoma we noted.
AH th© fully aid p&rtiilly differentiated teratomas had 
respited in testicular enlargement at tia© of operation ind this 
also applied to when they wore associated with embryonal cax’citoraa.
Out of the 12 oases with embryonal ctwcinoaa alOn© or 
associated with chorieielitheiOomG# five had .definite testicular 
ornlargeaeet, with measurements in excess of 6 cms. in long diameter 
and with testis up to 145 gramme s inn weight; fiv© cases on the other 
hand had testes within the normal size- although in four the tumour 
caused localised loduXarity or dist©!^.©!!* Io record of size or 
wight was present in 'two oases.
Section reveals th© characteristic partly cystic and partly 
solid structure of tho fully iiff©o©ntiatei teratomas* The cysts
 04-
usu^tly predominate## but -hair and nodules of ’ bone ■ are common (Fig* 23)* 
In ‘ the .partially differentiated teratomas cysts of varying, shape up . 
to about..2 oms* in ■ diameter contain clear or■ mucinous■ fluid (Fig-*, 24)# 
The ' solid txosuie is . yellowish or white Mth .-sometimes areas of ■ ■
haemorrhage* Translucent nodules of cartilage and -bony spicules may 
cause difficulty in sectioning* Caseous nodules are due to kox^atin 
in epidermal cysts (Fig* 25)* „ ,
Tie embryonal carcinomas seldom produce such testicular. 
enlargement as the other members of -the group*. They - usually present a 
rather dirty whhte sectioned surface (Fig* 26) with variable'amount .
of haemorrhage* The smaller emBryonal■ coreinoma are usually .
spherical# rather soft in ■ consistency - -with frequent ’central 
noorosis* The edge, is not usually so well defined as th©seeminoma:. 
and ■ is softer in consistency* ■ The chorion epi thel 1 omsaeeldom largo J
is rather similar in appearance# but more typically hiemorrhagio ■ ' . ' > 
(Fig* 37)» Hone ■of the tximoot:i?s■in the present series consists 
exclusively of oho-rionepithlliima* ■ . ..
mtstQlQgy* . .
The more' commrete the oramin&tion of tutmeours■ in general the
less imifomity there ■ is to be found in tumours even of highly 
specialised tissues* Thic.is increasingly so with the ever varying 
parameters in -which titmour.growth is studied. The variety of growth 
is seen especially in terntobls where variety of tissues ie 
considered on essential ■ oharacteristic of the tumour*■ ■ Mthough
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lii'sto Logic SL-^BOBHra of - t©raOoba0V suci as tho •utusl; lammnation of - 
up . to - a 'doasa -eim^ll blocks -of 'tissue#. shows’ the -presence or . \
.propindortnCe of a particular?.-tissue- -ox limbinatiia- Of tissues it . 
esny particular ‘teratoma st . • % particular .point in . tia.o this its net 
so far provided a -basis ' ‘for- classification^ Many. ' of tie 'partially 
differentiated-’teralomas siow -'such- a- variety- of ' tissue . 'end Organoid# 
structures. ' whOr' sHsmiisd . In serial. blocks - that this. Laborious methid
of examination would- bS.tecossSxy end a - qusarttative assessment # 
would -iavo to be made# Indeed the lroQpect;•lf correlating tio typo 
of tissue fumed -.with aetiologies! factors 'or' prognosis im -humst 
.teratomas sosos . to-havo boot dismal oatugh to deter- -investigators 
bo far* Stevertioieas it -his studies of experimental ts’S’/Omss# ...
-Falin (l94l) noted sn' absence' of aoxvo cells and fibres in ’ -
teratomas induced by sino nitx*ato instead of sine sulphate or chloride..
Host histological cXassificStions have used the degree of 
differentiation ox* anaplasia. -sad tho difforoat - histological 
features . will be described under tho divisions adopted by the
author* '
It this -tumour tho mixture consists of tissues of .mature
typo# usua.il arranged in orgmioid fashion. 'Mitotic figures are 
rsroly soon sad me sstipiceLL epithelial structures - ox* embryonic 
elements sro - present# Almost by definition it is bonign# but 
incomp let it so s of •ots^ii^t^eji^en place em individutl tumour
in this category instead of tho loss - difforeatiated cstsgory
bb
of • partially differentiated• teraooma or. embryonal capcinoaa*'
Three fully difformtiated t.eraoom'aB are included in the present 
seri'es; a Hindu boy of one year, an %glish boy of • nine years 
and a • Scottish school teachex* of 25 years# The first consists 
mainly... of an epidermal cyst containing hair arising from 
honey eminence (Fig# 25)# Unddrlying this eminence•is. bone ,
with haemopooibic •marrow#•neurones sad neuroglia# Elsewhere 
cartHage# skeletal muscle and adipose tissaue pradominmte# In 
its epidermal cysts and hair it bears a close resemblance to the 
/so«-called "ovarian dermoids”, which on careful search are 
♦-frequently 'found to have tissues pother than akin# dermal 
append-gos and teeth#• The other two are predominantly mesenchymal, 
with cartilsge• and bone and simple 'epithelial structures in the boy 
of nine years and. entirely m^i^e^nchyim^a., cartilage and smooth muscle 
in -the young adiut,
Partlalll Differentiated Teratoma#. .
.Here there • is a • variety of tissues may of* which • are 
haphazardly arranged, and incommlot.ely 'differentiaeed# The mGsenohymr 
resembles embryonic mesenchyme. aid frequently islands of cartilige 
are seen in process of development (Fig# 27)#
Primitive »ewal epitheliw is also characteristic (Fig# 28)# 
Tie tissues but not the particular arrangements are in many cases 
those’ seen at different stages, of embryonic development# Tie atypical 
arrangement of the -epithelial tubules ox* acini and their mitotic 
activity suggest raaXigtlanl-# There seems little point in enumerating
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all the tissuee founds as these are legion and ■of ■ various
juxtapositions* Tie -only tissue consistently aheont is the germinal 
tissue of the gonads* Endocrine glands are rarely represented. Only 
thyroid glandular tissue whith was present in one tumour is seen in 
the present colleetoon* Cysts or charnels lined by stratified 
squamous epitblelULms» frequently showing excellent differentiation 
and kex'ahinisation (fig. 29) or by respiratory or intestinal 
epithelium with goblet cells are common (Fig# .30)* The juxtaposition 
of cartilage to respiratory epithioHm may mimic bronchial wall* 
Twenty-two partially differentiated toratoiaas axe included in this 
series*
Fmbryonal Carcinoma*
As defined in Chapter X* this includes am&ila£^tic carcinomas 
wi-tth cells growing in solid masses (the MT#A# of the British 
Testicular Tumour Panel) and the growths in which tubular or 
papillary structures of similar cell typo occur exclusively or 
in comhtn&tion with the above (m*T*X#B* of the above mentioned
Panel) # Examples of the former are seen in Figs. 31a- and 31b 
where the growth is confined in this area to the seminiferous 
tubules* The orientation of the embbyonal carcinoma colls into 
clefts and primitive tubules (Fig* 32) is not infrequently seen even
in tumours which fit the MT# A* definition* when those tumoxurs 
are extensively examined both in their primary foci and met&stases#
Therefore a divioion on the basis of tubule formation seems
undesirable# A papillary adenocarcinoma considered to belong to the
DD.
tera-boma group is illustrated in Fig'. 33. but if txa^iialitn of 
these papillary adenocarcinomas is confined to the primary‘tumour, 
distinction from the papillary • adlnocareinoraa of the. rote may be 
difficult# . • y '
F^l)ryonfa3, Carcinoma ‘with Teratoma. : ■ .
In an embryonal • oar cinema as ‘defined above the presence of* 
epithelial structure or a^x^lng^G^meJ^rt of1 sufficient differentiation to 
resemble surface, glmidular on ductal epithelium or of developing 
mesenchmie (l?ig* 34) justifies the designation embryonal carcinoma 
with t©^ ’^!^* Tw©^.^!. examples of thia are included Io• this study.
/b) emrryonal carcinoma with in the ‘ present series
contains structures resembling the human blastocyst. One •of these, 
is illustrated (Fig# 35)# A largo mass of cells is attached at one 
pole of the bllstooy8t«>»like structure# Tic cyst wall consists of 
large trophoblastic colls and in the cyst floating cells are. 
present# A large mass of cells resembling the inner cell ‘mass is . 
attached at one pole and within this, where the manictic cavity 
would •be expected ‘to develop, the early formation ‘of a cavity is 
detectable# . , .
These embryoid bodies were first described ‘.by ‘ Peyon and 
jjimousin (1936), • -Further 'x*epoi’ts. csnae from several authors, the 
most recent being from• Wans (.1957) and Haliii•aldXll (.1965).# /
The latter describes them in considerable detail mid compares them. 
with the normal human embryo in the varying stages of their . 
development# . .
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SM^ione^the^xGma*' . • ' -- ■-' ,. 7 a-■ ''' ” • a • /.'
sit cOoMOnepiiholiDaas- in all- sac . included im. this. - toMos#. ,
Oil of - those io . sttoQletoU with .. osmiimba aid io doaQOpibod in tho - : 
nott cOsjptor#- TOe othox* -five occur in. .'ccmbitetiom with -tho ;
‘ followings**' MmbylosS.•0arclnab^al~ ..1# Partially. Dfforontiated .'- 77"
Torsions * I#' .#br?yeoo'SL Qaroiniba.witOx- Toaatonsi * ?#■- •' - ”• -7
• / .Xn>SLi thebe •odsos -cells; x^o^^^O^m^bLing both - tyneyliltrl>lOiobXaei - ,
srd cytotrophoblast - - .ms - - arranged. it ooLKmis or - yilii . iafiXtxstting ' ' - 7 
-or'- suraiimditg blood spacee*- AmXXor'-hae'ab. .aoosbbliiig .choorliniC" ;
tissuO- are detected -'i'i- two- ether - turbOU(’’t#'Tr the ' five - casot .
justifying- tie. -'‘designation of - cOo;7oilep^-tiollOoba, blood spaces ' iine'd- 
by stuoti.ai, -cells - ars' also oons;licuout (Fige-' 36)» - .Of . tho -two oases - 
im . the coH'oction from - Bt» 'Haxyes - BuOtPi^sI- ’Loader#-- eno Tt¥» - (Pig# 3?) Z:7 
was- asported- by. the late. ' R#M# - HwrfxiOd-Jones-, with-'the 'assist.aao© 77.
>t qf' MzPtDf''ewcnb (l9 22 ■ '■ 7 -a a; / 7>'> a, .. <7
;|^^,^^^/7\’/’7~; 7 ;z - ; •. /
Shortly after the dit^loveay - of - S --nuclear - chromS-in body ■ \777" 
in 'tO.s./finale. cat by Barr sid' -Bertram -( 1949) ' snU.tie ottension of 7 ’7la­
this •■fi^n^d-lr^g^; -■tl-!'^^^;tli^:ame^rmt^tt- \tumOua.s -.weere 'eotsnireU-for possible Z7. 7’”' 
diseaopetoios ' between tie' normal tissues of - the bemor and- tho . 7/7" <
t i ssu o a .0 f - - the - .tumour» Hunt or sad. - Lentot ( 1954) . f tund that - 4 Out - - of . - 8 - a 
diffoaertiaied testicular ' ■tsaaiemss it mS-Os-isd abfenaio- sot - 77 77.
chromatin . -body# . -Lster». "L'lnnot- (i960) . pein'tod . iid that eno - of tOioeo*..- 7
s -.pinsSL -.teratoma was. ' from S boy -with-sot' tOiaibutin 'positive 7 /'7
uKinofeltorls’ siidrom's# Too osrXioxv snthuaiubb fir;- this*
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finding- has since beep ..dampened by the finding of ' 'sex- -.chromatin ;in- ■/ 
parts of teratomas and nob: in other --parts (Myers,- 1959)» ’ . J ' } •
In the three fully . differentiated teratomas of- the . present . t
series bodies resembling 'the ...sex - chromatin are seen -in - '-all . three# . ,s
but in .two .the sex ' .chromatin ' is '-present'' in. -less- than -10 - per cOrfc
of nuclei - with variation from one tissue - component to another?# 
in .the -case with -the highest percentage it is seen at - the nuclear
membrane in epidermal-nuclei and- -’in ?0 per .cent of the cells, hut .....
in other " tissues the percentage is 10^1#••fibroblasts and smooth muscle i 
cells show lower - percentages*;. In - thO - two - fully - differentiated. teratomas
. with sufficient surrounding - tissue# - no sex chromatin -can be seen in .-//, 
non-neoplastic - tissues for* example, Leydig- cells, - but.- this - is -an ■
extremely emmlX sample of the host *'s pti'Bjuxea*- y . .
. ; in - the-partially -differentiated ter?<tSimat # an occasional '
sex chromat in body ' is - soon in. cubic hi epithelium of respiratory . 
or intestinal type and - in, the - embryonic - type -of- mesenchyme, but; ,nC' • 
constant - pattern or geographical localisation is evident*
In - the emBryonal carcinomas of the preseniseries -no - sex ,
/chromatin body -is recognisable, - - although large nuclei - ooouasionolly 
contain two or- three - rather similar/bodies » Thio also; applies to- the, 
'cytotrophoblast of - chorionepitheiooma*- ‘Squash preparations made . ;
from solid particles' -of testicular -tumours# pre-treated with 
hypotonic -“Solutions appear - to - show-- more sex- chromatin bodies ;
than sections of ,the same tumour*- . -■ ' , •
It seems -that nuclear se'xing - alone will - not be -of value .at 
present in .elucidating-histogenesis.' - in this t,com>Xex-.group of tumours*
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Further information along these linen must await detailed 
chromosome• studies o;f the tumours and their hosts* .
Stromal Reacttoh« ' • . ■ ' - , • - •»(O II Ill»fc J PLiflfetfWtawy >M biW'P l *WiW« wUiwrrHTbl , •' \
Unlike the seminoma with its chasracteristio lymphoeytic 
stroma 'the teratoma excites oe particular cellular reaction# A 
scanty exudate of XymphoeytOs or plasma‘cells does occur especially 
In embryonal carcinoma (Fig* 33)# Fibrous reaction ms such is
inconspicuous except as a sequel to‘ necrosis.of. pax*ts of -the , 
tumour* 0?tbex’cuXoid " feci as seco in seminomas (Fig# 10) ‘ have not 
been found, although occasionally io‘ emlrIl}'2^^^■L .carcinoma confined• 
to the tubules" a muXiimcllaaited giant cell with small. central and‘ 
peripheral nuclei has been found close to the basement membrane# 
(Fig. 38.).
.Other' •changes.,in thr toftis.
Seminif erons Tubules,
Apart from the 10 casts if ‘ coexistent semioomm• '’mnid teratoma# ; 
evidence of iit^atubuXalr seminoma or 1000x100^-1x10-1^ is found .
on microscopy in two ‘ caste# • tnl of teratoma• and 0x10 tf temtomm plus • 
embryonal carcinoma# •" The latter ICR, aged 19 years •'shows somewhat• 
depressed spermatogenesis and in situ srmintmm‘ arising- at different •
points close to and around . ‘the ombbyouaX carcinoma -(Mgs* • 39 a ltd ‘b)# . 
In neither casa ‘ do the omked oio appearances‘ suggest io'depende.oi 
seminoma nodules mod• study of • serial sections of the surrounding ■ ' 
testis does .not reveal evidence • -of invasion# This would suggest that 
these' early io situ seminomas arimo" either ms m sequel to teratomatous
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growth# or as - a delayed response to the same cai^inogenGtio 
stimulus*
Out - of the 59 - te^&t0ba3 20 shovw.either -no surrounding .
testis or only, a;-narrow rim leas than 0*5 ems*. -in depth in the
- available# Of the remaining 39 teratomas 14- (36 per cent) 
show- spermatogenesis in - tuhnlos slig;Otly removed ‘from- the growth* 
in some of these spermatogenesis appears - slightly delre£sosds- 
One of these, patients A*#bS, aged '25 -years presented with a 
oomplaint- of infertility and although spermratoc/tos are seen - in •
divisioxi no 'sll^oaio8ca are present - in the tubules*. Immei^a^c^jLy 
surrounding the tumour’ cobOleased and hyalinizod seminiferous 
tubules are almost invariable with t ©momma# although with the 
more - rapidly .growing- emBryonal carcinoma almost .normal mminiferrous 
tubules are in process of Invasion! by embryonal carcinoma* In 22 > 
cases (56 per - cent^'seminiferous tubules even ' beyond 0.5 -cos* fom 
til© edge of the tumour show atrophy mid Oyatinizatoon* In thx’eo cases 
(8 per cent) the'. surrounding tubules are prepubertal - in type* Two of 
tOese were -ii boys# 1 year and' 8 years of - age# Hie other was in a - . . 
youth of 16 years# who had ‘previously undergone bilateral
• orohidopoxies.for -undescended ' tostee* In view of the - effects of the 
growing -tumour on the tubules#-the condition of the seminiferous 
tubules In the other testis - . might be m^3re indicative of the pro­
cancerous state of the - tubules# .
Interstitial. Cells of Leydig# .
Thirty-nine iiKjeimis have sufficient surrounding testis for
0 9
study of the Leydig cell population*- Teo tumours tf the teratoma 
group (26 per comb) composed of five partially differentiated
teratomas‘mod five teratomas with embbyonal carcinoma shew 
definite ioterstitial«coll hypex’plasia* Twenty tumours (52 per cent)
shoe normal numbers tf interstitial cells in the surrounding 
intorstitim mod mine (22 per coot) slight to moOarate reduction
in numbers.
.Spread.‘.of . . the. . Teratom a .. Group . *
'Local Spread
Locally embryonal carcinoma mod seminoma appear to spread in 
similar mranier within seminiferous mod occasionally rote tubules** 
In thc latter however, m papillary mdenocertinoim without teratoid
differentiation may merit mono a 
rote tcstis* The growing edge of
loss well defined than that oof m
seco so frequently with seminoma
diagnosis of adonot^mxt.iro^ma of thr 
ao embryonal carcinoma is usual, ly
semioomm and discrete satellites
are absent. The differentiated
teratomas seem to grow as m solid muss with fairly well defined 
edges mod evco a peripheral fibrous encapsulation*
ILyaltAtlt‘X>Od.... Voious Iivaolto. <
The mon malignant common nets of this group ospeco.ally
embryooa! carcinoma undoubtedly infiltrate thr lymphatic and 
venous channels withio the testis mod under thr capsule*
MetaatmsQ.s*
Reooionml. . Lymph ht de .
Although mi3figo^t testicular tumours spread by the normal
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Limpoebtic dx’sinsge of tio testis end' op^^O^L^c^s^iis to tie ls:Qaeaoo?tio 
lymph ridta near tho terminations of tho tostlealam veins
occasions! metastests develop in tio ipseiatorSl ingultSL nodes# 
This oacurrsO twiti tiroo of the 59 tumours of tho teratoma gr^^u^^* 
In one patient tho lignins! - growth weo prisont bsfoas' operation 
for a teratoma of s sepots! tottl!#> In tio otior two it fiLLOowod 
operation* In tone of thoso oasis wees thoro scrotal involvement* 
Moots of tie . ossos wiiti inguirsl metast-sses occurred it unOosconOod
testes or isd osplorstion -priOr to oachidecOQStr* Too true incidence
of betastaset to tho para-aortic limpOi gLtnOs - is alt known; 59 
pom cent of tO,s patients with tor‘alobat ex ombbyoouSL cert lienees
had courses of ' tiiorapy vitii KKayts or moors recently with cobalt 60 
directed tie tho 00000X1 iliac snd para-aeotic arses* AltOiough tieso 
tumours require high dosage .microscopic metastasts met iavo boon 
arrested*- post-moatm findings in tho ' fatal ossos sro OotcribsO Later#
palpable masses in tio . abdomen not obviously im -this iivea sas
usually assumed to -bo m©tastattt in para-aortic -or otmuoa iliac
glands* although rarely tio growth met bo in tio wall of tho 
sLibuointtry tract. In eno case# D.H#* tho stomach was diffusely 
infiltrated by carcinoma (Fig* 40)* Or tho aigOt side
ItsipOx gimids tsar tho Orilrna if tho right kidney sas fioquen'tiy 
involved. Iavil^v^c^m^omt of tho comm cor iliac lymph .gismOs 1b
probably by retrograde spread.
Distent Mtastases* -
Mini p&tiorts (l5 .per cent) had evOdrnee/ilinCcaO or oaeiogigtcal 
if metastasis botind tio regional Lymph glaod s at or pii.Qr lo operation*
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Metastases were present :h'i the luuns" In two pat leant si lif the •
- vertebral bodies in one - and - in cervical lymph nodes in two# One ; 
d* the last mentioned had 'the -diagno si a - confirmed by biopsy*
Tie other four patients had high abdominal .masses* Bight of the 'nine 
patients died within 7 months of operation.' One with a - papillary 
adenocarcinoma survived 10 years and the high -.epigastric mass ;
has receded* '■ -
Eighteen patients'shooed evidence of-distant oetastases *
after operation. Twelve 'of theses h^-pipbaonony., deposits* 'One showed 
a cervcoai lymph glandular depesot 1 O'o ears after-o poparton. Tw 
had spinal oetastases and' three - had. high epigastric and hepatic 
^^tt^jsitases* One with - a t©palooatlut pulmonary deposit removed by 
lobectomy was lost. trace of 5 years after orohideelomy* - AH the 
others, died within one year of operation# ,
. Ten of the 59 patients oho died of tumours of the teraooma 
group had post-murlm extO-nations. , The .distribution of, 'the 
metastases- is indicated. in Table XII* *
Pituitary Gland# .i—^Wr-ji^rr-j'.—rr:.t . .i'u.i_l‘ii_i ij. f f.r,T?>.r.TT>* ' f 'in". " • • -
‘ In - /three cases the pituitary gland- was available for
examination. It showed in all three catet some increase in - 
numbers of the P#A#S# positive . delta cells as found - in one of 
the esses -of seminoma (Fig* '22)* In -two of the three oases the 
other*testis had' been examined# One ' showed some - increase in 
interstitial cells and hyaline basement oemOrsane thickening of
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••y tubules* which '.showed atrophy ' of the apermnutogenio. elements# ' £n 
the other thore whs . depressed ' spermatogenesis with -.only. occasional 
deformed- ' spermatozoa in . short segments . of tubulee and .otherwise 
tubules lined by • Sertoli oelis only* Interstitial. cells 'were .
normo! in -umbers* ...7 'v’'< ‘ • • ’ . - •
. ; In two . other cases, in which the '-pituitary gland was not
, available for exarmhnition,• the -other testis showed atrophic changes 
in the seminiferous tubules# . . .
- •' ..-This consisted of orchidectomy' and removal of spermatic cord
. up to level of internal abdominal ring* Twenty-three . patients ,
(59'per cent) . received . just oyer 5*000 -Roentgen units (e) to the 
para-aortic - and common iliac lymph glands over several weeks#
Of those 15 (56*5 per cent) died of their tumours**Three patients 
received general 'body bath irradiation din -palliative doses and all 
died within 15 months from the • effects of metastases* Thirty-three . 
received no irradiation treatment, and- of these'18'(56*2 per cent) 
died from' metastases* Radiation In these doses ' would appear to have
, no effect on the fatality rate* Hone of the cases included had 
received 60 cob/ati therapy or X irradiation from aupervolt&ge 
machines# The, radiotherapy will not be discussed here# It has been ' 
dealt with recently by oSim.thers and Wallace (1962) and Hotter and
Ksmudd, '{1964)#
: In this series no dissection' and removal of para*aortlc
lymph glands was carried out# but post-operative removal of inguinal
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glands was omrried out in two oases and the - removal of m large" .
glandular mass# involving pancreas and spleen was cmarried out in 
WH# two years after " orohidectomy (see Table h!X)» In one 
remarkable case U*.£kH* # m ohorionepithelOQmmtous metastasis was 
removed from the neck 10 years after orehMecOomy for embryonal . 
carcinoma* This patient died shortly afterwards# but without post­
mortem examination mid so the possibility of m now testicular growth 
in the remaining testis could nit be excluded*
Two pi’tients mt the stage of multiple metastases in abdomen 
mnd chest received orm! cyclophosphamide.# -but without benefit*
Both died within two months of start lug this form of therapy* 
Prognosis# ’
Thirty-nine patients died from met&stmsts of m tumour Of the 
teratoma group* Appth from one cmse# mentioned above# mil
the deaths resulting from the spread 00 terato&m group tumours 
occurred- within 4 years of orchideoiomy and of the 39 deaths# 28 
(72 per cent) occurred within the first year# and 35 (90 per cent) 
within the first two years* The corrected- survival rates are shorn 
in Table hllX#- The percentage surviving mt five years after 
orchidectomy is 32*4 per cent which compares with-m figure of 
73*8 per cent for seminoma#
The numbers of oases in etch sub-division of the teraiomm 
group is too small for the co^apil^ation of survival tables# but some 
idem of mootstity can be obtained# Thus out of 10 patients with 
embryonal caarcinemm seven died within on© year# two have so far
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survived 12 and'10 years since trchidtcttmy and one has not been 
. tranced* . , ■ ■ •
, Bevan of the 20 patients with partially differentiated 
ter&toma have died# whereas 16 of the 21 patients with partially
. differentiated teratoma 4- embryonal carcinoma have died. A.1 fottr 
, patients with choritnep±lh©XOona as part of their ' origin a].
tumour died within nine months*
' RSkationahip- . of , Va;xials ' Fq^oltoj^s. to prognosis.
Method ''of Presentation* / , ; . .
, No conclusion can'be dram, from Table XI as .to the prognostic
vaiue of the method of presentation of the primary tumour.
The presence of metastasts however at time of operation carried a 
hopeless prognosis in this ' small series* Wine oasesshowing either'. 
local 'or 'distant metastases were all dead within 13'moothc. 
•Lymhhtl.c.' Invasion,* , . ,
Nine cases ' showed' infiltratoon of the growth, into lymphatic 
channels* In' six, the veins were also invaded. Two of the three 
cases showing ' lyr-mhatic permeation 'only died of metastases* One 
has survived nine years* The numbers 'are too smaal for statistical ' 
analysis. . .
.Venous invasion*
, 'Invasion of tho wHs 'and lumina; of veins in the testis or
spermatic cord was found in '10 cases* ' Nine died of their tumour.
One could not be taafioecl* :
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. \ , 'Boon© of the. other" factors studied, presence of necrosis,
state of interstitial cells or stromal reaction appeared to have • 
any reflation), ship to _ prognosis, but tho numbers/are too few- for 
statistical ■ analysis# " , , . .
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Chapter. XV '
Go exist ©nee. of Se&iln.omg ...with. T erat oma,. Bibryon al Carcinoma or
Clhetlonepitieiiima.* ••. ,
. The eoourrehce of " oeminoma confined to the tuhuee#s semlno~*
i'hisitUyin two , cased Of - teratoma has horn deeoribed In the last 
oh apt or# It is therefore not surprising that seminoma ms m 
distinct tumour should coexist with a . tumour of the teratoma 
group* The ten cases described in this chapter consist of 
unequivocal double tumours in - the same testis"and mre not merely 
se$ineonaalike areas in m toi’aioffia*
Caasifl c ation #
Coexisting with seminOmas were the following tumours:-
Embryonal Carcinoma#- 2
P&rtimliy MOOer entitled Teratomas 
and " Embryonal Carcinoma, 3
Partially Differentiated Teratoma# 3
Fully MOOerentimtod Teratoma 1
Chorionepitheliomm ■ 1
.. 10 ’
Xn mil ten omses the seminoma was m distinctive white tnmouu?,, 
in eight eases clearly separated from- the other tumour and in two 
intermingled with it# Only tumours with distinctly sernlaQiaalous 
areas outwith the teratoid tumour have been included# Tie main 
features mre tabulated in Table hXV*
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TaWjXV ‘
Hain Features of Coexistent _geminoma,^id Teratoma group Tumoiiiyj,
Case Age at
Orch*
(yffsr)
Initial
Symptom
Pre**orch Hist#
(months) ,
Post*? orch# 
Survival
(yra.)
Teratomatous
Component#
IU J# 40. •' Swelling 8 ;; 0.9 (») ;• B.C.
H1014/27 45 Swelling 0 found at 
exam#
4 (to
1931)
E#C*
G V4W . - 32 ■, Painful
Swelling
■' . 3 0.4(0) P.D.T. + E.C.
L.B. 43 Swelling 10 3 (to
1965) p#d#t# + E.C#
rue* . 22 Gainful
Swelling
Fs. ./ 0.4 (D) P#D#.T# + E.C,
91 9/20 19 Swelling ■ io Unknown P.B.T.
J.D.K, 30 Swelling 7 ? ; \ . Unknown p.d.t. :
A*N# ’• 44 . Swelling 3 •: 1.5 (D) ‘ P#D#T#
p.p. 37 Backache 5 1.2 (») ,C.E# . ..
J*G# .. 33 ’ Swelling 6 13 (to P#D#T*
"■ '"/■ ■' •, 1965)
Abbreviations!? P#D»T* •* Partially Differentiated Teratoma*
F» h»T# ** Fully Differentiated Teratoma# 
E#C* ** Embryonal Carcinoma#- 
C*B<~ (Hiorionepitholioraa# ".
(D) *- Died from, tumour*
oroh# -* orchidectomy* yrs# * years#
Out of the total of 158 testicular lum^mrs in the present 
series, 10 (6 per cent) are combined seminoma and teratoma group
tumours in the erne testis, In the British- Testicular Tumour Panel's 
large series of 995 tumours of the testis (ocHius and Pugh, 1964)
14 per cent are described as combined tumours* I#©** teratona in 
ctmiinatitn with seminoma* They found that no single type of teratoma 
was more likely than any other to have a seminoma associated with 
it, (pugh and Thackray* 1964)*
Ago Incidence, .
.-^wr'ii-fcTw:: ajk:wrp~,iwrrr :ir.im ~i ww‘ m a
The ages of the ten patients at orchideetomy range from 19 years 
tjo 45 years with an average of 34*5 years.' Although the number of 
cases of coexistence of seminoma with teratoma groups tumour is sn&LX 
this average age falls between the ' average of 37*8 years for seminoma
and 31 *6 years fox* the teratona group#
Five are righi-ssided# three are left^sided and in two the 
laterality is unknown#
Multiple MliffrlarjCT* ' ■
‘ In view of the sm&X number of cases and the relatively 
short host-tpe^ative survival (see Table XIV) it is not surprising 
that none developed a further malignant tumour*
Hormonal Effects#
One patient, JD^.N* # aged 30 years had unilateral man&nry
enlargement and another F.F., aged 37 years had bilateral nanmnay
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enlargement before.otci.i&0.ciaKly#--Both had .positive Friedman tests 
for pr^egn anoy.gonadotrophins * The" former had combination of ' 
seminoma and partially differentiated " teraioam and after radio­
therapy Oor abdominal disappeared Xn 1945* The latter
wio had seainoam with chorionepitholOomm died mt" home 14 months 
after orehi&Ge■O0ay mnd had persistent painOUX """ nanmary enlargements
Genetic factors* ' '
Nt" Omaillml history has been obtained#" Xt 'will be recalled
that only One patient with seminoma gave m -history of " O'amiliml 
involvement and none oO the patients" with teraioam had " m O’lmiliml 
history oO testicular tumour, . ..
Trauma, •. . />' : ■ • ' .
®vo patients (20 per cent) had a definite "history tf injury / 
to the affected testis shortly before the onset of swelling#
How of the patients in this "group had undeecended testes 
tr previous orciidolexie3* -
Previous -.Wesficuliy PlhOloOT#' • ? ' * • • ■ ... •
■ The study oof this group of mixed tumours revealed no
association with previous testicular" 'disease# ; •
Clinical'Presentation* . .... ' ' .
:".As can be seen from Table XX? mire of the ten cases 
presented with "-swelling of the testis> in two Of these accompanied 
by pain mnd one with' lumbar -back-ache# One mixed" tumour was found
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at a routine medical examination# The pre-op ©native duration of 
symptoms in the other oases ranged from 3 to 18 months with an 
average of 7*2 months#
earapcee*
1 I.^.WmWuultftHilKiJlrtMfrWW
Each component of these double tumours has its ch&x’acteristic
appearances* The seminomatous component is uniform whitish in 
colour, usually well demarcated from the surrounding testis and 
from the teratomatous component, Which can be as variable as any 
t^imoiur of this group* The clear separation -and distinct appearance 
of the two tumours are seen in IFig# 41* In one case J*G, aged 33
years a fully differentiated teratomatous nodule was removed from 
the rete testis, and three months later a slightly enlarged 
seminomatone testis was removed* Seven showed slight or moodr&te
t
enlargement with nodular testicular surface but in one R*J#, the 
testis measured 10 X 7 1 6 cms* Two showed no enlargement* In all 
cases except L*B* (Fig* 41) the seminomatohs component was the
smaller*#
Histology,
Tie ten cases of coexistence of seminoma with a tumour of the
teratoma group show as might be expected the features of the 
Individual tumour componieis# Of special interest is the boundary 
some between the tumour# Two cases show imtratubular seminoma 
and one showed intr&tubular embbyonal carcinoma*
Intermingling of the two tumours occurs in two eases and 
this is illustrated in Pig* 42, where the highly malignant gi’owth
o I
of oo eRn^xr/c^i^tix esu’clnona appears to be infiltrating into the 
seminoma# On the other hand, a fibrous zone nay separate the two
(Fig. 43).
ntacmal, faction* . ■
' The Beniront.t0us component shows similar reaction to
seminoma occurring alarr©* Tuberculoid fool are not seen in this 
snail number of oases* Like teratbonts occurring alone, the 
t©rat0mattus ooniooents show little or no reaction, usually a 
few lymphocytes and occasionally slight fibrous eneapsuXation.
Other ' Qigi^c^tes in . the „ Testis#
Two oases, J.O», and f#f#, show persisting but slightly 
depressed spermatogenesis away from the Im^idlfl'e vicinity of the 
tumours and perhaps unexpectedly they also show ' sone increase 
in the interstitial ceils of Leydig, In one forming distinct 
n^^:rosc^^^:ic nodules* Tie other eight cases show atrophic seminiferous
tubules with im’v;ratu1b^3.ar in two and intratubular
enbirronal cl^c)n.tni in one# 
Spread*
Infillratoon of rete and opididyma! tubules by £©1x^11 
occurs in tne case M**C, where there is also infiltratoon of 
lymphatic charnels by emiryonaX earertnul* Other two cases L#B* 
and C»*T*, show Infill jar-ixlon of lyn£piatic vessels by seminoma and 
^0 case A*H#, by t@r&t0ia• In another case JU)*N*, .there is 
infiltration of the lunina of sn&XX veins by teratoid 'ctrctniraa#- 
Sections of the upper 0^ of the resected spermatic cord are free
of .tumour in ail oaseo* ; /' : ; ;/*'• . .. '*
• '>.<S.. i: .'■ . - '
. Two patients \F»I* » and J#.n»KR/‘ had-epigastric. .masses before 
operation mid one patient C »■*?*, had ' radio logical, evidence pre­
operatively of ••pulmonary '•metaptasesv ■ . '
.$olurged-lumbar glands were detected after operation?in. one ■
patient, 1,1014/27,. who had a • •recorded survival of four years . •.• 
following radium'" treatment. •• </.••' •"'.. • "•..,* , - " 1 >.
, . Three.patients without evidence • of'metastasts pre-operatively. 
developed • clinical or ' radiological.. evidence .'Of mmt&s'tasts posit- 
operatively.•'Two. of those EJ#, andyA.Mp 'had pulmonary . ' •
metastasostmuVon.e- had extensive intrh•*hbd0ffiii.ah .growth. ’ • ?
and • paraplegia duo -to spinsl •meoastasos* '•.'.• . . '
Five patients died of .metsstasts from their tumours In one 
ease, ' P.F«, with inguinal and . distant ‘mOtastaseQ, biopsy • of, the * 
inguinal motaotasts showed' ehoriohe^itheiooma, . In the 'others no 
biopsies of metastasee .or postmortem, eKhm»ahio»h were .carried' .
out and in none of the other fatal . oases .was' the 'nature of the 
metastaste .established.. Contact with two other patiente'including 
one. . with distant . meeastasee was lost shortly•after operation.
In all ten patients-the surgical treatment consisted of '
orchideetomy ..and 'removal Of the spermatic-cord ^p to the internal 
ring, .'Seven patient a had posamperafivia X'irr&ih.aiXon\te the common 
iliacand. paramortic areas -and •bat. had similar treatment 'by
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Insertion of radius needles into lumbar glandular masses detected- 
some time.after operation* One patient 0*V», had X irradiation of 
pulmonary metastases without improvement and another had ,
cyclophosphamide orally fox’ pulmonary end hepatic metaetases*
Tris chemotherapy produced tempox’ary improvement with diminution 
of size of the liver#
Prognosis*
These ten cases of course form too snisH a group for 
statistical comparison with seminoma and t^e^reho^ma group tumours 
occurring'aoeme# Ftve had died from the effects of meeast&tie growth 
within 18 months and another .with extensive metastasis could not 
be traced* Aothex’ with epididymal invasion by ter&ooma could not 
be traced beyond post-operative convalescence# This would suggest 
a prognosis closer to the tex^oma 'group than that of the seminoma, 
but of course nO firm general conelusion can be drawn# The British 
Testicular Tumour Panel*s study of 136 cases of combined tumour 
suggested that the survival rate of patients w.th combined tumour 
is very slightly better than those with teraooma and distinctly 
worse - than those with seminoma# (pugh and Th&ekray, 1964)*
Of the five fatal cases four showed lymphatic permeation 
three by seminoma and one by partially differentiated tei^aooma#
Of the other cases, L#B# has survived 2& years up to the present - 
time despite infiltratoon of lymphatic channels by the seminomatous 
component# Only J*D.K#j had infiltration of venous channels in 
the testis by partially differentiated ter&tGmt* but the duration
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of 'his survival la unknown* Ho.conclusions can bo drawn from the 
stromal * reaction, state * of * the hoydig ' cello and seminiferous 
epithelhmn#'Of the ten oases only 'one J#G, still surviving 
10 years after orchideetomy showed absence of necrosis*
The presence*of metastases before orchideet0my carried a* 
bad prognosis# Of the three cases with distant metastases, two 
died within 14 months of operation and the other could not
be traced in the* Registrar General's records#
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■ . , '' ' ' Chapter. "'
Ml i&nant Lymphoma* . .
The term ^Malignant Lymphoma** * is used here to include all
maaignrnt tumours of * lymphocytes or retcculum cells* The ten cases 
collected here complained of symptoms usually swelling referable 
to the testis* It- is * difficult;* to be Certain that the lymphom&tous 
process * originated in the testis, - but this-problem of site of 
origin .applies to lymphoid neoplasms in general and need not be
debated here* It has been discussed "by Stout (1951) " . and by
Wilis (3L960). . , /
The author uses in general the. terminology - employed by
Wilis (1960) vis*,
A# Follicular lymphoma and lymphosarcoma#
B* Lymphosarcoma^ with or without - leukaemia#
0# ' Hodgkn's Disease*
D* Reticulum cell sarcoma# _ . .
In the * present ' small group * of ton cases no exa^j^3>es of
follicular lymphoma (Brill-ymmmers-disease) or-Hodgkin's disease 
occurred# * Tie particulars are set out in the following table*
 Table XV
Wain .P^atuyea; of, ffali^nant Lymphoma of Testis# -
Wane Typo ' Age ,
(yi’s.)
Presenting
site
Pre-op#
symptoms
(months)
Post-op#
survival
.(months)
■ I»»S» /. ' 23 -.Testis" 2
c»s» R,3, 74 Testis 1 '• 13
R»S» 36 Cervical lymph 
nodes*
. .2 : ?. 12
D.M, R.S, 60 Testis ‘ , V 1 3
J.M. ' R, 3* 50 Testis >:*5 ■ . 0
P.B. ••" R.S. '• 72 Testis.'.';.'.?.'.' 5 - ; 5
J.P. . R.S, 69 Testis 12 8
u.s,; R.S. 70 Testis ' 24 6
W.R«., t)JX#Q# 79 Testis .. f; ?.'' /.?3 4
U.T, H# S# 71 Testis 2 6
No operation* figures refer to institution o f; r adio therapy #
op#- operative*
K#S# * reticulum cell sarcoma^ L#S# '•* lymphosarcoma#
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The diagnoses entered in Table XV were baaed on examination 
of ltctitns stained by Erlioh's hilraai0.::xrlih * and aqueous * eosin 
and Gordon and 'Sweet's method for reticulin# * In * four. oases * 0*H,, . 
T#B», DM, and -SHS#, sections from tissues removed post-mortom , 
were also available* , '''' .• \ ,
Frla^ln.oy.w .. - * '' /. ' •
In the preaent aeries, * the ’ ten malignantf lymphomas of the* 
testis * constituted ’ 6* per *cent of the total * number of testicular ,
tumours#* In the *Testioular Tumour Panel's large series, mdignmt* 
lymphomas constituted 7 per cent, of * the total (pollina and Pu&h 
1964).** ' •• : ' ■■■' •• '
Age** Inci.denc.e* ’ •. '
MaHgaani -lymphoma of ’the testis * as can be seen from * Table III 
is a disease with maximum incidence in the seventh* and eighth ; 
decades of 'life. Survey of the literature shows that it * * does * 
occur at all ages mid waddl (l96X) in reporting a case of 
lymphoma of the testis in a * boy %ed eight years * ctmmlts on seven 
recorded cases of primary and secondarylymphoma of the testis 
in* children,
Lateralr^* ■ - ■ . .
Four. lymphomas affected the right . testis, five the left and . 
in one" the side " was not recorded# None of the " ten cases .had
clinical evidence of involvement .of both testes and in the four
cases in which post-mortem examinations were carried oiut, three
showed.no tumour in the remaining testis* The.condition of the
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remaining 'testis was not recorded in the fourth oaee. .
Mutiple .Malignancy#. ' . . ,
. None of the cases of malignant lymphoma suffered from, the other
types of malignant tumour, Lymphoma is .not recorded as having 
occurred in association with other . types of testicular tumour*
Ho .rm.on .a! Eff.h.o,.ta. » ■
As with lymphomas in general no hormonal effects have . been 
found in association . with lymphomas#
Aetiology, .
Genetic . Factors, .
. No familial history has been recjorded in the preaent series.
or in the larger series of testicular.tumours in-respect of malignant 
lymphomas* .
Traima*
Two oases 'gave a history of injury, one involving both 
testes eleven years previously and the other affecting one testis, , 
diortly before the onset of sveeiing, , .
Vn.descen.ded . Testis# ■ .
AU ’-ten oases of testicular lymphoma occurred in scrotal 
testes with no history of previous maadoGCent. ‘
Previous Testicular . Pathology* . ,
Nothing is .imown of the condition of the testis?prior to . . , 
development of lymphoma# . .
N^;ced.gyhp.AP•Pehrhiioti* ,
The testis la usually uniformly . enlarged and firm ' with a
fairly smooth - capSxlar'.surf&ee#-- Section, shows a .whitish or 'pinkish., 
tumour' with- blurred margins - involving the .body .of the testis. 
Occasionally some, lobulation. is present, Small areas of necrosis 
and ' haemorrhage are sometimes present near. the centre of - the growth, 
Sometimes a little surrounding testicular tissue-is present (Fig, 44)* 
Histolocy* ; . • ' ■ •. >. ’ ■. ■. ' .. ■
In One case -D*Mo I,, the testis shows an ex-tensive growth 
of 'small round . cells of lymphocytic type. This is - .lymphosarcoma.
In parts of the growth, surviving testicular tubules are . lined by 
Sertoli cells and spormaaogeneeis.-is not seen, In the' other, oases 
the intertubular growth, consists of - larger round cells with scanty 
ill defined cytoplam and round or.oval nuclei containing dense 
chromatin masses (Fig,,45)*- Mitotic figures are - frequent, In three , 
cases the cellular -pattern shows uniformity,- but in six there are 
varying degrees of pleomorphicm* The - retioulin, pattern io variable,
A branching network of fine fibres - is commonly present, but this is 
nowhere - pericellular in - distribution (Fig* 46), Those are designated 
retcoulm cell sarcoma, but - the cell - Uneiis - debatable,
Stromal ;K<3e^c^c^.ion, . . , . ,
As - ret-lcuum cells can produce fine retioulin fibre, this 
cannot be considered as part of, a stromal reaction, A few 
X3mplLOC3y;es accompany the 'proliferation of --retcuuum cells, but '
their role in - the neoplasm has not been defined,
Changes in Other -.Farts, of - the Testis, ,
Semini f,ernu.a - os, . .
In all ten cases, including-D,HcI., aged 23 years, the
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spirmatogtnie cells have undergone atrophy# In the older age group . . 
affected by malignant lymphoma this is *not surprising; the natural 
involution would be lcclatuated by pressure effects and invaeivenlBa 
of the mop! am* The tubules appear morn widely 'Sl$arltid than in 
seminoma* Gating (1964) draws attention to the differing reticulin . 
llt■tlr'n of the testicular lymphoma mid seminoma* The reticulin is 
condensed around the seminiferous, tubules in the aeminoma, but is 
morn open around those tubules in the lymphoma owing to the 
penetration of the fibres on sheathing the tubules by the lymphomnious 
dlls# This does not appear to be invariably so in the prlsln.t sms!.! 
series# The ritieuXin shows slight peri-tubular condensation in two 
of rotcoulw coll sarcomas (Fig 47a) and in a seminoma shows a light 
framework with no peri-tubular condensation# (Fig.# 47b)*
Extension of the lymphomas into tubules surrounded by the 
growth Is not uncommon, but intraluluXlr spread outwards from the 
periphery of the tumour’ Is not sun#
None of the cases shows any increase in numbers* of beydig 
ciHs# Oily isolated beydlg dlle are present in nine of the testest 
in one D##el*, aged 23 years, the Leydig cells wen normal in 
number#
Spread#
Maatgomt lymphoid neoplasms infiltrate into lymphaiie and 
venous channels# Ml ton cisis show this Involvement* The infiltratoon 
of the smooth muscle of a venous wall by reticulum cell aarcoraa
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here as in other sites leads to separation of the smooth muscle fibres 
and is wall iL,Xu^'fc3h^^'bo& in ' Fig# 48* It contrasts with the more focal , 
infiltration and formation of intimal tumour plaques by. seminoma
(Fig* 18), • . ■ . :.
.Inyp,Lvf3mtni of . other , .Origan*# ■ , - ■ ’ . .
As with lymphoid neoplasms in gewriai, lymph nodes and organs• 
containing lymphoid tissue are not infrequently involved in the ' 
spread of the . lymphornatoua process# It seems uncertain whether all 
these multiple foci are mot&etase.s'in the ' usual sense or are part .
of a widespread initiation of neoplasia.* Although retOlulvm cell 
sarcoma and even lymphosarcoma may appear to arise and remain 
confined for . some time to a particular organ or group of lymph 
glands* involvement of other lymph' glands and organs sooner or later 
occurs in the vast majority of cases* Without oxeoption all ten ■
cases here died of malignant lymphoma and post-mortem examinations 
in four showed, extensive involvement of internal organs and 
lymph glands# Para-aortic lymph glands contained growth in all .
four# the kidneys in two and the liver and adrenal glands in one*
The caao with lymphosarcoma showed itifiltratlon of the chrebellum 
and the soft palate and also extensive ' skin and osseous involvement# 
This association of lymphosarcoma of skin and testis has been 
described by Altman and Winkhlmmm (i960).
- In one case T#B*» aged . 36 years, the initial maaif©station 
was sweeiing of a group of cervical lymph nodes which trere 
removed and on examination proved to bo rhtClullm cell sarcoma*
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Testicular swelling appeared two years XG/boa*" ..This patient had _ 
extensive deposits of retOuuUm cell sarcoma at -neoropsy one year 
after orehideeoomy# ,
Hone ' of - the patients had a- record-of a leukaemic blood 
picture©# ' ' ' ■ ■ .
. Xx -nine, cases this consisted - of orchidedomy -and - the " .
removal of the - spermatic cord up - to the internal inguinal rimy*
All cases except P*B», aged 72 years had X irradiation applied "to 
the ’..common iliac and para**aortic lymph -glands# Although " these 
timours are usually-very sensitive to X irradiation# high dosages 
were employed mid involvement "of - other lymph glandular. groups was 
foUowed by radiotherapy'# One " of these - cases JM#, aged 50 years, 
a - native of 00&3eveloped massive -enlargement of liver and thyroid. 
Ho was treated - .with cyclophosphamide .with" only" limited improvement# 
Promnonfs.. - •. . . . ' . r • • ' ' -
AH ten patients had,died y within a year of commencing 
treatment# Long survival of a patient diagnosed as suffering from 
malignant lymphoma of the -testis ’ 'should suggest a critical review 
of the histology# . .
yy
Cha^crjl .
Leydig. .;Cell .. ^hlOQi-r9.* . .
Defnition# , .
Thia io o neoplasm of identifiable 1.101^111x1 cells of 
Leydig* lii .its early atagoo lie distinction from simple hyperplasia 
e-mmot bo made mith certainty# It Is a rare tumour and is usually 
benign# • -
Frhqlhioy' . .amonf . . lehsiioul . ar. /Tumouris
Only three of this series of 156 testicular 'tumours 
(1*9 per cent) can bo classified as iitorstitiaX^cell tumours*
This comp fares .with the Testicular Tumour L^<hloV,s figure of 
1*4 per cent (Godins and 1964)»
Age ,IiOid.en<oe*
The ages of the throe casts are 22, 29 and 6B years, but 
although the'literature shows examples at all ages the maaerity 
occur in adult life* D^l'gaard and Hosselberg (1957) report 23 
oxemploo in boys under 15 years of ago#
,tatoyhiitiy»■ .
Two tumours arose in the right testis and one in . the loft*
Eo particular preference .for cither side is noted in the literature# 
Ht^oliaLLpSffe,o1s♦
In one cash R#&*, aged 22 years the 17 koto**steroid output 
was estimated on throe occasions, twice before.and after 
orchideGt0oy and was. found to bo within normal limits# This 
young, mmi had gynaheo^aoaSih and testicular swelling* The other two
1oo;
showed no * clinical evi&tnot of’ honnonal upoot, .
■ Little has heon dlsoovlrtd -about lltltltgiial factors
from the study of human Leydig-cell* tumours* Thorn sro no ,
reports of a familial incidence, nor is there a special. relatoon*, 
ship to trauma or to undlOoendld testis* AH ’•thru tumours in this 
series aron in the scrotal testis and there *had been* no history * 
of previous orohldopesy* * For was there a history of trauma*
. The •preceding testicular pathology can only be surmised .
from* the history of previous testicular 1^10x^01!^ and from the
. condition of the testis at operation# Hom of those three caseo . 
gave a* * history of previous orchitis, but one, R#(#, aged 22 yearns 
had a* history of sterility and rather smai testes* In this * patient 
and in B#B# aged 29 years the surrounding testis showed marked
. depression of aplxm^aCoglnesifJ# in the * case of W.L.#* * aged 69 years 
no surrounding tubules worn * present in * the biopsy# 
dtli^^’,£^resintatitn *
,, One patient B#IG, com^p^^^ned* initially of * sterility and was 
■found to have gy;niecomaBtil» an enlarged right and * atrophic left .
testis# The other two comx>Xj^:i»ed of testicular swelling of 3 and 4 *
. months* duration, .
MoWd ear rances, .. •
Leydig-cell tumours are oharactirii3ed *by a yellow ’or frange 
colouration with* a*weei demarcated boundary sometimes accentuated by 
;a fibrous 'capsule, 'which -may* extend into * the ‘tumour* as fibrous septae#
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Areas of necrosis are rar©* but small haemorrhages and cystic 
change are seen occasionally*
. The Leydig-cell tumour in patient R#K*, ae&rnwed '
2+5 X 2*0 X 2*0 cms*, and was encapsulated (Fig* 49). In the case 
of B*B* the tumour was similar in slao.but"in WL*, the testis) was 
enlarged to 8 cms* in longest diameter -and only a biopsy was talcen 
from a large tumour containing areas of haemcm-hage*
Histology*
These tumours can usually be distinguished at a glmico from 
the other human testicular The cells- are typically
polygonal with large amount of nlsiclphilia cytoplLass^m, granular or - 
foamy in appearance and are arranged in solid masses or cords with 
a fine •rotocuXin network supporting a rich capillary bod* Tie 
nuclei are roughly spherical with a well marked membrane and in the 
smaaier cells a reticulated chromatin pattern with one or two 
nucleoli* The larger granular" and foamy cells usually show a 
dark rather - pycnotie nucleus (Fig* 50)* Frosen sections of fu^^^lin 
fixed tumour show in cases R#K*, and B*B* numerous drops of lipid 
stain able by the Sudan dyes and Oil Red 0«Mtotic .figures are 
sometimes present in moderate numbers and in case ¥#L** the biopsy 
had numerous mitoses arid spindle-shaped cells* The experience of 
this snail group of three cases is of course quite inadequate to 
assess possible criteria of malignancy and this difficulty seems 
to have frequently occurred in the assessment of individual cases, 
although in retrospect the vast majority pursue a benign course*
lU
.SlriOhl.«Rhh0ilSi* '■ '
.. There is little . stromal reaction apart from fibrosis
and encapsulation by colXfgeeft* .
Other . Qh ango s, in the..Testis*
. In only two caoos, R.K, and B*B*> was surrounding testis 
available for hxhm0natioi# In' both cases spermatogenesis’ is 
severely depressed*
Spread . and . . as.es* .
In ‘'two of the casts the beydig-coll tumours' were benign
and neither reached the limits, of the body of the tests*. Both 
grbw as solid timours with fibrous capsules tad showed 'no .
.iifilthaiiin♦ The other cash was the patient, ¥#■&., aged 68 years 
who died 6 months after biopsy with maniple intrahbbdominhl maases, 
but 'no ' postmortem oxaimiiahion 'was carried out and the malignant 
status. of his leydig'-ooH tumour must remain uncertain* -
Treatment. .
. This consists of orchideetooy* In the two oases in which 
orohidGoOomy was possible, the spermatic cord was removed up to the 
intemial inguinal ring* .
ProgtoMs* '
As indicated above, ono patient died within 6 months
but the cause of his death and the nature of his ' motastases 
wort umestablishad* The Other two R*K, and B#B», have survived 
seven and six years up to the preshit date without evidence of 
recurrence* Both appear to have remained sterile* In a recent
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report Short and Ooi (1963) have described a malignait interstitial-*
cell tumour and in* a review of the 12.reported cases, they accepted 
only six os being proved mia:igiuan;* barren and.Olshauson (1945) go 
as far as to state that no definite criteria for malignancy can bo 
established except for the lreslnii of m coast aroes* On the other hand, 
in i poorly differentiated interstitial-^cell tumour it will bo
difficult to identify its origin from interstitial colls as the 
specialised features which alone distihguish$.thi hoydig colls from 
fibroblasts are likely to bo inconspicuous or itmpleiely absent*
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Miscellaneous Human Testicular Turnure#
,*■
ftfffiiinlslon#- . ■
Orchilbl•aatQba-1 b a -tubular -and papillary adenocarcinoma, '
often raucin-secx*oOing -and arising- in the testis in infancy or 
ea^rly childhood* f
ffireQuenoy* ■ . •
It is undoubtedly a rare - tumour, although - five occurred in
the prooent- 8eriesttvo from the files of the Wetern Infirmary,
(1907 * 1953} and three from -the -files of - 8t* Mary1 s 
Hospital, London, - (1695 - 1964)* This represents 3*2 pex* cent of ’the 
.present combined series of 156 - testicular tumours and conti’aets with 
the Testicular Tumour PaneVo percentage of 0,8 (Brown, 1964)*
Ago , Inct.dac-Oe* . ■ • ' . • •' ; .
In this study " the ages "were 8,11,21,22 and -30 a range
from 8 months to 2& years* .
w&a&A&* - , . ,
Three wore ieft~sided" and in' two the. side "was unknown*-'
Effects* :
Ho endocrine effects wore recorded*
JW8l2££* ? ■ ■ ' ' . ■ ■ ' .
. There -is no record of any of the -five.tumours arising in
undescended testis, but this is only stated win three - cases* Ho 
history of - trauma is recorded* A fmailial incidence has not been " 
found* . • ' ■ , ■ '
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Clinical presentation* - ' \ . .
In all oases *a •swoeiing of the afoot od testis was noticed 
by * the child ^s’ pmnta, * usumlly the* mother* The swelling usually 
increased* rapidly* * but ' app{a?ently without’ dlooornaoi’t in the early 
otagos* . ■'
gakod Ey e A . ' . " '
’'The, -tumour is usually * ■whitish or yellowish * whlto, * rather soft * 
and friable with .fairly wen-defined max‘gin * and small oystic ams 
sometimes containing mucin (Fig#* Ol)* Thru of the orihiobla^3tomas 
have been*lvaillblo as aleiiaens in the museum of the ’Pathology
of St*K&ry's Hospital, London. md only ono of those
show small, areas of hllnorrhugi** The * measuremento of the thru
ml3iml * .'oplcimin0 aand * one * caso from * the Wetern * Tnfxmaxy* Glasgow
IX’1*-- ■ . ' ' . ' • ' ■ ,
■ . ' . x;/rwO % 3ft0'’cms* ’ • ■ . ■
. ;.3*5x£#2o.2 20 em* * • '
. ■ ‘ ■ 'O;0x 4*4x 4*0 c.ms* *• . . ' ■
. 7,0 * x SiOx 4*5 cms*.
M&tsiaw;,. . •' . . • ss. •••". ■■ . •
This has been well described by *'Teoh, Stewai’d and billi’a 
. (i960), * Usually parts of the tumour * are -irregular* tubular mid 
papillary ldontcaxlcihoml with *m^ire, * solid areas of vacuolated clnr 
and more compact cells surrounding isolated infantile testicular 
tubules * (pig# O2},* The mucoid vacuolation* of the cuboida! or ;
columnar cells * liming; the tubules is 'often distinctly basal, .
lUb
forming in sections a mKciiious soao between nuclei aid basement :
In another foxm the ' colls art arranged .-in a loose mesh*
work. Miotic. figures art fairly .frequent and. occasional giant nuclei 
art seen .in tht' solid •'areas# ' ■ . .
Sections from all five crohiobt&sOomas were stained by alcitn .
. blue#, hmei*'c,nrmiue and tht periodic acid - Schiff (p#&#3*) method 
foi' mucin mid by B33^o;*s carmith tad P.A.8. after diastase and without 
.diastase'for 'glycogen#. Tie so special ' stains .-confirm the large 
mucinous content of. .certain ' vacuolated cells, tubule's and parte 
of the stroma ' and reveal a ' variable ' glycogen content of the clear
■ cells, , : • • ./ , ' " ’ -. ■ ■ . ’ ■ ■ •
Siromcl JHeao tion.. .
’Tht stroma consists of fiat reiiculin and in placos collagen 
films* Little. or no cellular reaction is . present*
Other .. Ohanges. in . the. . TeesXs*. • - ■ . •
>Tho •eh&r&ctiriotio infantile testicular tubules consist of .
; fairly uniform colls ' with' spherical or ovoid nudc-i tad basally
vacuolated oytopluoou These art arranged ia layers 'two or throe 
cells deep on a basement. m^inbbrai^,' These' tubules surround the ,
and art also found within its slhstaaoe virtually' unchanged# (pig. 52)# 
Teoh Steward and Mliis (i960) claim to set transitions between those 
tubulhs and the tubules of the oichiobX3itom* .
■ spread. ;j.hid .. Hot astasoh* • ■■ . .
/ , This dots not appear to bo different from that of other .
ma^:tgnh^,t'' testicular tumours in later life. The epididymis was
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involved in one of the three fatal cases, The other two were 
known to have evidence of pulmonary involvement before death# One- 
of these had also intra* abdomirnal meGasiasGs arotmd the left 
kidney and the other bilateral enlargement of inguinal lymph glands,
AH cases wore treated by lrchideclomy and removal of tho 
spermatic cord up to the internal inguinal ring* Hone worn treated 
by radiotherapy, but only one of the cases occurred within the 
last 30 years#
Prlftt0■■O.ig■«. ■
Three out of the five patiento with orohiobla^ftto^ma died within 
one year of lrchidecObmy# The other two wore only followed up for 
week after operation# Fight of the thirteen cacla of Manor,
O£tlbibnX and Wiglesworth (1956 and 1962) survived five years*
• Ad,<aoe^apcinoma - pf,- heto - . .Testis#,
Definition*
This is sn papillary adenocarcinoma ai'ising in the reto tubules#
Raxnttva«.Eraauam£y*
Only one case occurred in the present series of 158 
testicular tumours# It is equally rare - in all large series, but 
difficulty may arise in distinguishing it from the papillatry 
adenocarcinoma of teraoomatous lrint•c or a cell tumour#
Cases have bloc reported among others by Scully and parham (1943), 
Sbinitoo (1952), mnd Wilis (i960).
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Age**JI^ii&etie^^ . . •
The present case, A»MoJLi wasiged 70 yours*’ Tw two cases * 
ripoi'tid by. (X960) worn aged 31 end 09 years* mid these iges
ippejir* to be the lower and upper *liimxto of the few casis reported * by, 
other authors#-
■ ’ asidescent, trauma or privitua atrophy do not appear to be *
flittrs in * the* development of thisi tumours*
0Mt-iQ.ll * - -Fcatur_esi<
Tie 'prisint case priaentid with u paitloss .swelling of the * 
.left * testis of eight months duration* He died 10 months later with 
evidence of mLll^tiple pulmonary mat^utases, but without ptat-«aortem- . 
.examination* He had no gynlticm&$tia* Tests * for urii&ry 
gonadotrophins were*not carried out* .
Iiahed«HVi,.Aiil^’^niia# • . ""
These have no characteristic apart from their
locution* The present cisn is a fairly solid whitish turnon:’ >
3*0 oms*# in diameter in* the body of* the testis* iompletely 
replacing the rote and growing* into the * epididymis* .
Histology*,
The typical lpp©aranii of this papillary ldenoiarcinoml 
giowing in into tubules is illustrated * in Fig* 03* * Full post- 
mox*t'em txamin0/bion of metastases as * well as iximination of serial ; 
blocks from the parent tumour may bo* niilssary in some cases in 
order to distinguish idinocai’oihoma of the rati tosils from the
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•papillary type of em,upy<^ji^l carcinoma (see Chap, III), One would 
oxpeet those tumours to have some affinity with SettoH-cdl 
tumours, as the Sertoli colls of the seminiferous tubules and the 
lining cells of tho rote, straight and efferent tubules have maty 
features in common Ho .Sehtooii-cell tumours arc included in the 
present series, but although numerous canine Sertoli-cell tumours 
are described in Part II, papillary adenocarcinomas Of the region 
of the rete testis have not yet been recognised ia ihe dog*
Other . Changes.in . the.Tostis. ■
There is atrophy of the speroategonie cells in the 
tlrx*eunding teoinifereut iubu3.es with surviving Sertoli cells 
and thickening of basement meemrane*
SlIhhdp(hiSpMOiaSihthS^*
Due io iheir site of origin ihcte tumours should be prono to 
early epidi<ymal spread* F^ihiti3^t^t^:ion of the erohidectGoy specimen 
of the present case revealed invasion of the epididymis* Intra­
abdominal metasihtes were present, but no pOti-morteo exoinatien 
was carried out.
Treatment,
As the tumour is so rare there is no reliable assessment of 
the effects of radiotherapy* The present ' oase had palliative 
dosage of X irradiation to ihe abdomen without improvement* 
OrGhideetooy and removal of the spermatic cord up to ihe 
internal inguinal ring is the standard surgical treatment for 
mh^igah^'t disease of ihe testis and ihe precise nature of these
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carcinomas is only likely to be discovered on pathological . .
examination* ..
ff.rlgnost3* . • , .
Death occurred in the case here described within 15 months .
of or^ch^3^<i^com^s^* One of the cases* two in number, " reported by 
Willis (i960) died- one month after operation# Scully and 
Parham^s case (1948) had metastasts before discovery of the 
testicular lesion and later died with --multiple m^G^^-aota^s^es^*
Argentaffin - JCarcinoma# . . Otaron-Old - Tumour- - or Argon taffinoma- - of .the Testis*
One occurred- in the present series, and has been reported by 
gachary Cope (1930)* This was mi argentaffin carcinoma of the right 
testis in o man of 50 years who. had a resection eight years 
previously fir an argentaffin carcinoma of the small bowel# He 
died six years - after orchidedomy- without.evidence of recurrence# 
Re-exominat ion of the material gives no indication whether the 
testicular tumour was a new primary or metastasis " from the bowel#
His further survival for - six years after lrchideoioby supports the 
former# . .
These are solid yellow - tumours of characteristic polyhedral 
cells.arranged in - acini or solid islets with fine cytoplasmic 
granules which -may reduce silver salts to metttLltc silver* (the 
argentaffin reaction) and stain brilk~red with the alkaline 
diaaonium reaction (pearse* 196o)# They closely resemble the 
argentaffin tumours of the alimentax'y tract and - etoewhelG.(Willis,
1960)# Stowart*’WiH-is and De Saram- (1939.) described "an argentaffin . 
carcinoma arising from intestinal mucosa- in an ovarian .teralbma;
Ill
and :the. tikelihood of. a .similar prootosIn ' testicular teraeQmho 
must .be considered’* nevertheless pure argentaffin cell tumours ' ia 
the '■ testis have been „• carefully examined ' and there is only oat 
report of a . teratomatous. origin (Samoa et hl, 1954),
Many types of metastasising tumour can bo found ia the tosiis*, ' 
The ' exact incidence of testicular1 involvement in dissseniinated raahig- 
nancy is ' uncertain as ihe testis 'is not always examined post­
mortem* The problem of lymphoma and ihe question of its primary or 
teoeadary nature in 'the, testis has also already been discussed ia 
the chapter 'on malignant lymphoma* Myeloma or plasmocytoma presents 
a similar problem* Interstitial leukaemic infiltration'also eoolr3*
The other . tumours . arc usually incidental findings at neorepey*
In ihe author*' s experience the primaries have been oarcin0oat of
ihe •trotiate* urinhry bladder, ' brenohut and stomach and m5lanemat
of . the-' slcix ia descending order of frequency* Secondary tumours of
the testis appear to be much 'less oeooon than . secondary tumours
of the ovary* ' This could be explained by ihe intraabbcominal site
of .the latter -and their susceptibility io ir£ntseoeIooiC and direct
spread* . . .
Tumouris' . of Testicular Tunics. . aid.- Appendages.
Two extra-testicular .toms were encountered during this 
study* They are briefly'described here* .
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A<d.Hgtn^ao,^d * * Tu^c^ij^^* * of * .the * * Dpi didytitki*
Definition# • .
This is u* localised neoplasm of the epididyma! region 
consisting of smooth muscla ltd * -fibrous tissue surrounding clefts 
or * tubulas lined by* flatiened or low ouboidal epitheium# A 
homologous turned:! occurs it the fam ala in, the wall of * tha
ftWftg&it tube,
X££2ii£«2£-
-This is a relatively rara intra-scrotll neoplasm, but is tha 
commonest tumour of * tin epididymis* * Enkin (1906) found *106 
casas in the* literature and addad two of his own# Thesa benign 
tumours have been variously regarded us adenomas, mesotheliomas, 
hiamengiomas or lymphangiomas# * Gia casa is included in tha ’present 
series* .
Origin.#' .
. Thera hava been various views on* histogenesis, but ricant
publications huva tended to support an origin in MuXlerian vertigas* 
(Sundaiasivarao» 1903 and datkson,’ 1908)#
• , * • ' •' ■
The reported cases have * occurred from birth to * old aga# 
Aetijolgcy, . , ■
Nothing is Imvm about uatiologioal flcttrs and* associated 
testicular pathology# . ,
Clinical* Features#
Tie* presenting feature is usually u slowly enlarging
ifi?
painless "lump behind the testis* In "the present case, aged
30 years, the swoning had first been noticed just before localised 
removal was carried out* - No tlcat.taa^ma had been experienced and 
the patient was mtrried with two children* Only an occasional 
‘dull ache was experienoed* Both testes were - fully descended - 
and of normal sise*
JFye "tAppe_ arancee* . . ■ , "
The patient described above had a spherical sweeiing 2 cms#
in diameter in the lower pole of the epididymis# On 'section it was; 
firm in texture with a"yellowish and white cut surface somewhat 
whorled in appearance* , . '
HistolmK*-'
-The-features noted in- the definition are characteristic* 
Prognosis* ' .
This is generally considered to be a benign tumour but 
Soderstrorn and Lindblrg (1966) - describe deposits in the tunica 
vaginalis in one case* Recurrence after comblote removal has not 
yet been described* ,
Fibroma*
. A pedunculated fibroma 2 cms*,- in diameter arose from the 
tunica albuginea of the left testis in a man aged 33 years (v*M’)* . 
It was first noticed " one month before its resection and the patient 
remained- well without recurrence seven years later*- Fibroma, 
fibre sarcoma. rhabdomyosarcoma and other mesonchymal tumours are
.J.±q-
.&a8el’ibGd as ''pa?a-tQ$stioulhr 'by Gowing mid Morgan. (1964) * /The 
rhaMemy0aarieoo^ls and eim^xr^y^ra"ic sarcomas are wed described in. 
that pape:p mx! by Holt# and Abet! (l^9563)*
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Fig. 2. Human seminoma ahoving in (a) the coarse nocdHiarity of
the serosal surface and Ln (b} the lobulated appearance of the
out surface.
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C 'l 2 5|
Fig. 3. Human testis and epididymis showing rou^ly ovoid
seminoma with a clear demarcation of its upper part Wiich
bulges out on the cut surface.
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Pig* 4* The unifora lauge clear cells of the human seminoma*
Note the distinct cell bowad<u*ies and the spherical nuclei
WLth one or two distinct nucleoli* H & S I 800*
1
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Fig. 5. The scirrhous fora of seminoma WLth strands of tumour
cells separated by fibrous stroma infiltrat'd by lymphocytes and
plama cells* H & B X 320*
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FLg* 6* Human seminoma shoving solid growth Ln shape of the
semiLdiferous tuhulss. III X 125.
minLm4L stroma* H & E X 520.
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Fig# 8. Muutinucleated tumour giant cells surrounding
blood spaoss in aaninoma# H & B X 320#
Mg. 9. Smninoma shoving XympHold focus at right. H & B X 125#
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»
mg. 10* Tuberculoid focus in seminoma. H A B X 320.
Pig. 11. Fibrous reaction separating strands of tumour cells in
seminoma. Note alr»o the diffuse reaction. H A B X 125.
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Tig. 12. Edge of human sentaoia ehoving on the left depressed
spermatogenesis Ln a tubule which contains a few large atypical
cells. H A E X 320.
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Fig# 13*. The left h£Lf of the illustration shows intratubular
seminoma in small and atrophic tubules close to a seminomatous
nodule. H A S X 123.
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Fig. 13b. Large calibre tubu.es filled W.th intratubular seminoma
on the left. The edge of a seminoma is on the right. H. A E X 160.
i' »t?>
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Fig# 14. Saninifeious tubulas near a seminoma With at top
left lynphooytlc infiltration of a tubule containing atypical
hyperchrcmaSic cells. H ft S X 320.
Fig. 15# KodxHar proliferation of interstitial cells close to a
aemino^^, the edge of Which is seen on the left. H ft B X 125#
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Tig. 16* Intertubular growth at edge of seminoma* 
Spermatogenesis Is seen at the extreme left* H A E X 125
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Fig* 17* SeminoBa infiltrating tubules of the rate testis.
H & E X 125*
FLg. 18. intraluminal deposit of seminoma in vein of spermatic
cord. H ft E X 320.
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Fig. 19. Multicentric growth of spernatocytic seminoma in
both OetOet.
Fig. 20. Speersmtocytic seminoma wLOh its typical tumour giant
cells containing three or four large central nuclei. H ft E X 800.
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Pig. 21. Seminornatous deposit in s para-aortic lymph gland#
The wHl of the inferior vens csva is on the left. H ft 5 X 160.
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PLg. 22. Section from poatero--Lateral area of para distalis of
pituitary gland from man aged 53 years* In this usuaLly pre- 
dornimatly alpha cell area the delta cells are increased.
They are seen as the dark granular cells in this P.A.S. Orange 0
preparation. An occasional one shows a vacuole. P. A.S. Orange 0 X530
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Fig. 23. Bisected teratoma of infant testis. The solid central
area is seen to be surrounded by a cystic space. The convoluted
tiscrne at the top of the solid area's lateral border is seen to
be cerebral tisiue on microscopy. Bone is present in its lover
port.
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Pig. 24. Partly cystic and partly solid teratoma of human
testis. Note varying shapes of the cysts.
Jl 4I 5I
rig. 25• Predominantly solid teratoma with small opaque
whitish areas due to keratin in horn cysts.
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Fig* 26* An smbryonal carcinoma producing little overall
enlargement of the testis. The tumour has a whitish appearance
with haemorrhage in its subcap eular part*
Fig. 27* Neoplastic mesenchyme with developing cartilage
at bottom right in a partially differentiated teratoma*
H a B X 150.
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F1g# 28. Celle resembling neuro^asls in rosettes remniscent
of neuroblastoma from a partially differentiated teratoma.
H ft E X 320.
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Fig. 29 Well differentiated epidermis from cyst in teratoma of
human testis* HAS X 640.
pig. 30. Intestinal type of epithelUra in human testicular
teratoma of the partially differentiated variety. Nuabers of
goblet cells are seen and two argentaffin cells showing granules
are indicated by arrows. Akaline diasoniiiw method. X 800.
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Fig# 31a. S^lid mosses of embryonaL carc^orna cells growing in
seminiferous tubules in upper part of picture# H ft K X 123#
>
Fig# 31b# High power view of enbiyonnai carcUioma depicted in
Fig# 30. Here the embiyonat carcinoma fills seminiferous tubules
on the right# The tubules on the left show intratubular aemi^c^^.
H ft B X 290.
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Fig. 32. Cleft formation in embryom!. carc^oma. H ft B X 320.
Fig. 33* A papillary part of an carcJnioma. H ft C 125
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TLge 34. anbirronsaL caroitaoma f teratcma. The left of the
picture shove embryonal carcnioma With tubiuie formation
whhle on the right there ie developing mesenchyme. H ft B X 320
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Fig. 35» "Nabryoid body** resembling the human blastocyst In
embryonal carc^r^c^ma of the testis* Note the large central mass
of cells attached ldke an inner cell mass to one pole of the
blastocyst-like structure, which is imied by large trophobleuatic
cells, A few floating cells are seen in the cavity. The early
stages of a cavity are seen near the centre of the cell mass,
wiere the azmiotic cavity wou.d be expected. H ft K X 320,
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Fig. 36* Section of chorion epithelOoma sf the teetie. The
blood bpjsjsi are lUied by cSLls resembling ayi cytotrophoblast
and outside these are large clear cells resembling the cyto­
trophoblast of the normal, chorion. H ft E 280.
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Pig. 37. T.V. aged 41 years. Tumour of the teratoma group With
hBanolr»h^'io areas of chorloneplthell<mB•
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Mg, 38* Large iultiiluoleet©d giant cell wLth both central
and peripheral nuclei in wa.1 of □eminifeioua tubule
containing embryonEal carcinoma, H ft K X 300.
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Pig. 39a. Intcatubull.r seminoma in the vicinity of an eobxcyHurL
carcnooma is seen in cross sections of a tubule extending from
bottom left to the top middle of the photograph. H ft B Z 125.
g
Fig. 39b. High power view of intratabular seminoma illustrate
in Fig. 39a. The smbzc^o^lrL carc::b^oml is Been top left, intra­
tubular seminoma at the bottom and some atrophy of the opera- 
ltogonis elflmmts in tubule at top centre and right. H ft B X 208.
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Fie. *0. Diffuse nodular thickening of the gastric mucosa due 
infiltration by metastatic embryonal carcinoma of the testis.
to
x K
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Fig. 41. Cj-^aadLstant tar at cm a and aaminoma. The partly solid
and partly cystic tumour of the taratma group on the left is
clearly separated from the solid whta seai^<^a on the right.
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Fig. 42, Invasion of seminoma on the left by embryonal
carcJJnona on the right. H ft E X 320.
Fig. 43# Histological section through boundary zone
between seminoma on the left and embzyoncOL carotaoma on
the right. H ft B X 125.
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Fig. 44 The unifora vhltieh appearance of a testis enlarged
and replaced by reticulin cell sarcoma. 7/5
Fig. 45. Intertubular growth of reticuUm cell sarcoma In the
human testis. H ft B X 320.
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Fig. 46, The branching retioulin pattern of reticulw cell
sarcoma. A seoini^arol□ tubule la present on the left of the
picture. Gordon and Swiwet’a raticul:ln stain X 320,
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Fig* 47 a, Reticulin pattern of reticula coll sarcoma In testis*
Note slight condensation around the aerniniferoue tubules,
Gordon and Sweet’s reticulin stain X 125.
Fig. 47b, Reticulin pattern of seminoma In testis. Note
heavier reticulin pattern than in Fig. 47a, but lack of
peritubular condensation, Gordon and Street’s reticulin stain X 125
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W
Fig. 48. Infiltration of wU.1 of vein of testicular capsule by
rotiuolm cell sarcoma. The inflltraticm of the madignant
reticuum cells between the smooth muucle fibres of the venous
wadi la veil seen on the left of the picture. H ft E X 320.
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Fig. 49. The encapsulated nodule of an interstitial-cell tumour
in the testis of a young man, RK, aged 24 years. This tumour had
a variegated yellow and golden brown appearance.
Fig. 50. Human interstitial-cell tumour showing sm«ai rather
compact graniHar cells on the left and larger vacuolated cells, 
msaLnly with pycnotic nuclei on the right. H ft K X 320.
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Pig. 51. The rather honeycombed cut surface of an orchioblastoma
producing enlargement of the left testis of an eight months
old boy.
Pig. 52, Section of an orthitbl4UB0<Mla showing in this field a
relatively undifferentiated area with cells arranged rather
comppatly on the left and in a more loose «eah-work on the right,
wiere tubule formation is present* Some of the tumour cells show
vacuolation. An infantile seminiferous tubule is seen at the top
right. H ft B X 320.
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Fig* 53# Papillary adenocarcinoma In tubules of the rete testis*
H ft S X 180.
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PaxrjIX
.GQ^mpa.rSive- Qn.eolog.y of. tlie Testis*
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Bfttonfcmiopnp TnmQmra . . of . Animals.
Xn any study of neoplasia, useful information may "b© 
obtained by examination and compar'icon of simdl-tar tumours in 
different apoo^oo and olaaoea of aniaede* The variation in incidence 
among* species may in itself suggest genetic and environmental factors 
of importance in earoinogGnesiB* Certain tumours are virtually 
confined to one species, but others have a very irido range although 
differing slightly in moxxphoXogy and behaviour from one species to 
an ethoxy In this part of the thesis tho observations uill be confined 
to spontaneously occurring testicular tumours; Investigations into 
the ex^^sri^^se^t^ly induced tumours are described in tho articles 
appended (Guthrie, 19%, 1963» 1964 a and b and 1966)#
'Captive animals In soos, domesticated and laboratory animals 
form the basils for this comparative oncology* It is from studios 
of the populations of zoological gardens that most of our Infonmation 
about tumours in uild animals is obtained* In her extensive biblio­
graphy of references to disease in wild mammals and birds,
Patricia 0*Gonnor Halloran (1955) referred to 12 reports of testicular 
tumours* Throe of those vmro in mammas and nine in birds* (Table XX)* 
Pocontly Mnnuffo and K&lit,ot (1966) have reported a seminoma in a 
hovier monkey«
Tho study of test!eular tumours in domoet^l3ated o^i^uds may 
pirove to be of more value as their availability makers possible the 
oxoinnation of more tumours in a particular species and permits
TaiA.xyi-
Reported Testicular , Tumours •••ih • Wild • An.ioal© • • (after llaliorani 1955)*
Type •' ' (gHaasjorder:;•; • - ’• • •;,j■■ 'EBUyUgg;/:
.' ■■. ■ Gcmuag ~
y Reference
Burc*. -. ■ 00' ' Gaanivora. . .' / ' ; Dingo J • 4 . ' ‘ Plliiune:?,''1915 ,.. .
Garc# '.(h) Artiodaoiyla -g g. '■ Bimoni '' •• . ’< 0svQtueva, 1941
Sen* ,{ H) A tio dactyl a ;' Caucasian ,. . , ;.
< 'wild ^o'at, • /■ ,"
Ranorton, 1945
Ter* .(a)- / Acclpiiriformes . /• Golden -eagle-. 4 Murayy. 1919 '
c+Eor*. • '(A, ^PasseiO’fooraee ■ ' /./Heddbrefced/'
■ < ■ - eoaverbird
Foxy' 1928 •:.'
Carc* (a) .Piooforraas ,; ’' Banded • ' toucan;. . . 'Fox,-1941 g
Ii#S* ' ' . ■ (a), dTsitaacifooees G .,,. Budgerigar ' ■'' G .,■■■ - Haaorton, M941
Bern* o ■ (A): . AiKariooTQac) . , gglRi£r~biilld) ,.g
■: ’-g/ooefc:,-,/. ; ‘>G
/RatcliOfe, '1942
Sera# , (a)' Psittacofozsaes '; g Guiana g.u ’ .<
' . ■ • p'arrokeet f•.■■ ■
•;AHmertrn,• 1943
Bern, • . ((A)' ' AnserifoomeB.. - ■ . Falcated teal . . Rewell, ' 1943a'...
Bern* , . (a) Colionbifoo’mes . Collared , 'turtle ;
" G dove . 4. .4 .
/Revell,' 1948b ,
Garc* • (a) Gioonoiformes ■ u ' .feline• oroond ',g KaUlxf 1949
night, heron
Abbreviations? ■ . Bare* Bar coma'? Garc* Cat* eippmqr Born.--. - Seminoma; :
. - •- Go #nb* Carcinooaioid^Fobryooa; B* S*G>;Bymhosarodma
Ter*'**- Teratomai .(h)•.■*<Hsaoollar.' (A)'-,' Avis*
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a study of their natural history* Also they share to some extent 
mm's environment and are subjected to the increasing complexity 
of mms drugs and processed foods# Moreover they would seem to 
be suitable subjects for experimental therapeutics, where as in 
the dog, there is a high incidence of testicular tumours (-Knight 
and Douglas, 1943; Dow, 1962)* The absence of testicular tumours 
in particular species has been commpnied on by Cotchin (1957) 
with respect to the cat and by Monlux, Alderson and David (1956) 
after the exappha’kion of 908 bovine, 66 ovine and 28 porcine 
tumours found at routine abattoir examinations* Farm animals 
however have a relatively short life span before slaughter and 
this may explain the low incidence of neoplasms in those animials 
reared for human consumption* Xn these circumstances neoplasia 
is seldom of economic importance and only arouses academic 
interest at present* Recently Jensen and Flint (1963) described 
intr&tubular seminoma in five adult rams, in two bilaterally* 
This is a species in which gross testicular tumours have not yet 
been described# Sertoli-oell adenomas have been described in new 
born bulls (Cotchin, i960 a) and in the adult bull, Motippl^tier 
and Poisin (1929) described a seminoma, Fibrosarcomas arising in 
the region of the testis in the buXX after castration by torsion 
have been described by Bariac (1924) and Fouqu© (1927)*
The earliest records of testicular tumours in dommssicated 
animals reefer to the horse and tho, clog, animals which often 
survive to old age due to their protected existence#
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Teratomas in the testes of'horses attracted attention . .
more thani a. century . after their discovery ' in man, (see Part I*
Chapter I). Meekel (1818) found pieces of hone, ' in the capsule of the . 
testis of a horse, and inside . a greasy mass With. hairs, • and later 
patu (1833) found inside an equine testis aicompiex it'tmou the - J 
. sise -of 'an infantas 'head and containing hone, cartilage and hair?* . f
Willey (1894) described ‘ a. round cell sarcoma of the testicle of av . 
horse - with a -large intraabbdomii'iat metastasis, ' This was probably .
a - seminoma. Sticker (1902) reported 13 eases - of testicular. tumours 
in horses - and 18 cases ' in dogs* ' An enormous seainoaa■ in a . horse ' 
was described, by ' Ball,. Bduville and ' Lombard (1924), ' .but in general . 
the equine tumours 'have'been classified aa dermoids or teratomas* ;
In a study of ttdestotded testes in hoirses Crew (1922) found ’ 
four testiGtiax dermoids, /which. he believed to have 'arisen ' during ' .
foetal life, /and ' so prevented 'ntxa&l ' testicular 'descent* ' The 'presence f 
of cartilage, teeth and 'hair in a dermoid cyst of the' 'tndescetded ' 
testis of a two ' year-old colt was .'reported by '-Wisiiofcy. 'and- '.•
Beach (1927/28)*' A full • description• of.the equine testicular .
texnoomas was given by Wilis (193i3), and Wilis and Ruddock (1943)*
The latter'paper described three terat0eas ftutd in'scrotal' testis 
at gelding ‘of young horses and referred ' to ' 24 ..previously reported ■ 
examples all between 13 months hod three years ' of age* Several of ? 
.thtse examples were 'in undesc.ended testes* Mllis.shdHuddock *‘ .
illustrated the multiplicity and.bilaterality of the growths in one 
of their, three cases# ' A somewhat different type of equine teltioulax .
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tumour was described by Mingtou . end -'Capp’eil (1930-51)* This was 
an . adeuocarcinoma of - an undescended. testis - with * multiple- pulmonary 
growth's which could not be identified .with - certainty .with the .■ 
testicular* -tumour*
Apart from the horse, * testicular teratomas; in farm animals 
have been confined to * the doffipstiG •-fowl and the pig# Tie reports of 
spontaneous . teratomas in the former .have . -been * reviewed by - Mihar 
(1932). who found 13 exa^i^Xl^sOf - the -majority . of which -'were -.dd^ei^iazL’bely 
testicular in ^origin; the others arising ■;fr^^p ’ the posterior wall 
and .possibly- ’testicular - in- 'origin* -■C<aapPbii' (1951) adds a further 
case# - This is a-low spontaneous incidence and is - of -interest in - 
view- of the successful experimental production of testicular 
^tera-oomas- in fowl originally 'reported by -Michalowsky :( 1929) and 
further described in the articles appended (Guthrie, 1962 and 
1964* -.a and b - -and 1966), A - few - ter&oomas have been found in the - 
cryptur'ohid testes -of -swine (Steiner and Bongcton 1951)
Several-large series of .canine testicular tumour's --have 
appeared within the last - 30 years** Euckeimion and McKooip (1933) . 
in - their series of 35 tumours found - three ’ interstitial>cell 
tumours, 17 sepinopps>.-lnd 15 adenocarcinomas* The - exact nature of 
their "adonocarcinomas* is - uneartain; mo -st- of them were probably 
SGrtoli~oell tumouuti, as there were - associated prusiatio changes, 
presumably of hormonal origin* .
Of - fify-two testicular ;t^tlp^^^tts-.delser3^bed by -.lanes (1942)
49 - -were canine, two --were -;equine* one seminoma and one
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and one ' was bovine, an interstitial-ooll tumour# The canine 
tumours consisted of 32 seminomas, 15 BerroH-cell tumours and 
two malignant interstitial-cell tumours* Innes draw attention to 
generalised alopecia^ in three of the 15 dogs with Sertoli-cell 
tumours with subsequent prolific hair growth after trchidGGtomy#
Two of these dogs had alst become sexu<sHly attractive to other 
male dogs* Huggins and Mouuder (1945) extracted two canine 
Sertoli-cell tumours for oestrogen and found in one values in 
excess of that obtained from the ovaries from bitches at oestrus,
Ex£aOnatiot of the fat content of normal canine testes and the 
various types of tumours ' was carried out by Huggins and Paaos ' 
(1945)* who analysed 54 testicular tumours from 41 dogs, Only . 
the seminomias had a fat content below that of the normal testis.
The aorX0Xi*Gell tumours had raised values* but the interstitial­
cell tumours had the highest range* 4 to 14*9g per lOCg* wet 
weight* Muuiigan (1949) in his excellent monogxraph "Neoplasms 
of the Dog* referred to the feminization associated with B^pXc^IiI- 
cell tumours; an alopecia mainly ventral, loss of -ixfoxdlo, sexual 
attraction for other mdes, mammay hypertrophy and atrophy of 
the penis and the other testis* In the United States of Amriea 
ScuXXy and Coffin (1952) studied 177 canine testicular tumours 
and more recently in London, Goichin (1950 ' b) encountered 135 
testicular tumours constituting 5*8 per cent of a series of 2,551 
canine tumours mainly removed at operation, In Glasgow* Dow* post­
mortem survey tf 580 unselected dogs revealed 94 testicular tumours
± ov
im in ci don go of 16 pox' cent#(Dow* 1962)* Laboratory animals oarnot 
bo said to load, natural lives, but thair upuntaoeeus pcopIicpo 
montt oaroful study* Although these ate not induced by
definite intent, factors in their breeding or mwironment may 
control their &no£&<mee* An inoroosing mumer of animal apecies 
are now used in laboratory experimcnta, but the vast majority are 
at ill rodents#
Of interest in recent years has boon a spontaneous 
testicular tumour of mice# This is the congenital typo occurring 
in tho in—brod strain 129 mice roared at the Jackson Laboratory, 
Bar Harbor, HaLno, its morphology, biology and its karyotype have 
boon studied by Stevens and oo^txorkors in a number of reports 
(Btovens and Little) 1954; Stevens and Hp^p13,, 1997; Stevens and 
Mnckensen, 1961; Stevens, 1962 a and b, Stevens and Bunker, 1964)* 
This essentially benign tcrao<ma has- mi incidence of approximately 
one per cent in strain 129 mice and St ovens (1959) found a - 
similar incidence in foetal as in older animUs and concluded 
from his various observations that they originated during a 
sharply defined prenatal period#
Xn laboratory rats spontaneous testicular tumours m?e rare* 
Xn a largo colony Curtis, Bulloch and Dimming (l93l) found one 
seminoma# Gilbert and Oillrnan (1998), however found 65 
testicular tumours among 641 imHe albino rats# Xn a review of tho 
literature B^or^d^s (1964) foimd 110 exempton Including those 
mentioned above# Xn a study of testicular tumours in normu^^l and
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Xirrad.lated rats* Berdjia found aeven among the '69 normal Sprague* 
iMwioy rata ' end 39 in the ;'x-irr&diat»d group of 156* ' A! eovon 
tumour's ' In ' the' normal ra/be: ltd 29 of ' the 39 tumours in the ;
irradiated rata were inter atitl al*o ell tumours* In the: irradiated
-■ fats*'. .two Seelttffi&8, .Wo •.fibrQsxGG>m&:s, two ' adenocarcinomas and 
two ' nodules resembling BorXali~eoXl adenomas were also' .f»tnO..* - 
Attempts by the author to induce testicular?' tumjuur^/in „ albino .
rats resulted 'in Ihierstitial’-eell ‘ tumours and fibrosurooeas '
(Guthrie* ' 1956** article appended.)*/ .. . .
. , In .cross, strains of whit a mice Gardner (1943) found
ihterstiilatX*»all tumours*: . .
' - ' - ‘ - Present.. Mterigtl *. . ■ * • ' .
. This is ' based on 56 sptntauetus animal testicular tumours
from '49 -animals* The e£B.5c»?:tty of these ‘ are canine md'were
obtained by the ' co-opG^ati»t of veterinary suxge»ns mid the 
Pathology ' Department of the RoyOl-;■Veterinaxy 0Q»lege, London*
Z»oXogi»al specimens from eight animals" were obtained 
from the .. Zoological Society, of London ' and wL^thiohe;-'exception 
they are avi»h in »rigin* .
The various types of teaticular tumour< examined. ' will be 
disetlleO■ under the ' following ' headings s,- -
1* Mgemian.;. TcgaA.ctl.ar . Tumums,
A* ' Dog*
- B*. Horse.*-' :
0 * »fher mamo^aL s *
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••• ■" A# ", homo otic fowl* ’’’- ./ ■ . >/
•; \'O&eiv-W®* ■ '. - •’ • “
X# X^W^jali^Lm,L?Teti^<3-m7aM;gUMOUtw
;'- ' .Forty^four c&&lwdeeti£ular 'tu^iowafomr'40-dogs Swore". - •,"•'?
^avtaa^^^ab^XG^xv ^Ud^* four t^eBti^ouiar-t^um^burs'^erq-.f^ound , Lurthre'e. / • 
dogs MUM boeimee ;of „ oge • Wd\, debility# ■". Xm -' eight - doge subj acted 
to orWidMicmy fox* -mx .miXavgod. - tastin'#- - the ontiro.-tumour* : '
•bearing testis .with-/attached opidi4m$a andof cord •-.'’/ 
wao; received - ‘fi&ed lit fomhiLin# ' Xn the; - other: - oases 'only part .of tw 
'oyohidebtomy epeoimoh wa.-rapcotye&' from-bhe’-Rhyai f.Ve$e3?Lmary’. a-x./V ‘ 
College# LiOBdon< • -Several hldckO-of 'tiMnMwore :selected. from‘ ., ; '
each twoUa-<mxd where • pQssiblo- '•theoe - ;bipoko --inqlxadod -the, ?jhmoiion - ; 
botwomi tumouv md tu:^'roilMinngtt^s^t^tia, - parte .of -the'-testis away - '■' 
from /the - timour* -•■/’fehe' .o>idtdymio/M& 'aporirniia.-.eerd*; The fixed
blooko wre "'dehydrated -■ in ‘ -alcohola#-'dlearod ‘ ' in - ehXorofCw and ■ .
embedded itt - paraffin iiax, With melting ‘ point of 56^0* - Sootioho,• ,.- 
five mLOrono -thick Were - stained with - - ShriioMe - haomrtooyXih.- • . - 
■ mid - aqueous ■oosXn<; Xn ‘de^Lootod .otnel,’’O^ardbn’"and - Beet* e - ■ - ;'
roiiouXin'' etMn mid- the; periodic -.aoid*Sahi£f.-(paA*8# ) -method" - 
before '"and.-.after 'diastase -meoWeM# - Lipids inyfCeen-' Bootloefj _ ■ 
were ‘-ddaonotrated’• 'by Sudan-XXJ ".add XV mid --Oil-Rod 0 -.end. in eie - 
ooeeo trnM&ihM fpd» soctioM vore examined in-poiari^d•. light*
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.iHtLdonto-tL*D^ffOrenL,TyposJOf..can^lO.«•ToStitcLar,-.Tumocrs*
Tvpq Ho* of - - Do as
Seminoma .
.S©utQUi-oell Tummur
XteestittLaH^ce;!.! Turnup
Seminoma and Sevtoli-oell Tumour 
Svmihopa and XntvrstitialseelX Tumour
Total
Abbreviations ind# - including*
17
15
5 (inol* 
1
2
—..j
one bilateral)
Table .XWXI
Breed Xntid.onto of Canine. . .Testicular Tureurs*
Breed No> of Bo^s Total
SOT srn IOT SOT+ICT SM+6C®
Coolie 4 1 w ** 1
Greyhound 4 W W 1 4 1
Boxer ## 4 1 •* 1
Poodle 1 4 * 1
SealyhaM 1 4 «# 1
Pekingese 3 w 4 4 3
S»H*F* Terr* 1 t4 4 ' 1
WB,F, Terr* w- 2 1 ## - W 3
Terr* unspec* 1 1 1 ** 4 3
Scot*. Terr* 1 1 - w ** 2
Labrador 1 — -w 1 **► ** 1
Spaniel 1 4 fca* #■* 4 1
Golden Het* 1 4 — ■ •*!* — 1
Moggrls 3 1 1 1 6
Others 6 7 1 4 4 14
Totds 15 17 5 2 1 40
Abbrevlationst S.H*F# Terr# - Slpothihaired fox terrier*
WM* Tert* - Wirxr*h£S.rvd fox terrier* Scot# Terr.# - Scottish 
Terrier* Terr?# unspvc* -> Terrier unspecified* Goldvn Ret* - 
Golden Retriever* SOT - Sertoli-cell tumour* SM - Seminoma* 
XOT - Xntvrstitial-ovll tumour*
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' '■ Incidence . ,of,. . Different/ Types. of ..Tumoir* ,
Seminoma occurring alone; aooomled for 17 of the 44 tumours 
in this aeries (39 per cent),- while Sertoli-cell tumours occurring 
alone accountod fox* ' 15 (34 per cent);. 1nterstitial~eell tumours 
occurring alone numbered .six (13. per., can't) occurring’' in 5 dogs, 
one being bilateral (Table XV.H) * Information about the breed 
was available in 25 doge* These data are -tabulated in- Table XVXXI*
Ho information is available about the proportion of different 
breeds in the population to which these' dogs belong - and so the 
relative 'Incidence in different breeds can only be surmised#
This unfortunately has also been true.of all the larger series 
auoh as Gotch'ihs (i960)* .
.Glinical' .- DOta.*
Ae . Incidence, .
, The average ages of the different types- of tumour are
compared with those of previous'series in Table.XXX* .
Table XXX* ''
Age Incidence of . Bogs Mth Testicular Tumours* .
Author Averag:e -ago of dogs 'with teetcoular tumours (years),
SB>1 80T . ICT am -MCI' . .
Jones and Friedman 11*1 7*6 12*% - '
(1950)
SouX&y and Coffin X1 10 10 . ** - ,
(1952)
Cotchin (i960) 11 ** 5 11*5 - ■ - . - -
Present Series* 11*3 8*3 11*2 ■ ■' 13 ' . •
Bern*- Seminoma* $0T* Sertoli-cell tumour. lCT, interstitial-cell tumour,
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. • . In the present - -series the range ' for 17 seminomas - was 
from 9 to 13 years; for 15 SertoOi-oeH- tumours 4*5 to 13 years; 
for five inter silt iM-cell tumours 8 to 15 years# The - 'two combined 
seminomas and interstitial-eell -tumours occurred at 12 and 14 years 
of age and the combined seminoma and Sertoli-coil tumour at ten 
years 'of age# - it would appear that Serioli-cell tumours tend -to - 
occur in middle-aged dogs, ' while- seminomas and interstitial-cell 
tumours occur in the older dogs# - Dow*s post-mortem studies (1962) 
showed an increase ih numbers WLth advancing years, of all types of’ 
tumour in relation to number examined* , ■ ,
Side. . Affected# ‘
The -laterality of the -tumcour- and the site -of the testis 
are shorn in Table XX with respect - to the main - tumour groups* ;
■ ' Table - XX . c
laterality and Site of Testis, in GaninO Testicular- Tumours,
’ ■ / -
I.IH.I min>1,11.1 ■wi'i.M.i.yj
• R.ifhi ..’Sid® Unknown Ratio Wu.
- , '• * 1
s u . D 0 D 0
Sera* ■ 6- 0 9- 0 2 0 17,0/0 . ,
SCtJ? ■ 2 .3 0 - 2 7 11 1,5/1
iot , 
Sem+XGT 
SomSGT
1-oO
2 0
0 2
* 2 0
0 0
0 0
' . 5­
2 
0-
0
0
0 ■
6.0/0
4,0/0 ,
0/2,0
Ml Types 11+5 11+2 . 14+1 9,0/2
Totals 16 ,13 \ ■ 15 ■ ■ . ■
Abbreviations; D* ‘Descended -Te-n^iss* . ht-Undeseerded Toshis*
Sem#** Seminoma#-. HOT* - Sertoli-cell Tumour* . lOT- Interstitial-cell 
‘ . Tumour#
% \ , ■ -
Includes - one -- bilateral tumour# . .
Xbb
Ab can bo aeon from Table XX, there was nd significant - 
involvement of one . side rather than the other* 1n this - small series . 
apart from a combined seminoma. and - 3ertoll~eell tumour, .the only 
tumours developing in undescended testes were Sex'toli-cell tumours. 
MX the undesoended testes were in the groin* .
Feillai^ Hi story** . , _ ,
Ho history of familial involvement was obtained, nor is there 
any record of this in the'large published series* .
Trauma or Cther preceding ' Te.oti.oul.ar. •P.a<th.ol^ogy* -
The history of preceding trauma . or other testicular 
abnormaHty is dependent on tho observation of the dog's owa? or 
veterinary practitooner* Cue dog was noticed previeusiy to have 
had a right testis smaHer than the left* both testes were removed* 
The left' testis was found on . examination to -contain several ■
minute nodules of intj?atubu!ar seminoma, but the right contained a 
seminoma at one pole (Fig* 59)* .
Clinical Prosent ation * -
The chief clinioal feature was a gradual enlargement of tho 
testis noticed by the dog's owie^* Until the scrotum was ' 
considerably distended, this apparently caused'the dog little. 
discomfort. Three dogs were noticed-to bo losing hair on the , 
body* 1n one.this alopecia, was marked around the.root of the tail, 
on the . ventral aspect of the abdomen, .and inner aspect ' of the thighs* ■ 
Aiid-ier showed nipple enlargement.* Al' three had testicular tumours 
obvieu3,on clinical examination and subsequent examination
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showed that they were Sertoli/ cell' in- type* Keither ‘the ‘ seminomae 
nor - the into^i3ib:iti.ai«’cell tumour# presented with hormonal dysfunction* 
Understatdably, unless hormonal effect# like - alopecia ‘or . ;
feminization -are - evident, a -sm^a,! testicular tumour is unlikely to ... 
he detected in the dog as it might be in a human being;#
Consequently, unless the tumour is found incidentally -at - post*-mortem- - . 
examination, the neoplastic testis- is likely - to be generally ‘ and : 
moderately enlarged at the tme of its discovery# ‘ .
fteoffiytion. - - and - Behaviour of - Tumour - Types*
S.omlnoma* • • ' - -
In the present -series 17 seminomas all- -unilateral occurred in 
scrotal testes* As mentioned above seminoma- occurring alone 
accounted for 39 per cent of- ‘ the 44 - tumours in this series, in , 
l6 cases the specimens were obtained - by orchidectomy; in - one the dog- 
was killed because of - age and - debility* : .
2tkreJ2StrJAntrt£an1£^&t* ' ...
. The canine seminoma occurs as . a fairly -well defined. , i
rounded‘or nodular mass which causes a - localised bulging of‘the 
testicular tunica - (Fig.# 54) or-as mulllple separate nodules of ..-•/• 
varying - size throughout the testis (Fig* 55)* ,In the more advanced 
tumour- tho whole testis shows .a fairly firm uniform enlargement 
with distended veins‘across the expanded tunica- albuginea-(Fig# 56 
a and b)# On the section seminoma is 'usually of -a homogeneous u
whito* - grey or .pinkish white ‘ajypearance with -a tendency to bulge 
outwards from the - surrounding. yellowish -browmish- testicular -
parenchyma due - largely to the retraction of the latter* . .
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Several show lobulation duo to fine fibrous goptae mid -thia 
ami . be reflected in a ooaroe noduleadty of the affected .part of 
tho' tostioular tunica, The- soaoimtmoy of the tumour tends to be 
fima, although there is variation add several arc
rather soft mud (?%$ 57), Areas of necrosis and ’
hasmcorrhage are sometimes present especially • in 'the - .larger - . .
tumours (Fig* 58)#* la the present coXlootioa of 17 seminomas ■
five show multiple module# eithor.of muutioentrio growth or of. at - 
satellite .nature md the 'others 'a -mere or lose elugte -sahermit ■
growth, ' I# the' latter typo, the overall length of the testis 
may be within normal, limit# or even reduced (Fig# 59), . -
, In 'the larger -tumours# the surrounding testicular 
parenchyma.is oomppesaed-and browiieh, whls the omaHor
tumours the surrounding parenchyma im of the'normal yellowish 
brown granular appear aide*. . ' ' . ■' , "
' Tig- -overran ‘sizo Of the seminomas in the prssont collection 
varied from 2&0 oma in dimeter Up to 12,0. oms* in -longest _ 
diameter# Although tho body . sizes-of breeds involved vary - 
cooslderably, the largest tumour in the aeries ’(Fig, 58) same 
from a . wira*hairs& foa tor&Ur# ' ' -
, . ' _ -The histological pattern of the •eanine■ seminoma is either
on intratubular proliferation of largo ’m>p©orid<at eeile with or' 
without -interstitial infiltration ox* ' a-more -diffuse growth of ' the
oOlle with- obliteration of the. eemiaiferaua tubules, - '
JLL>?
Intratibulap Type with or, without . 1n,te^?stiiiai' Infiltration*
Tho smaHost nodules seen, from 2 to 4 mm* in diameter 
occurred in the loft testis of a nine year old dog* The right testis 
contained a clinically detectable seminoma (Fig* 59)? Histologically 
these small nodules consist exclusively of intratubular seminoma' 
(Fig* 60)* This ' type of growth, semi^t0em**in*siiu is also present 
in throe of the 17 seminomas (18 per cent) and there is close 
similarity between the intratubular and extratubular forms of the 
tumour (Fig* 61). The tumour cells are largo with round or oval 
nuclei containing granular chromatin with a prominent single but 
eeca^3ien^aLly double nucleolus. The cytoplasm is scanty, usually 
faintly eosinophilic and occasionally finely granular although 
there is some variation in its staining with acidic dyes* 
Ccccaionally small intro-cytoplasmic vacuoles are present* 
Cytoplasmic vacuoles which stain positively by the P*A.S* method 
stain negativoly after treatment of the section by amylase.* This 
indicates some glycogen content, but the amount is less than that. 
px’esent in the BeetoH cells* Frozen sections show no lipid in 
healthy parts of the t^menr.* Kultinucleated giant colls are 
usually present in both intratubular and extratubular forms, 
and sometimes giant cells with mainly peripheral nuclei are present 
in large numbers in the intratubular foci* As seen in five micron 
sections these colls have from tvo to 12 nuclei surrounding a . 
granular cytoplacrn-* The nuclei resemble the other tumour nuclei 
and occasionally show mitoses* Lyaphooytes frequently surround
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these intratuluil&r 'seminomas -.(Fig#-. 6a)* , \ , ■■ .
, When ' there is --dlreot extension of : the intratubular - ■-’ . ...
: seminoma- into the intorstiilmi of the testis the ' extratubular . 
growth - is - ..utmost /identical5 ^m^xwrP^c^o<^^^g.<3o^aLXy'/to the- intratubuXar, 
form■ described above, although mitotic rate- ' is nearly always .
higher - -and., multinucle.ated ’giant cells-are ices comon^-Fi-g* 63a)# ■ . 
Lymphoid foci are " common and are present in. three "of - thee six dogs 
showing -this ' type of growth’(Fig 63b) - $:'gW- ' '.
Diffuse - Tyne?* ■ 3 3 •'.‘ . J • '• - ■ • ; " ‘ - ■' / •' ■ ' :
.-The. cellular . basis of this- type ie - the same as' the -intra- . . ;
tubular type except that there-is more ' 'variation in - cell size and
■-form# - which may' approach the spindle, type# MultinuoXeated giant 
cells - are- less - frequent - and the solid- tubular- arrangement - of . the
• other- type is not aeon, - although search - around the -periphery may
show-tubules' cchtaining seminoma#. B1 even dogs -showed’ this^ type of - 
growth i- the features of which - are' ii£ust'b3avbe& in -Figs * 64 and -65#, 
Tie former shows ,the variation - in dell "form with some tendency- to - a- 
spindle form#- The -latter shows a -narrow tubular - patterning with a> 
flag-like .arrangement; of the cells -along the fine stromal - fibres* 
With furth'eiyanaplasia, -it- may be difficult 'to identify ' with 
certainty'the tumour as a seminoma# .
• Phanves jin-- other - Parts : of the - Testis# - and- in - .OhQ_0i;^.d - Testis# '' • 3 •
f The seminiferous '-tubules -tend to be - compressed immediately '
around the - seminoma except in early oxtratubular'spread - in smsalL' 
lui^mur^* - Beyond - this -tho tubules - ahow atrophy; and a - lining
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exclusively of Sertoli cells in 15 of ' the 17. dogs with. eemlnemas 
occurring aiene* 1n the other two dogs; spermatogenesis is depressed* 
but . spermatozoa-' are present in.occasional tubules* . Both these dogs 
wore . six and seven '.years old at .the time of or^^hti^c^^^om^y^* The 
.interstitial cells ■ of Leydig ' show hyperplasia (Fig* 66) in five 
doga with tubular atrophy*
Th©. opposite testis available' in two dogs shows ' spero* 
atogeuesis in . both with areas'of/tubular atrophy and intratubular 
seminoma' in one (3?xg£* 60)* Interstitial cells ' were.within normal 
limits .in both.oases* , ,
Metastasis*' ■ ; ?. . ■<., . -
-f ■' Ml the semineaua studied.'-were obtained 'by oreOidoce0my
except one where the tumour was large and . the dog. old and
debilitated* ■ The. animal '‘was' -killed and at post-mortem' examination 
was' found to ' have in the iliac lymphi glands on ' tho side'..
of the tumour * The seminoma . was' of the .diffuse. variety# Four out of 
the '45 dogs . in ' Pow%' posrb-morncm series (1962) showed metastases, 
PrCAnooiB* 7 ■ ' _ ' •• ' .
. .Cwing to the difficulty in tracing dogs p0st*eperaiiv©iy
little useful information was obtained* Three doga were traced 
for five to six years after ercOideceomy and were ' reported to be . 
alive* '.Cotchin (1966) comma t a on the unrewarding attompte to 
obtain follow-up histories in the conditions of veterinary 
practice*'.Although' the canine .sem^nQma:0eouuring as it does 
predominantly in eider^ly -dogs, is not generally considered. to be
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of '-great - malignancy (Mills, I960)', adequate survival studies . ;
following surgiaai removal oi - seminomas have - not been reported, 1
Bert,ol.lGlc3X. Tumors, = •• :7 7
BotollrC'ell tuirmous occurring alone numb eared 15 and accounted ;
for 34 par can't - - of the total - in tha series* One was found - at post­
mortem examination- of.a dbg killed because of debility* The others 
were. removed', surgically,
Waked- Eve , Appearances* -
. The affected testis -in - all 15 oases shows generalised ;l
enlargement and a distinct nodularity -bossing-.of the - capsular - ;
surface* .The largest testis containing a Sertoll-coH tnmur came - 
from a --Labrador dog and measured -8*0 x 6*0 x 5#5 cms* - Tie smaHest .
from an unknown monngeX, measured 5*0- x 3»0 -x 3*0 cms* The sectioned - 
surface of the majority of the tumours - has a fairly homogeneous - '
granular appearance -with fibrous ' tissue - forming a spongy network \
containing ^1x110^1', creamy or definitely - yellowish tumour (pig,- 67)* ,
There is an occasional resemblance to the seminoma due to -a? ,
smooth sectioned surface, but the ' Bertoll-oell- tumour has - frequently : 
a distinctly yellowish appearance due to a high lilpict content (Fi-g^*68), 
Oyeilo spaces are not uneomoa,but areas of necrosis and haemorrhage ; 
are rare and tend to follow direct -injury or torsion (Fig* 69)* 
HUstoiggy*. : . „ . * . ?. . ■ ;
The - essential - structure of the SertoH-celi. uumouu is 
revealed -by its alternative name of tubbum adenoma* The tubuues . 7
are lined ox1 filled by neoplastic Sertoli cells varying - from the •
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wall differentiated rathor . elongated colls with copious fibrillar 
cytoplasm to anaplastic spindle cells, recognisable with difficulty 
as being derived from Sertoli cells* The tubules themselves vary . 
in size from about 15 microns to just over, l' mm in diameter and 
although! a whole, tumour or parts of a timour usually show a 
consistent size of . tubuHr.'framework,' transition from smaH . to 
largo calibre does occur, . Halignonoy 4s hard to define in the 
aabsence of extru~besticular,'/spread* 'Tie well differentiated
, tubular structure vmth single or double layer of Sertoli cells 
and .minimal streaming across the 'Iwon has been labelled adenoma 
and is clearly benign, (fig* 70)* There is a breakdown 'of tubular 
pattern in six tumours and in these stoH ' nests and columns of cells 
without support of .basement membrane are seen in tho surrounding 
fibrous tissue. This and cellular atypimm suggests early 
malignanoy (Mg. ,71% .-•Marked. increase in .tubular calibre and 
filmng of the lumen..with SeetoX^ colls many of which show 
palisading occurs. in some cases (fig '72a)* These large tubules - .
may' be subdivided by . .septae' growing out as fibrous cores into the . 
3umina* Cennral plugs of necrotic cells,. the . ghosts, of which are 
visible (Fig,. 72b)* are also seen in 'this type* The thickness of 
the tubular .basement m Gibran es is variable* and in two cases .
rnaaked. intortubular growth of ' fibrous tissue' separates narrow ' .
tubules fillo! with Sertoli ,cells,(pig* 73)» This is referred to 
as the sclerosing type by Dow, (1962)*' The. normal ' SaetQli coll, . ,
as the hom^Jtogue of the . granulosa.cell of IOo, ovarian follicle*
J- I T
1b a nmcae coll and contains a variable amount- of lipid# This lipid 
content may he marked in some'-tumours and macroscopically gives 
them a rich yellowish or golden yellow colour, like the one previously 
illustrated (?xg# - 68)# This lxpidl—* rich tumour has vacuolated 
Sertoli cells, sometimes signet-ring in form due to displacement 
of the nuclei hy the lipid (Fig# 74 a and h}# The lipid vacuoles 
in frozen sections stain with Sudan XI! and XV and with Oil Hed 0, 
hut the Schults reaction is negative* Fine brown granules of lipo- 
chrome nature are also frequently seen in the foamy cells* Small -
grmmles of glycogen are almost invariably present * Hone of thio 
cysts in the specimen illustrated in Fig, 69 have a well defined 
lining of colls#- Papillary ingrowths into the cyst are fairly
oommon# .
Changes. -in the - Remainder of - the -Tostis,
Spermal0genesis is present where the tumour is.relatively
small and a .portion of testis remains* Xt is present in two
testes only and in both of those, atrophic testis surrounds the 
tumour* Xn all the others the seminiferous tubules show atrophy 
Of -the spermatogonia cells and have a lining of Sertoli colls 
only# Occasionally in se:rial section tubules apparently outwith 
the tumour can be traced into obviously neoplastic tubules.# 
Interstitial cells are not seen in the stroma- of any of the 
19 tumours, but they are present in apparently normal numbers out­
side the tumours* Xn the dog killed because of age and debility 
tubular atrophy surrounds the tumour, but the contra-laterd testis
shows normal spermatogenesis# .
Metastasas* .
Ho metastases wears known. - to . he present at time of -orchidGetomy 
and none of the 15 - eases showed spread into the epididymis# 
Metastasis wears found in five out of 36 dogs - with- Sertoli-cell 
-tumours in Dow* post-mortem survey-(1962),
Ho - follow-up study has been possible except in two dogs 
which are still alive and well five years after orihideoiimy*
Neither of these had show femini3a0;ion# .
,molrSoltldl-co:ll-,Tumout* - .
six interstitial-cell tumours occurring-alone are- included*
The broods involved are indiidt■ed in Table XVXlj# Three were 
removed surgically* Bilateral tumours were found at post-mortem 
examination of a Boxer dog aged 1Q-J- years and another was found 
at pist-mirtem of -an aged mongrel dog* The youngest dog was agod 
8 years and the oldest 19 years* The average age of 11*2 years is 
compared - with the average - age - for other tumours- in Table XlX# .
Naked Eye - .
. ALl six. are - among the smaHest testicular tumours in this
collection#- The largest is 4 cms* - and the omaHest 2 -oms in 
diameter^.-ALl had caused local enlargement of the testis* and - 
the smaUsst a bulging of tho upper polo noticed only at post­
mortem exoamaation in an aged mongrel* ■
On section the cut surface - shows a well demarcated turnonur
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roundsd or oval in shlie and yellowish golden or brownish in 
colour with a rather haomorrhagio md friable surface# The small 
tumour found incidentally at post-mortem exarmmation is illustrated 
(Pig* 75)*
HiBtoljW#
The - cells of the interstitial-cell tumours resemble the 
normal inteirstitial cells of ioydig* They are opithelial-liko 
and arnarngod in mosaic, acinar or trabecular foam rather 
reminiscent of the adrenal cortex in its various layers*
Alternatively the - cells are ar?3^a^^iged - In solid masses* Too 
stroma consists of fins rather vascular connective tissue#
Around groups of tumour cells only a fine rotloulin can be 
seen* Xn places tho vascular charnels consist- of large sinusoids 
md haemoosderin deposits indicate - previous haemorrhage* Toe 
tumour colls which are larger than the normal interstitial cells 
are polygonal although they may bo columnar when arranged- 
ra^Uy around biosd vessds* flu Mclei are small and dons#,
but sometimes tho chromatin is light or marginally distributed along 
the prominent nuclear A single nucleolus is ir.osont* The
cytoplasm is granular and eosinophilic, but vacuoles aro almost 
invariably present and may be •numerous and smaai (Fig* 76), or 
larger tending to signet~rhig forms (Mg* 77) -t Some fine 
lipochy0mo granules are present in two specimens* Prosen sections .
stained with Sudan XXX ox* X? or Oil ted 0 confirm tho prosonco of 
lipid which is lsl!ltly bi-xefringont and gives a positive Schults
reaction for cholesterol,.- Although ■ ;CoH'ins - and Pugh (1964) state ■
< that - -Reinke- crystalloids are - not seen in speoies other 'than man
these crystalloids wore seen -in four of,-Bow* a (l962) cases*. j^id are 
seen - in one of - the - present collection - ■ of - six . tumours. Ho' - glycogen
' can .he. detected. s - % \ ' / -
, Occasional . coil's are -• binucleated* ' hut mitoses are rar*e*
One - mitotic figure is seen. in - one .. section from the largest tumour, ; 
-.There ia ho -evidence - - of - invasion.*' - ; w, . 7 . . .
ghanges' in the Other Parts of the Testis.
SpermatogeneMa - r s present - in - one test is, ooht aiming 
intorstitllicoell. -tumour,'measuring;3 - x 2x2 orns., but in
an ,
the -' others
including the dog - with / the bilaterai tumours the seminiferous - tubules 
are atrophic with a - lining- of- Sertoli -.cells and- in - one the basement 
membrane's are raaxrcedly thickened* . .
Changes in -Other Orggans/Z ; Z'..- .... ' ' . /■?.. - /> JZ
In the - case f - the dog - with, bilateral-.inteX'%titjiaL’*cU.l
tumours found at? postmortem examination , - the prostatic -gland, 
was hyperplastic mid cystic, - No metastases - were -detectable*
' 'Prognosis*- '• . < . . ' ' z, '
., z Bo information on 'pr’c^gn^o'sis - can be given from this - study, f /’v
but malignant interstitial - cell - tumours' have. - been described by .
Innes X194S)* Mulligan (1949) and Bow (1962), . .
pbjm>bhad - - Tumours. ’ - ' ' \; : . . • , , '
••'.-Three -dogs each - -bearing- a -double - ^tumour in the same testis, 
are -hot included -tin the-above - account, - these - six tumours are described
bslow, , •"/ : Y Y’ .. ’y;-Y'YY5Y ‘Y -' Y-iYY.
/..maY-W^c^r etitial^oell ;,j%monr»";/- ••" Y- ' ■- ••• - ' • •;’••" ■■
. Y Two rather- amaH - •intSrbtiiialoseir tumours, measuring -1*0 and - -- 
-1*5. - srne^in. -diO^^e^<s^-- occurred in - association' - with. .larger - seminomas /'YY 
.3 .and 4- omoH^iiv-diameter respectively** The largSr set- of -tumours-./. % 
s wears removed from -" a - greyhound ..agod 12, - years-- and - had ' ■"originaiGd in "'; 
a right - scrotaltistio* YYhe smailor •sot- of- 'tumours - ''dame 'from am ' ;
crossbred d0g',-aged-14- years# -.The affected.tsstiowas-deocends'd, . but 
laterality was . riot -known*; -'BothLhad- pz^ssentsd withY testicular 
' enlargement only*; . • . y?Y Y -yY-.y* y "• 'YYYy:'Y y ,y ' ' YY'-Y
Histology*- ' '-...• , ’ '. Y- .■■ *y - 5 Yy-' y - .'•.-.Y yY'yY Y Y' - YY"<
The dfemiriir^as-in both cases .are of Oheintratubllar typo -Y
with int ir■etitidl . infil tration and - - are ' :sepdrdOed - by -a . . sins of 
atrophic seminiferous -tubules - •mad-fibrous - ;t?:la^^ltS With . scanty . Y. - , 
lymphocytic . .exudate# Cliss to -ths - seminoma,' - in both - eases ' YY.. YY-
inOratubuldr-seminoma -can bs siep - (Fig* 78) * The - intsrsiitidl-. Y-
cell - 0llours ' are - Oypiially . benign in - morphology in -both. cases * YY 
and there is -no in filt ratoon - of .on© .'tumour -by - the .other*-' In -
ths . greyhound with the 4 om* diameter -seminoma, infiltration - , Y /
by . seminoma of lymphatic ihahnee,s can- bo - siiri " Under the capsule .-• .' -- Y
•‘and in -the spermatic.'-cordf. a , - , Y ' " " ’ 'Y’Y'Yy '"Y •" ' -Y.'Y''
. in. .other prints of .. t^hs Tsstts# . Y-Y- 5 ' y ' y Y^-" . - •■'•Yy
Apart - fjom . inOrstublXdr - siiinila, - ths - ismiiiiferoug, tubules 
show atrophy* - In ine- ths interstitial - /'cells - of Beydig - arS increased - 
in numbeo©, ..forming-•sma^^lL ficdl collections* - but in the other -.theyyY"'
-are definitely scarce#
M.etaafase.s* .
Neither dog was knomi to have evidence of .metastases at ' 
time of orchidectomy* Neither was traced subsequently# .
Combined - - Seminoma and Sortoli~cel! - Tumours* "
Only one of these is included in the present collection#
Xt was removed from tho tight groin of a mongrel of unlluiwn ago# 
Naked- - Eyo .App©.^^©^#
The testis contains a largo granular yellowish white tumour,
5 cms* in dtamet©rzin its upper half and a smaHer soft whitish 
nodulo 1*5 cms* in diameter imme0i&lely below this#
HiaiaXssc*
The boundary sono her© is rather thin, but no intermingling 
of tho two growths is evident* The seminoma ia of tho diffuse type, 
while the aortoli~cell tumour is modeoaaely differentiated and
an.' ldeaoma (Fig* 79)* No in tr ©tubular seminoma is seen in the 
atrophic seminiferous tubules* Sperrnaaogenesis is - absent* No 
invasion of lymphocytes can bo seen and there is no record of 
metastases or* spread being detected at operation* The testis was 
descended, but tho laterality was unlmotm* ’
Bi^Hoxxso*
Fifteen, pairs of testes from colts aged 11 months to 4 years 
were obtained at timo of golding*- The specimens were bisected 
and small pieces of tubules were obtainod for - study of the 
normal chromosomes of the horso by squash preparations* This was
p^optrattry to a study of -equine -teitioulir - t^^e^:^iaomia^s', if such wore - , .,<• 
found* -Too bisected - testes - wore -fixed. in -10 por cent formalin- and - : , -- 
lator out into slices ,aipfQXm&te^y 30os* thick* -. Both sido^-of ■
each slice ' won- 0X100.10$ '-under- the ' dissecting 'miGptstopo and - two , 
ox; throe. ..blocks were selected for -procossitg- 'to -^13x1-^110 sections' ; '
and staining by. Birlioh1 s- JOloeM&Xlin d-aad aqueous - edit* No -
neoplasms nor ' indeed, tty abnormality -wars soon ot micr'tscoiy# Bo sp:^.to
? tho assertion - . of - Wills; and' Ruddock (l943) ■ that those - teratomas ire . \ -, 
^0001 it the ’hor.se, scrutiny - -of tho' published work gives' , . ,
little - idol of' their; incidence-in - tie oquite - population* Nous of ' 
tOd four votoriniry .'surgOots who irtvided testes from colts it 
gelding hid' encountered- any in the last - twenty years*' 111 ' four had •' ;
'•■'largo racing - and other- stables - Withiit, their pricticos it ^^sXk^ltOL^o - 
and - North H 010011x0# . mid- only oho-who - hid boon it practice ' for almost 
30years could recall - a - ter&toOl - it' tho. -unde sc ended tostes of a colt - 
-which was-destroyed 'cftdr it - accident*. . . .
. Toe - Veterinary - 'College 'it -BotdOt hid'one specimen of in
equito 'teetJ^bular- teraOdot .&*Y*0*. 9167 - ltd provided sections of - this* -. . 
This siopimoa shows tu^^s^^ius cystic spaces lined - by stratified . , 
squ<amuB, ^espira^tory and - into.stinil- typos of opithelimn#' ' Thors . -
are isolated ' nodules of cirtilsgs and adiposo' 'tido## Croups of . p 
well differentiated mucous glands ' aid related -ducts -irs present 
' close- to tho - cavities lined- by the resiirltoey ltd intestinal-_ 
mucosa*.- There ire also ductal structures - lined by melanin iig0enb'ed •
cubical ind - columnar spoThe-Hum' (Fig*l80)<. Mature ganglion cells /T
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are also -present* " ni.sioiogicaXly . thisis .a fully differentiated ' y*
' teratoma .^d shows ro histologloal •iy£&onoi 'of malignancy* ■ - •
Obs.JiaaaU*. ... ■" '• "... y .'.'v ■-,..- . •
/ ,,.••• '- 0<:U
. ’ . -’This speomar of .antelope, omes from a fairXy’looaHsod area-. 
of Sonth*Enst Africa and-both - .testes ware -removed -from-one dying ,7/y'y.' 
fom in the Zoological -Cardens at-Regents Park*--• • '
L^^<^c^nutho testes ywo?(d obtained- shortly 'Oftcr. death - 'from the* ’ ’ dy- 
Pathologist* geological' Society - -of--London *, had only . . 1.:;'/- J
been Hl for -a day .ox* two -‘and - no.-tmuawa .;belia1zl^l^l^a^3?.:^ftatlri'e had t y .. 
Deen -noted (Ref.- 713/53)*- ' . , ., ■ ' '- • ' .. v ■ 'y"" -;
asbM-Jrn,jan8*3saft^*. • .. • ■ - ■ . ... mm
The righty testis ^^^^^^s^^ring-9*0- z 7*0‘%'6»0 cma** is enlarged t ' 
with a .smooth but thickened -tunica - and- ia ■■almost - .oommilteXy ' . -
replaced by a somewhat' variegated - tumourf lobnlated with brow,-• 
golden yellow and whitish .areas and shoxwi^n^^^a^r lex'tensiv^o;, area - -
of co^agxXativi necrosis in-Its control part (Pig, 81), Darker areas ' '
of haemorrhage 'are also -.present# The son timing also•'roveaXs - • .?•
nmrom 73rnm.a .ggltty - .areas of - li<ue^aoil^n:u A few - .small cysts aro y■ 
present* The left iestie*- much'- s^sai'ey*.. mealuaol 3*9 '% 9,0 % 2*5-0®!, -. - , 
and ia replaced by a ■s4b^llxt•yel3^^ewi'sh■ brown -and whitish, tumour 
(Mg* '82)v.The right spermatic cord - ;is 'thickonody but • 'sections 
•' show 'only,, vascular - .cIiXal&t.oGxi. £uk1 thickening of .wins#
'a^rnam^* - . m . . ? *• - .. '- w - . ' •
The mlcro'scopie structure coin^i^t^’ts'Of diffuse 'sheets--mid ,
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anastomosing columns of cpithelial-liko cells with granular eosinophilic 
(Fig# 83a) and in places distinctly foamy cytoplasm (Fig# 83b)#
Mitotic figures are not infrequent in both the sheets of foamy cells 
and in tho darker cords# .In a few areas tho cells closely resemble 
ths normal interstitial cells of ths Nr^a^^a, but in large parts of 
the tumour variation in coll sise md shape is conspicuous# The 
mere compact and less fiEay cells where arranged in narrow 
trabeculae show a fine fibrous and vascular stroma# Foci of amorphous 
cdliifieaii0h are seen in ths fibrous stroma (Fig* 83a)# Extensive 
necrosis is seen in the central dred and snmai cysts are surrounded 
by neoplastic cells without any particular orientatoon#
Around the periphery at one point atxophic and hyaliniced 
seminiferous tubulss are present* Although no invasion or metastas.es 
arc seen* this is iytoligio^diXy a malignant interstitial.-*cell 
tumour of the testis# Ths left testis shows a similar appearance#
As no metastases were present outside the testis it appeared un­
likely that ths left-sided growth was a melastasis*
M. Caucasian.Wi3. j Goat*.
Through the courtesy of the Zoological Society of hindon, 
a section was obtained of the eeminila in a wild goat (rsf# IS/40)# . .
which disd in the ZQei0gieaL Gardens* This was reported by Hdmertin i 
{1943)* Both testes show a unicellular . interstitial cell growth of 
sasH clear cells of unifom sise** . Only the peripheral part of the 
specimen is well fixed and here the cells have an alveolar
arrangement* In both testss ths seminiferous tubules are atrophic,
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but a mor© marked fibrous stroma is. present in the left side#
.(dAggB*,"'.g.-g-i gg .g't'g/g ■ •.'•••’
<' h\-sections of ' thetiiitraiitbuiar • seminomas in the, .testes of .
sheep .described -by; drusen . '.and Hint '(1963) Wore' sent from Colorado 
to the author* ' This . finding in. seven' testes. • from. 78 adult' rama is . 
quite ^retoarkabl© ' "as eemihoma ' occurring' as a tumour ' has. not so - far . 
boon described in the ' r&f The ■ appearanoee are iXXtXBbsaeteed. ' in 
Figs* 84' to' ' 86| The ' affected' tubules,, along varying' segments of their j 
•length are filled mth polygonal 'cells with spherical ' nuclei and 
moderate amounts of. finely'' granular cytoplasm# The nuclei' with
defined nuclear membrranes* small '.chromatin ' granules and usually 
single nucleoli resemble the ..normal’ spermatogonia.' l'easea' and 
Flint (1963) ' confimed that the cells contained no lipid* In . t 
Fig* 85 .the ocGasional ' 8ertoii ■ ceil Xe-'oeeh close to the basement 
membrane in the ■.neoplastic'tubules*.. The intratubular neoplastic - 
process seems' to ' be multifocal, and ' the ' seminiferous tubules'show ' .n 
.changes ' ranging from'' .depressed Fermat ©genesis' to atrophy of 
the ' spematogehic . elements* in ■ the ’•former ease# spermatogonia* ■ ,
spermatocytes, and ' spermatid's are present Without formed spermatozoa 
(Fig# ' 85) f whereas in'/the latter the tubules are lined largely 
by ' Sertoli cells ;(Fig* .86} # Interstitial' '©ells of Leydig 'do not 
appear to' beincreased ' in ' number'T although .. they, are quite ' prominent' 
in 'all /parts ' of "the '"affected testis* ' .. - ' - ;
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,2*r A^aii ;0■?-sS^Oiclldr .Tlaoirs*
A*, . Domestic . ., Fowl#
A bilateral testicular Oeraiomd driss spi:littioiusly in a ,
bight Su^$six/Rhiii Island Red hybrid# This cickeirsl was roared in 
company with a cimmrtCal flock of pallets at ths H^o2pshiri hospital 
farm where ths author has kspt an experimental flock of Brown 
Leghorns* Ths history was rsmarkabls* ”
Clinictl. Features#
This bird had bssn bought as a ddy-il1 pullot, but was liter 
noticed to grow tho brilliant feathers of ths cock of this hybrid 
strain with mots comb, wattlos and spurs# He was intensively 
roared indoors and at 7 rmoths of ago his health began to deteriorate# 
Comb bsctas atrophic, breathing became labilrod and hs lost weight# 
-Gages1’ was suspected and wid^le the author was carrying out a ,
physical oxontn ation thsrs was a suddsn regurgitation from tho crop 
and OIio bird asphyxiated* As a large abdominal mass was palpable, 
resuscitation was ^11^1111#
post-mortem- . Exajiation.* .
At pist*mirtom examination mi -enormous bQssclaOsd tnd cystic 
tumour was found occupying ths right sids of ths peritoncil 
cavity behind tid bslow the liver with forward displacement of ths 
intestines# The loft testis appears! rathor ^1311 in sise* The 
livsr was pale tnd fatty but otherwise no definite 0^10^331x1^ 
iff acted tho tbiimiliaL organs# Grain blocked tho larynx with fluid 
contents of trachct tnd bronchi# No metastases wars filnd oithor
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grossly or histologically. The atrophic comb is illustrated in 
Fig* 87* ’ 5
Naked -Evo-- AnnoaxwpQB*
Right - -To s ti s* ‘
The - coarse neoplastic nodular teetia measured 15 x 9 x S cms* 
and weighed 670 gme* It sectioned with difficulty due to numerous 
calcified and ossified areas, The other feature of the cut surface 
was the presence of numerous cystic spaces and charnels, some 
containing mucous and others horny material* Gelatinous nodules 
of cartilage, 1-2 mas* in diameter were visible in several areas 
(Fig, 88)» ' •
Hlsttoj^ogy* .
The structure -is that of a teraooma consisting of a 
variety of mature and a few relatively im^nature adult tissues.
The teratoma and the - adjacent stretched seminiferous tubules 
are illustrated - in Fig* 89* Hero the nOduXts of cartilage and * 
keratinised structures are’ seen* Other parts contain adipose tissue 
endochondral ossification and neural tissue* Respiratory and , 
intestinal types of epithelium line cavities or parts of cavity 
and bands of smooth muscle tissue are scattered throughout, - Bo 
embryonal carcinoma or indeed any solid unicellular growth can be 
detected* '
baft ,,T^^tji.s*
This was smaller than the normal size of the testis for _ 
June the month. of death* Section revealed- a smsai variegated
 lbb /
iii^ULe with horny cysts, ' producing . -a- localised- bulging--of. tbo- tiiilct* - 
albuginea - as its outer . limit was -only. -2 mms#: below -the- surface 
(Fig# 90.)* The iiiuXe- ‘^^i^^arsd.- 0*4 . % 0#3 %0,3 cms'#, but d ' "
collection of minute epidermoid- -cysto . filled with-..kSrdtii lies - '
0*4 cms# - from the nodule* -A spheOrioai.-'■whitish nodule . 0*4 cms* - in 
diameter lies 0,8 cms* from. the-oystio nodule - and nearer the - ' ;
lower-pole*. ■'.'?/ Yw.'"Y .V-.• •••' *"Y "" . . i-
HiatolLogy* . " - \ g , gy'- - g
The loft tsstis shows - fofi of terraiQmdOous - growth* These - fioi 
contain m variety - of tissues nearly all .. of wiich .are- well - . . ./
different laSed* - No - ,• Omhby<iilr - carcinoma or ' traces- of - d unicellular - t.-g, 
precursor - dra seen--ii- serial- . . sectiois. .-of, the ■■entire - testis*, - '. •' - ? /
In fig*- 91 the mail .-mass.. of - the tumour is' sssn ' - . gt
.separated - by - seminiferous tubules from,a --cilloctia.n. of- horn - cysts 
aid miM&i^ccpetiig- columnar --efeQ- ' tubules* Ii tile mail nodule. g
keratinising epidermoid- - structures mid mature- leura!- tissue 
predominate * Ths other mors solid. nodUle - - conilsts - of; isurd! tlssus 
only* •Neurons#,- in m glidl network which o m -bo st din sd by . . . /
Hoi Be?’. s method are illxistr&todgli-f?i£g^* 92* - -mall epondymal ' 
lined cavities - are also- soon* - Sperm atco-crisis is absent -in - ths right-..; 
tsstis, - but somewhat idepressed . in the left* As no ' .'Oxtro-tssticuldr -
growth - hds been - detected -either -bh itksd • eye, extmix&tioa - g. 
or on microscopy at post-mortem .sxalmn&tiin - it seems -'•remsondbXs. 
to regard - each- testicular growth - -*ds separate priadryitlmours tid - 
to regard -the left testicular growth at - any rate as - aulfificdi - -
in origin*
Olw^esL/in- - 0th or - jarfes of the To atis» .
Sperm atog0nes^s ia - absent in the right testis*•Tin loft . 
testis is itattive? spermatogenesis is depressed* .
Pituitary: - Gland*
This shows normal numbers and distribution of acidophils-, 
but marked increase in chromophobes, many of which are enlarged* .
Although a few -P*A*S* positive colloid filled acini are se.eh,nt 
cells Bhow<H P*A*S* positive granules*- This is in contrast to the 
normal or increased numbers of granular cells staining P*A*S* ;
positive but Oomori aldehyde fuchsin negative cells in experimentally 
induced testicular t^e^'rftocma^E^* (GwUxi*:!', 1964 a and b)* The nature of 
the large chromophobes is uncertain*
B* - Other - Birds,
These examples were obtained by courtesy of, the ZoitQgiGal 
Society of iittdtn* .
(it Btuigerif-ai’,
Two bud’crigars of unknown age had interstitial-cell tumours 
of the testes* Both had normal cook feathering and colouring*
VIP* This- adult bird had bilateral nodular yellowish growths,
each measuring 2*5 x 2*0 % 1*5 cma* and weighing 4 and 5 gms* (Fig*93),
V*37*- Zoological Society of bondon* (z*8*h* 4/58*) This was a . '
5a’ yoar old cock found dead on the 23rd June 1948 and showing at 
postmortem examination an enlarged testis measuring 2*0 x 1*0 x l,0cms* 
The left testis was not seen*
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Histology* . ' . . , ' ' ' ' . '
The tumours consist ' of various.' arrangements of large ’
. eosinophilic granular 'cells with 'varying lipid vacuolation 'of their 
copious cytoplsem# The nuclei, are ' vesicular with prominent , 
nuclear mernhx’ane and single nucleolus* or pycnotio (Fig# 94)#
The granules give a moderate positive reaction ' with the P#A»S** 
stain not abolished hy previous treatment with amylase* Frozen 
sections stained by OH Red 0 show a peppering ' with lipid 'in most 
areas of the tumour* but in ' some parts of V57 the foamy cells 'are 
large with large Vacuoles of lipid* All■ three tumours show a fine 
rotloulin framework and a rich vascular stroma* ALthough anastomosi 
ing columns'Of -cella are present ' in parts of these tumouuxssolid 
alveolar arrangement is also constant*' There is a lymphocytic 
exudate* /Atrophic' seminiferous tubules are visible at the periphery 
only* There are 'no features suggestive of malignancy*
(iiCchestnut .LB^jaxx^c^w»V*58*' . Z*»S*L* 570/57*, ’
One testis* side unknown# is ''uniformly enlarged' ' to 1*8 x 1*5 x
1*0 cms* and shows on ' sectioned surface a ' whitish granular ,
appearance* . ■ .
Histology* ' ‘ . ' ’ . ; ‘ ' •
■ ' The ' Whole testis appears to consist of large tubules lined by
. a' single and ' occasionally a double layer of. Sertoli-like cells*.
The tubules vary slightly in size and are separated by fibrous 
tissue* No normal seminiferous tubules can bo recogxiised* ' This 
would appear ' to be a'Sertoli-cell adenoma* .
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. ■ ..Ole-section. of • a-tusmiir' from tho bite of tho .right tcatis
Wo provided by tho Society- . of boni<lo^sii, This shorn a*
proliferation of tubular• structures ;oe»tai»:lhg large. cello with 
coarse granular' oytop’Xam i^n one • or oobiasiohal^-ly two
a^ayore on a -ba^escmom'^ meriWme* Bmoroue binmeleated • and multi*
'tumour oelle are p3?^seat^# but 1%' the oello irilth one " ... .
mto^oia' this ie ■■veaiotUlar with an eceentrio .position m a fairly 
abundmt granular oytoplam* 3# ..plaoea-a' solid latox^t^uWlar growth. 
of these celia 3o -present# Wo• normal oemiaiferouo tubules- ere aeon*' • 
This would appear to 'ho • 'm iLotersti^ljici-*ee3^1:;tumou3!^#. ' y ■
.CfL££2iS!^^ / ' -
? 'Both toatos. :Wrs-obtained*. One m# enlarged ■ to 2#6Y3 1*8 % ■ '
1*8. ©ms*# .wa# fim in mlst^noy. and 'had -a bright yellow out • 
aurf&ee* The other measured 1*5 %1*0 X 0*8 ome* -.The 3.orger t^cotia ' ' 
ooniained a tumour'nodule 'consisting of 'granular or dXatJtiu^ot^Jlsr. 
foamy oella duo to lipid* farto aro^aecrotietfhia is 'mi interstitial* 
©ell timour* not unlike the ' erne type .lu the other, hirde 'deacribed ’ - 
above# ' ■ •./.'■ . , . '■. ' '
’ ’ A..;<fttmnmmive: .View* - .
XJutesOB*-. "■ '•- ■ ; -
. Bponianeona fteeiieuXar teratomas.opotu* in mm# tho hox*se#.'
d©me©a&© fowl and -the Btraiu 129'.’mouse# Their. 'frequoucy lu these 
spe©ies-Kaa-«a.ready been dis©uteed*'Tbat they do occnr in other 
spooios of bird is indioated by ■ Murray?s'.(1919) report of a .
' :■ , •• . ■■ ."/.7x- ; y- - - / •••••• ■■ / - r " 190
, , -teDisCml^te^oBoa--.- in 'a gplden eagle# - but" they are either, rare or .
■ ‘relatively' unobtainable# /-,y V’ -■ • ‘ • • ' - \
, ; . r .-The- -out standing/difference between.-. the human testicular ..'■ ?.
-teraooma and, the Others'; is, .the - malignanttprocensity Of' the vast - • - .•/•••'
.majority - .of , the .human tumours# - ’Na«a&?,' Wl --the equine. testicular - ,
teratomas have been incidental .findings - at gplding -of .young, - colts ,
, or--discovered on "removal , :of an -imperfectly descended testis. In' /
many -respects . thcse/equ:ino;tumours resemble the, teraoom&s of ' < • .
. childhood/and. hmman ovarian tcraopmaS*. ; . .. >
, ,, Although-malignant-fchmige does occasionally -arise, -in the ’
-human . ovarim! ;teratoma.' no unequivocal reports of a malignant '
- equine teraOoOd' -haye yet ' - appeared . (Ootchin# 1962). ' Perhaps the ■
- .parallel of ' the equine testicular teraooma ' is ..the fully. differentiated 
., testicular - teraooma- of - It - will be recalled ' .that this particular
.. -.Variety of tox’aooma- has ' a spread over the - early.. decades of . life and .
that ' seven of the Testicular .Tumour-panel *s' 13 cases occurred in 
children of less than ' 14- years of - ago- (Pugh and' Stmth, 1964)* ;
.-Its equine-counterpart, -pecurrb largely in the-first three years of - 
lifedwhich - with -the -average equine - UTo- span of 30 years ' is roughly 
equivalent to - the - years of childhood* --Again the noin^-mlfusbasiang-:
... - testicular teraoemas- of - strain 129, mice appear to- originate - in - - . f 
. -mi embryonal -type' of growth-1 ooaiised' -within the tubules 'in -the 
; 15-16 day'footus (Stevens#.1962 a) - * In later - foetal life-the growth : ,
, ruptures the --seminiferous tubules, and at 19- --days# hprimitive
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epithelial structures mrs present*.' After -birth development -of .
t^or^atc^matous structure increases# There is io evidence so far . to 
show that the fully differentiated- humma gid equina tera-bomas have 
passed through this .process of d'evelopaeaO* If.mil ter&i0mls pass 
through this undifferentiated embryonal phase# it may bs that the 
process of mdvticod differentiation with loxo-persistence of the 
embryonal- elements can only occur.-in . early life# .Growth hormone 
or inducing factors responsible for development mrs-ii course 
particularly - active mt this period# Ths - effect of .growth hotaine 
oi tho rslttivsiy undifferentiated might ba of interest#
. Ths testicular ter&iGnlds ii domestic fowl# both sponitaaius 
mad experimental, show the wide - rings of somatic . structures mt 
differing stages of development usually found - ii - the 0er&0Qffid 
of the human mdult male# G^^oriO3^^^^tho3^;^<^md is absent ms would - 
ba expected from ths lack of chorionic development ii the bird*
-Xjlttle is yet known about tho hormone depeidmacs - of the 
testicular. Osraaioma# Iaitiml observations -by the author ii ths 
mppoidod article (Guthrie* 1966) indicate that synthetic anti­
gonadotrophins suppress the . growth of terat ora as induced by . zinc 
in the iiW^.* . .
Somiioma, - - . .
’^Because of the high incidence - of - seminoma ii the dog .
( Dow# . 1962), tho . caalie sominima can bo - usefully compared ii 
morphology# biologictl behaviour tnd incidence with its humma 
counterpart# Ii particular the dog hds - •dff^oj^d^ad- the opportunity'
for' tho■ study of exclusively intratubulax seminoma* ■ seldom 
discovered in man except in association with an established 
extratubular seminoma or -teratoma# Intratubular seminoma in the 
dog has . been found in .post-mortem studies and in study ' of the 
contra-latera! testis in unilateral tumour* This confinement of 
the seminoma to the seminiferous tubules provides. the evidence 
for the intratubular origin of the seminoma*'
Scully (l96l) considered that ■ the canine seminoma was 
more like the spormatocytic than the' classical variety of the 
hum os seminoma* This if true might bo significant if 'the human 
spermatocytic seminoma had a different behavioural pattern from the 
other seminomas* The 15 tumour.s allocated to the spermat^t^c^tiic 
group' by the British Testicular Tumour Panel had not proved 
fatal at the time of publication (Thackray# 1964)# but this 
number is too smsO.! for adequate assessment*
■-Although Willis (i960) records a canine seminoma with 
metastasos#.he refers to the canine seminomas as being much 
less malignant than their human counterparts# growing slowly 
and rarely metastasising* In • fact we do not appear to have any 
definite information about the rate of growth of ■ either human ' 
or ■ canine -seminomas within. the testis, and only a £ow observations 
on the growth rate of meeastatic human seminoma in tho lungs 
; (Spratt 'and Sprati, 1964)* . Also 10. per cent .of canine seminomas 
in . DoWa post-mortem series had metastasts. The belief that the 
canine ' seminoma is loss m$a.ignant than the human seems therefore
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to -have no firm basis*, ■
Many authors hive comm©nted on the tendency iot. sominomm 
to iccu:t in older dog's tnd ms can bo- seal from Table XIX ihe 
average age in most series- is mbmut 11 years* It is difficult 
to-".squats accurately the totml life spin or evon the repro­
ductive life spill of one species with another# If ^0 tikes a-- 
life? span of 15 years in tho dog# . then oo mi arbitrary basis ?0 
years ii man is roughly equivalent!* The peak incidience is usually 
raised by tho ilclusiin.of - pist^mot^■eea oases is many dogs mrs 
killed not because of their tumour, bub because of their 
mdvdncad mgs*- But Oetchings (H9>60) sorios is mlmo!!'’ entirely 
surgical tad his petk. incidence - mt 10 ys&rs would be. roughly 
equivalent to 46 - years in the human, which is" only slightly 
later- Ohio the polk "ii-human seminomas (Chapter X)* The human 
spormaloeytio seminoma with which Scully (X96X) has compared the 
cmnlne also occurs mt m labor period thio tho classical
sominomm (Th&ckrmy, 1964)* :
A! with the human, somiiomm has been reported to follow 
atrophy of ths canins testis tod io mmy of the minute nodules 
of - intr&tubulmr seminoma, the matigiumt io-situ change is seea 
to bo continuous with atrophic- seminiferous tubules (bow# 1962)*
The mssooimtioi of semiiomm with tubular atrophy is common 
to, mmn, .dog tod ram*- It will be recalled that only two of the,
17 cmaiis seminomas io ths prosoit small ssrl.es shiwod spermato­
genesis oven in tubules mt some distance from tho tumour*
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The initiation of the neoplastic.process ih these tubuies largely /- 
lined hy Seetbli cells and' 'occasion?^ ^spermatogonia is sonly seen 
clearly in the dog and in ' the' ram* Failure of .tubular development,, 
as in • the. undtscthded' testis is ' associated with m increased ' 
incidence of testicular tumour ' both seminoma and teraooma' in man* 
Although .nent of the 17 canine st^:iie^mas'in ..the prtsent series 
arose in undescended testes 26 per cent of. 69 dogs in CotcMh*s. 
(i960-) series had seminomas . arising in .. ectopic -testes, . Six per cent 
of human seminomas in the author^s series (Chapter II) . md eight 
per cent in the British Testicular Tumour Panel *s..series of 400 
seminomas arose in undesconded ttstes . (Thaolaray# 1964)*;
A similar ly^mp^o^ocitic reaction . is frequently present in 
both human and canine seminomas* It,appears to he an ' early 
feature and its presence around'tubules showing intratubular .
seminoma in the dog has .'-already been described*
Information about true incidence of animal ' neoplasms is .
hard to obtain' as -tumours are .not centrally or ' x’egion^tly ■
registered* ' way to 'compare. the.'/incideiiqe# in . this case
of seminomas* is to consider it'in relationship . to . other forms 
of malignant, disease.*' Is a mainly surgical series Cotchin* (i960.) 
found that 5*6 per cent of .2361 canine tumours (presumably from . 
both .sexes) were testicular. and. one third of these were seminomas '," 
(1*9 per cent)* Statistical reports of St-* BarthoXemews Hospital# 
bon don 'from 1946*57 showed 58 oases of testicular tumour out of a; 
total of. 5470 males with 'malignant disease# an incidence of about
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1 par cant, A somewhat higher figu.ro of 1*5 to 2 par coat is quoted 
hy Gilbert mad Hstmitoo (1940)# Seminomas would account for about. 
half of these (Chapter l)r These figures ire difficult to compare 
ms Cotchin* ciilio tumours included both benign tid ma^;lgni^*b typos. 
Nevertheless Dow* (19.62) 'extrnmn ation of 560 unseloctod - dogs 
submittad for routine nacripsy showed that 8 per" coat hid somioomas, " 
m-rcmarkably high incidence**- At ,St* Mary’s ’Hoopital, London from 
1952-61, 0*1 per cent ofmale deaths worn attributed to slmiitmd• " . 
Unliko Dow’s canine series, ooie were incidental findings, .
, No clmpalrtblo figures- of mtiy kind exist for - species other 
thio man or dog, except perhaps -for Jenson mid ’Flint*- (1963) 
finding of IntriOubular seminoma ii 10 per cent " of 78 "undesirable" 
rims collected from Colorado*. The early castration which is 
prictl^f:^ed ii dimiatic animals not required ilr brooding vitiates 
tho cilIactioi’of adequate statistics, ’ .
800* n-c<0hl Tumour.*
Sertoli-cell tumours are almost as common ms seminomas ii 
tho dog but their extreme rarity to man mod other species has 
prevented cnnppa'ative studies* Oily six of the Testicular Tumour 
PoneS* 995 cmsos worn classified ms Sei'toli-oGll tumours " (CoHtis • 
mid . 1964)* Focal Sertoli-cell hyperplasia leading to ,
smd^ nodules visible to tho naked eye is not ulctamla io un~ 
descended tasO.as md in . hunil male pseudl-hetmdphrldi'tes* Ii this - 
typo of intersex Neubecker and TheSls_(1962) railrtGd several 
Sertoli-cell adoiomas# Tho discovery.li congenital Sex*toli~cell
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tumours in bulls (Ootchin, I960 a) - culls for further - investigation 
in- that species, as both the foetal - condition and subsequent .
development are unlmiovoa# .
Following the injection of cadmium chloride solution into 
the testes of dommssic fowl the author'has noted the presence . 
of Bertooi~coll nodules up to 4 oois# in diameter surrounding tho 
catOiuo soars (Guthrie# 1964 b)# The two fowl with' this condition - 
showed in their pituitary glands - marked increase in numbers and 
granularity of the P#A#S# positive gonadotrophs# Ko information 
.appears' to be available on pituitary cytology in man or dog -with 
Sertoli~cell tumour#
;IntergjkXtial^-*oell . - T^uoo^^g^.# , ■
These tumours have rather sioiil'ar appearaances in all species# 
Like Soetooi-coll tumours they have a -hyperplastic counterpart 
which is com^or^^^t and is found in both dog and man ' in undesconded 
testis and in testicular atrophy from varying causes# ' As in so 
many areas the borderline between hyperplasia of a functional 
nature -and true neoplasia can be hard to' define#
Experimental interstitial*-cell tumours have been produced 
by 'a variety of methods# Denser and Hobson (l940) induced 'them in 
mice by injecting the - synthetic oestrogen, trppheny!ethylene# The 
tumours arose in association with' tubular atrophy# This foioewed 
Burrow's discovery (1935) that hyperplasia of the interstitial . 
cells of the murine testis resulted from the adraOnistration of 
oessrogens#- Ano other mechanism of induction was by - in tr asplenic
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testicular grafts after bilateral c^chidecCoray in rats (fwombly, 
Moisei and Stout, 1949)* In the author*s early experiments 
(Guthrie* ^SS-appended) interstitial-cell tumours appeared only 
in the left testis after methyl-cb0ldnthrtne implmitation into the 
right testis* On tho other hand two interstitial-cell tumours in 
tho inoculated testis arose after* impllaitation of g-acetyl-amino- 
fluorene* One of these was associated with fibrosarcomatous 
deposits in periCiti^m* liver and kidneys and some points of 
similarity between these and the testicular tumour raised the 
possibility of this being a malignant interstitial-cell tumour#
The difficulty in diagnosing malignancy in interstitial-cell 
tumours seems common to all species and to both spontaneous and 
experimental tumours# The interstitial cell of beydig is generally 
ccnsidtrtd to be a modified fibroblast* arising from fibroblasts 
of the interstitim or the fusiform cells cf the lamina' propria 
(Fawcett and Burgos* 1960)# In its malignant form an interstitial 
cell tumour might thtrefcrt be fibre ferming and ccmpostd ef fusieo:ral 
cells* This is ossentially a fibrGsarcoma and only the detection 
of its specialised morphology in parts of the tumour would reveal 
its histogenesis# In man# proven malignant interstitial-cell tumours 
are extremely rare (short and Coe# 1963)# In any tumour the presence 
of metastasts constitutes the only absolute proof of malignancy.
In an assessment of eight recorded cases of matigiant interstitial- 
coll tumours with metastasts in man# Bliiici# Russi and Bunts 
(1953) icttd that the testicular growths had the same bistolcgical
J. 3*0
features as benign tumours and that three of thro could not be 
clearly differentiated from hyperplasias# On the other hand an 
anaplastic sarcomatous tumour arising - in the testis oay be of 
interstitial-coil origin# but in the absence of" -abnormal hormone 
production its histogenesis ouy remain obscure#
Other - - .Typas - . ..of - _ Testicular Tumour#
One might speculate on the oon*-occurreoee of certain
types of tumour in particular species. Two relatively rare 
human testicular tuooors, the orohioblastoOa of the infant testis 
and the adenoroitoid tumour of the epididymis are not recorded 
in other species# The orchioblasoeoa- (see O'h^^a^p^c^zt VTl) is con­
fined to a very limited segment of mac’s long life spao#
The equivalent pxeriod in most of the animals discussed above 
would be less thoi a year#- Tho lymphomas presenting in the 
testis appear to be virtually unknown, except in man# As seen in 
Table XVI lymphosarcoma of the testis has been recorded in a bird# 
In man lymphoma of the testis (Chapter V) shows its peak 
incidence between 60 and BO years (Cowing, 1964)* The curtailed 
life span of many of the dornostic species# would diminish the 
incidence of turaeurs tending to occur in old age# Lyfooho,oarcoioa 
in other sites is of ioportamce io cattle, dogs# cats and pigs and 
sheep and occurs at all ages (Ootchin, 1962)# Its involvement of 
the testis may not always be noticed during life or even at
necropsy#
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Fig. 54. Canine eeminoma loowJng single nodular growth and
localised bulging of testicular cap mule. X 1.1
CM l| 2| 3| 4j S|
Fig* 55. Multiple nodules of seminoma in canine testis. This
resembles the human speraatocytic seminoma.
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Fig. 36a. Uniformly enlarged canine testis due to seminoma with
distended veins in testicular capsiUe.
CM I 2I 3I 4I 5
Fig. 56b. Section of seminoma illustrated above shoWLng solid
Whte lobilated tumour.
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Pig- 57. Poodle aged 7 years. Bicephadoid type of seminoma
replacing greater part of testis.
CM l| 2| s| 4| S
Pig. 58. Wiree-h aired foz terrier aged 15 years. Bnormous
seminoma showing areas of necrosis and haemorrhage on the cut
surface on the right. The left of the picture shows the ex­
ternal aspect. The lobulation of the tumour is apparent in both
views.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig* 59. Siloes of both testes from a 9 year old dog treated by
bilateral castration. The left testis shows several minute Oiite
nodules, the right a single large nodULe of seminoma.
Fig. 60. Section of left testis illustrated in Pig. 59*
IntratubULar seminoma In distended seminiferous tubule
extending across left side of picture. The tubu.es to the
right and at the bottom are ldtoed largely by Sertoli cells.
H * B X 500.
 
 
Fig. 61. Intratubular seminoma in the seminiferous tubule on the
left, atrophic tubules on the right and invasive intertubular
seminoma in the centre. H 1 E X 520.
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Fig* 62# Intratubular seminoma seen in two areas sections of a
eeainlferoua tubule and showing numerous muHinucleated giant
tumour cell is* Lyappooytes surround the tubule on the right*
H & B I 520.
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Fig. 65a* Numerous mitotic figures, but few multinucleated
giant cells seen in interstitial extension of intrstubular
seminoma. H & E X 410.
Fig* 65b. Lymphoid foci In interstitial extension of
intratubular seminoma. H A E X 520.
  
 
Fig. 64. Diffuse typa of canine □arainoma, ohoWLng soae
lymphocytic infiltraticrn on the left, H %B X 520.
Fig. 65. Dif.fuae type of canine aaminoma showing in thie area
flag^llke cells arranged along fine fibrous trabeculae* Tiers
la also lyaphhoytic infiltration on the left of the picture*
H A B X 500.
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Fig. 66. Interstltial-osll hypexrlaala (on right of picture)
in a testis With intratubular and invaaive seminoma.
Intratubular seminoma is seen on the leftf invasive seminoma
is not included in the picture. An atrophic seminiferous tubule
lined only by Sertoli cells is seen at top right. H A E X 520.
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Fig. 67. Ccmine teetis enlarged and largely replaced by Sertoli­
cell tumour. The tumour of granular appearance due to its tubular
structure is divided by fibrous septae.
|w 1 ■_ 3|
Fig. 68. Ccaiine Sertooi-cell tumour with the smroth cut surface
resembling the seminoma. X 1.1
|CM l| 2| 5|
Pig. 69 • Cystic spaces and areas of haemorrhage in a Sertoli­
cell tumour in the ectopic right testis of a Pekingese.
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fig* 70* Canine Sertoli-cell adenoma shoving two cross sections of 
a large tubule lined by well differentiated Sertoli cells* The rest 
of the field shovs a small tubular pattern* H 4 B I 150.
 
 
Fig. 71. Breakdown of regular tubular pattern In oanine Sertoli­
cell tumour 1b seen at the top right of the picture. Group of
tumour cell8 are outwlth the basement monbrane of the tubule.
H A B X 170.
 
 
 
Fig* 72a. Conine Sertoli-cell tumour shoving very large
tubu.es filled WLth proliferating Sertoli cells, nony cf
Wiich shew palisading* H A E X 116*
Fig. 72b* Central necrosis in the tubUies cf a canine S»rtoCi-cell
tumour. H A S X 150*
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Fig* 75# Sertoli-cell tumour rather similar to that illustrated
on Fig* 72a, hut also ehoWLng a thick fibrous stroma in places.
H A E X 67.
 
 
 
C~ At
tumour shoWLng the predominantly vacuolated nature of the cells*
The seminiferous tuples on the left are atrophic* H A B X 120.
Fig. 74b. High power view of Fig. 74a. The vacuolation due to
lipid and the resulting signet ring cel.Is are clearly seen.
H A B X 500*
  
Mg. 75. A yellowish brown interstitial-cell tumour found at 
post-mortem examination of an aged mongrel dog*
Fig. 76« A canine interstitial-cell tumour showing fine cyto­
plasmic vacuolation and granularity of the tumour cells. The 
nuolel are pycnotic. H A E X 410.
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Fig* 77. Ceaiine interstitial-cell tumour showing large cytoplarnic
vacuoles* H A S X 580*
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Fig* 78* Combined seminoma and interstitial-cell tumour in a
canine testis* The seminoma is on the left and at the bottom
left close to the tumour intratuiular seminoma can ie seen*
H A E X 67.
IFig. 79. Coeadatent Sertoli-oell tumour and seminoma. The Sertoli 
cell tumour on the left is fairly well differentiated. H A B X 66
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71g. 80. Veil differentiated teratoma in an equine testis. The
cavity at 'bottom left is med by respiratory epithelim and
dose to this are mucous glands and ducts. The centre of the
field shove tubular structures l±n^d by melanin pigmented
cubical epithelim and on the right, part of a cavity is ltaed by
stratified squamous epithelium. H A S X 25.
 Pig. 81. Interstitial-cell tumour of right testis of antelope
(Ryala). Rote cystic areas and central necrosis*
 
 
 
Pig* 82, In teratitim-cell tumour of loft teatis of antelope
(NyiO.a) Illustrated In Pig, 81. The tumour has boon bisected
and opened* Tho large tumour of tho right teatis Is soon in the
background.
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H & E X 500.
H & E X 950.
Figs* 85a and i. Sections of interstitial-cell tumour of antelope
(Tragel&phus wgasii) showing in (a) compeuct and granular
interstitial cells and foci of amorphous calcification and in
(i) foamy interstitial cel.Is of high lipid cent «it* A mitotic 
figure is seen in the centre of the field*
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Fig, 84, Low power microscopic view of intratubular seminoma of
ram showing seminiferous tubules fill'd With seminoma cells in
the right two thirds of the picture. At the bottom left,
spermatogenesis is presen it, H A E X 150,
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Fig. 85. High power view of part of Fig. 84, Note tho almost
complete replaoem^t in tho central tubule of tho normaL lining.
Isolated Sertoli cells are seen. One is seen at bottom right
hand comer. H A E X 290.
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Pig. 86. intratuiuLar seminoma of ram in tuiules on left and at
top right. Speimmacggneeio la present in the segment on the extreme
right and at the hottom right an atrophic segment med only iy
Sertoli cells is seen. H & B X 290.
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Fig. 87. The atrophic comb of a Light suasox/Shodt Island Red
hybrid cockerel bearing a spontaneous testicular teratoma.
Icm I 2I 3I 4 5
Pig. 88. Cut surface of the spontaneous teratoma of right testis
found in Light Susaex/Shode Island Red hybrid cockerel. The attached
left testis is amaai for June.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pig. 89. Histological section from edge of spontaneous testicular
teratoma illustrated in Fig. 88. Nodules of hyaline cartilage,
horn cysts and other structures of tho teratoma are seen on the
leftf the stretohed and compressed saminiferous tubules and an
engorged and tortuous vein on the right. H & E % 70.
iHustrated in Pigs. 88 and 89, shoving a smfQl teratomatous
nodulo Just belov the capsize and to the left of this a smll
collection of horn cysts. A groy teratomatous nodule lies
adjacent to the left edge of the spectaon near tho lover pole.
 
 
 
 
dd!
Fig. 91* The edge of a terat cmatous focus Illustrated In Fig.90
la seen on the left. At the bottom centre a spherical mass
of neural tiaiwe contains an ependymed lined cavity. Horn cysts
are present in the madn lesion and also separated from it by
atrophic seminiferous tubules. H ft E X 70.
 22i
Fig. 92. High power vliw of neural nodule illustin FLg. 91*
Large neurones and astrocytes are seen* R ft K X 320*
  
CM J zl 3
Fig* 95. The nodular yellovish interstitial-cell tumour of a 
budgerigar.
in a testicular tumour of a 5^ year old budgerigar. H A B X 560
Part, III
S^erirnntal,, Studies , of ,, Testicular . ,
  
L.
At , Intro Auction a , to, tjOI, , SfcudLeis*
The experimental approach to a study of neoplasia of m
particular organ or tissue must initially ho directed’ to the 
creation of an experimental model* Little progress can he made 
unless the tumours of the particular organ can he induced hy 
experimental means* Prior to the discovery of pure carcinogenic 
compounds in the third decade of this century, tar too employed 
in attempts to produce tumours of various viscera , with only 
occasional success (woglom, 1926)*
The carcinogenic activity of a pure hydrocarbon was first 
reported hy Kennaw^y, (1930) with 1*2&$*6s ** dihensanthracene 
and with his oo^workers he later reported the production of a . 
t ranspl ant able sarcoma in mice and rats, hy means of subcutaneous 
injections of this substance in. lard (Burrows, Biegor and 
fCemi away, 1932)* , hsing the same substance inoculated into the 
testis of a rabbit, Laeassagne (1933) found a testicular tumour 
which he considered to arise from an adrenal rest*
I
Ilfeld (1936) obtained carcinomas of the kidney and other 
viscera following the implantation. into them of cholesterol 
pellets containing dibensanihracene, hut no carcinomas of the testis., 
Other workers produced sarcomas of the testis$ Hicod and Kogarney 
(1933) with methylcholanthrone in the mousse, Guilotta (X939) with 
3~4 henspyrene in the rat and Spinelli (1941) with methyl-*
cholonthrone in the rat* .
A different approach was suggested by Miohalovsky*a (1926)
accidental dis^covery of torsions of the testis of domestic 
cock enrols following inoculation of sino salt eolations into the 
testis ao a method of partial castration* P&tiUl enrgioal 
castration produced seminomas in ducks (Ohmpy and Lavodjm, 
(1.939), but as avion reprodmeoive mechanisms are in some respects 
different from the mamalian it was felt that, initially at any 
rate, experimental use of a email mamma like the albino rat 
might load to result! more applicable to man#
It also seemed possible that a more gradual release of the
carcinogen over a prolonged period might avoid the development 
of omrncomao and lead to intsmtubular tumours. Accordingly Ilfold! 
(1936) method was adopted and cholesterol pellets containing 
mcthylcbolmthreae were implanted into the testes of rats# In
view of the'alleged increased liability of the ectopic testis 
to imalignatioy, (Gilbert md Hamiton, 1940), methylehoXanthrono 
was also implanted into testes previously fixed by sutures intra* 
abdominally# In one group the testis was fixed at one month after 
birth before normal descent and in anothor group in adult life#
In other experiments adult rate received, oily inocula of 2*oraino* 
fluorene, 2*aootyl«amino~fluorone and aqueous Bine salt ‘solutions 
into the testis# Ho seminomas were induced, but there were sarcomas 
and Intorstitaal-ooll tumours* This work is described • in "Attempts
to Produce Seminomat a in the Albino Hat by Inoculation of Hydro* 
carbons and other Carcinogens into normally Situated and Ectopic 
Toston" in "The British Journal of Cancer, 1996, ?ol# X, 134*144"#
dOD
, The rest, of the experimental work has been concerned with• , ,
the teraOemas. induced in the testes of domestic, fowl by direct ’ .
■ injection of sine salt'‘--solutions'*. These teraooma closely resemble .
■ in. morphology the' testicular ' ter&oomas of man* -The unresolved .
problem of the cell of origin of - toraiomasi whether diploid .or -
haploid and 'if .haploid. -whether some ’gaTeeM' fusion was involved#. . '
suggested'-study of the chromosomal -.■.cGoeSitution of these tumours*-
, This particular study -was. - stimulat ad ,by. the finding ' /by /Huit or and 
Lennox (1954) of female nuclei in testicular teraoemas in mmi#
/a discovery which itself stemmed fa^om't^he discovery by Barr , / 
and'. Bertram (1949) of 'the. sex chromatin. body, 'in .mammalian interphase p 
nuclei# The'work was'facilitated.by,the development of 'cytological' . .
■ methods for ' ehrbmoiSmer0p3Teodie'g involving pre*treatment with ' -
hypotonic solutions ' and squashing* 'The techniques 'of .Hkino and
, Hishimura: (1952) , , and' ■ Ford and ,' Hamrtba . (1996) wore used with'
mcoifications# This-. experiment is described.in "The Chromosomes .
and 'Genetic Sex ' of Expcrimennal ' Avian, ' Testicular Teratomas" in :
/<'"Expex^mernba Ceii Hesearoh# 1962, #11# XXVI# ' 204-W"#' ,. ' .' -
. 1 The next investigation was to ascertain if a particular.
\p•..••fUibtioeal' state , of the ' testis ' and adenohypophysis wms neoessary 
.. . for the induction' of these teraoemas' and to '.study the meophoocgical
sequence of events ' following/inoculation, of several ' sine salt?- 
/.solutions ' Or ' suspensions and '.hydrochloric acid# Although -unlike
wild'•.avian species the domestic cockerel is . usually fertile 
.-throughout ' the ' year, there is a seasonal upsurge ' of ' spermatogonie:
activity in the early spring • and it ' ie within a fairly localised 
period that sino• injections are able to induce teratomas* One
. J ' ’ ■ i *
result of this work was the recognition of • two distinct types of 
teru'fcoma, a large partially differentiated teraooma and a dwf . 
type of • growth pre&coOnsmily embryonal carcinoma* The large 
type was associated .with the right testis mid the dwarf with the 
left* • Anlysie of the siso and laterality of all the recorded 
experimental teratomas in fowl confirm-ed this association as 
frequent enough to be signifiemitw • The nature of the lesions 
in the testis following 5 per cent sine chloride, 8*1 per cent 
of Bine acetate mid oily emulsion • of 6 per cent sine stearate
were examined, and the pituitary glands of tumour bearers and the 
other . inoculated animc&s compared with intact. controls* Those 
observations together with a•tabular record of all recorded 
experimental teraoomas • in fowl are described in • "Observations on 
the•Zino. Induced Testicular Teratomas of Fowl" in "The British 
Journal • of Cancer, 1954, . VoU XVIX, 130*142"*
Zinc chloride solutions as used in these experiments 
produced a. sone of haemorrhage and necrosis .around the site of 
inoculation in the testis* In view of the belief of Bagg (1937) 
and.Falin (1940) that inductors or . other substances liberated .
from the necrotic tissue induced toi'afcomatous growth, the .
specificity of the metallic ion seemed open to doubt* Therefore 
the same volume of a norma solution of hyl3?oQlh.oa?±e• acid was 
injected into the testes of 45 White Leghorn cockerels# A strictly
comparable group of 46 cockerels ''had intratesticular . injections of
5 per cent sine chloride* Both typos of injection, produced similar 
areas of necrosis but only the sine injections .produced teratomas 
(.Quthrie, 1964c)*- This work is fully ' described in "The Speecficity 
of the Metallic Ion in. Experimental ’Induction of Teratomas in Fowl 
(appended)# . , .
It ' is know from, the ‘work of Falin • and Aiissiniowa (194Q) 
that copper salts also produce t'eraoomas* Copper (atomic no* 29) 
and sine (atomic no# 30 )■ are closely related transition ' el monts in ' 
the periodic table# . Cadmium ( atomic no* ■ 48) in the . same ■ group 'was 
shown by Parissek (1957) to have distinctive effects on ..the testis. 
More recently it has been shorn to be a carcinogen (Haddow> Bdlcs, 
Hoe and Mi'tchley, 1962» and Heath,. Daniel, Dingle and Wbb, 1962)* 
It therefore seemed'important to ascertain the effects .of a direct
, injection of.a cadmium salt into the avion testis* ■ This .work is ■ 
f described in ' "Histological Effects'-of Intra**testicular ..Injections
of Cadmium Chloride in D^nmet^c Fowl* in "The British ' Journal of 
Cwoer, 1964# Vol» xVlI# 259-260# ' . ■
The principal regulator of testicular-,'goouth is in all 
species the adenohsyjophysis with its gonadotrophins#, foliccee* 
stimulating hozaOne (F*B#H*) ■ and luteinisinig or interstitial-* 
cell stimulating hormone (&.H* or I*C#S*H*)* In birds prolactin . 
also plays .a .-role apparently suppressive in .nature (van Tienhoven, '
1961)* It seemed ■logical '(bo whether-a ■ tumour ret ain ed
the hormone dependence of its parent tissue,* If so .the effect of 
suppression of the'hormones should be ascertained ' as this offers
a- wospwfc of -work Is desorlWlShr " .
"fhq Bf ed; s ' ; Of - i;' An ii^owteiroAh fei- ■ (-*ami»o £ • S^ailm
JMawlo)'.■ on ■ Growth '' of BpeetemiiO. ' $O&$icrni&3f for&Om&s" /In- .. 
“aW SxXish Journal of yOrjmjW> 1966/Voi# KX 582-537".' '
 
 
' - B*. .■.Tig' ' Spec o fi ci ty Of - tho Met ajl io jon .in ' the/ytoertment alp Induction. • •,
■ ■■ •' <•<;-• '-’ . ,. . of. T oraioma3\ in.. Fo^W^,*' p, ;. ,'' •. 'p • ■■ ,'■ ■'■ g -
\ ....gp .g:,---p;-.p Zinc .chloride /eolutions were .. -employed:-'by. .Mchalowsky,. . :
. ‘ (1926) . to - /pr'oduo-o'Ppariiai castration- in 'doiaeetie‘. cockerels* A . t ' ;.
., .surprising --result.' was the - production, of teratomas in the. injecied : p".
.- , testes '‘When-- the- injections ^wore' made .'in. the. spring* Other salts ' of .• ..sine .
.‘ ■ ■'.'i^lplhate^p'(-^faLi^x^*:<^<340)<snd;. ) ' mid; also copper' -p' -
sulphate (Falin md/ Missioow* 1940) ' produced tcraoemas of the -..P'."
. gt'estii* .’.The" necessity for the- metallic . ion/ . eeemed.. -to :Pe - .unproVed**...
t';:':".Falin.. and • #f^:l^^siuQ^^^^^; (1940) introduced hydrochloric . acid, ■ 10 per. ,. ,
.cent formalin . md caustic substances into . the .-testes of . fowl* but . •. •
’.• ■ j«?oduced'"only 'necrosis#. .The .numbers ' md dotails of . ‘experiments are - 
Tppg hot'given ;and.-it. -seemed.. advisable • /before/further attempts• '~at..g-p; vl/ -..•'
Pl. teraComa .-induction with other metals to investigate the - effects;of y . 
intra~-best±ciilar.injections-,of a normal, solution of /hydrochloric *-H• 1 -:
. - ; aoid'.'(M*S0i>)<•?■'.c-' " ‘ </. p*’•• / y/pj;\? * ?
.■ M£seTiafc.and-.Methodst'p-.•ii ■ \i-
. p . . ... ; Fo.rty-'Six - White - leghorn cockerels*' eight'. months .old ./were • .
, each•' given ■/bilatoral; intratostioular • injestipns of • OiSml* ' E*HC1* * -' .". .
; pausing' the -'.method previously,, described (Guthrie, 1962)*/ A strictly. .
.. - comparable, /group of 47'cockerels - each • received •.6t2tott•,©f^• 5 per • •ceht . .
Bine chloride Solution' (pE '' 3*2) 'into • both ' testes*. One of ' each group : .
. ' :died' tplthin- several '-/weeks*,-These. are . excluded. from the calculations* '
f':-Results*--- ' -gg-g-;p-/Ppg.' '*p /'% .- •- ' pg.v' pg---;gl *-.;*•- ;■ 1
\- - <,'/ -- '.'.'Five . •■'arose in -the'. •Mno ' injected '''animals pwithin - two-vp- '
••'•h- to ' four ' months* After' the- • experiment - had- lasted . /six months* all the .
fowl which had received injections of H*H01 were killed* Ho
terYatomas wore found# .plying a Chi square test for ' small numbers 
gives a value of 7*4 and with one - degree of freedom, P of less 
than 0*01# Both groups of fowl showed -rather similar testicular* 
soars* although the soars were larger and contained more ion and 
haemic pigments in the rnino injected animals# One cockerel which 
had received 5 .'per -cent sine chloride died 3 weeks after injection - 
and one cockerel which had received H.HC! died 3 weeks after 
injection* The histological appearances at the edge of the necrotic 
sone are- similar and are compared in Figs# - 1 and 2*
The pituitary glands of the two groups were - compared at 
post-mortem examination# Ho significant - differences wore noted- 
between the two groups* They were not all killed at the same season 
and no partial castration effects were noted*
Discussion- and . ConnluMoue# .
Similar areas - of necrosis can be produced by injections into the 
testes of H.HC1 and 5 per cent sine chloride (pH 3*2), A different 
concentration of acid - might have produced - more necrosis and thus . 
larger scars and it may be necessary to - subject the testis to 
a wide range of acid concentra•fciots in order to exclude such 
substances as inducers-of teraromao# nevertheless.this experiment 
shows that necrosis alone does not induce tcro/bomas in the adjacent
testis.
  
FLg. 1. Teetia five weaka after injection of 0.2b1* N.HC1. Rote
necroaia on the right end early eoer formation. H ft R X 150.
Fig. 2. Teetia three weeka after injection of 0.2ML. 5 per cent
Zn<O0. Note necroaia on the right. H ft X X 100.
General Discussion
of
Porte,, X ,_SX and - XIX md ,.Co^eluul,<>n.8»
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GeneraUMsbussion* - •; ■ ’• .* . -
. . '. ■ exist in clasoifioatien .and .
noimnelstnro* .there ' soema -to -b0;,.^^^e#?faL'''aecaPt^^me/.W^jat teratoma,
' embryonaa\oar'eniGma - .ms d ohorionepihfteiooma' ■ &$ - defined 'by Dixon -''■
end iioore (1993) ;fom'-pm^'t; - of : the ;omo':•^i^m<^^^^?';■cJc^mp3LOx♦ ' The... ' ’• ■ •.
. juraifioabipn.'for'ihe separation -of the wiinoma/from the teratoma. ■■
■is perhaps still open'to- - argument# - Btingts -continued belief- • • 
-(1911 'and -1940)- in aomlhGm&t'br embryonal- oarbinoma in his ' ;
temdnology)-, as a.o^^m*^{sided.'.e^d^e^v^]^^optmm;.; of teratoma/hae been. .. ■ .;,•
"‘attacked as 'panslirng - prolonged oonfnsion-- rin the homenlatare ... -
(wiilis, 19.00).# The Wrk-'of -.Oievaasu- ( 1906)sbioholdon (1907)* , ,. '
Bel! (1926) -.arnid 'otheps- seemed to point - 'to-the semLnoim^^'j^W ,a ' ' \9' 
diotineiehtityi ■pre'sim&bly derivod'.frcm . -the.. ppormc^^oigewl^o'iV ' ...: " 
epittheXiim#,' Thia linO'-of ■hlstogoneGio - is.supportod/by’ 'Wilis' (i960); * 
but detailed probf'-of this -in- ■-still ?atmito<U ■'"''*.'< '? •'. , '
--•; •; ''. In more ‘--recornt .years th# -oloar .histogenesis."of amine
• ' . ' 5 ' '• • - - ' - ’ J- ‘ ’ , • . < ■'...' * 1 ,
aeminoimas .from imtratubular growth hr'and-the -.ahsenoe of teratoma ••••..
in that - aperies - hhve-been strong -’points irn. the -argument -against. . ■
Ewing* s hypothesis# Maae -foot - of - intratubuiar ■■. Bomihoma ' without, ; 
invasive - growtivare :.aeen as early -stages -. of •, seminoma/-in -both dbg . v 
(Dow., 1962) - .and ’ ram- -(Jensen '-and '1139, 1963)# elements of •at1’. ■ - .
torat oma.might he exported at - this;..- stage#-But despite the high '. 
■■9mol^deneo'0il'^^'n’fc■ratubular seminoma - In - 'dogs -a canine - teratoma . , ' '
' has -not been- fopnd (cotoldn.6I960) # MoyibthbXeS'0( Bro.mpp ' (1964) ;.
\aoeepts onoM&ed - /development-of a -'teratoma ,:.as-one -.of the three . '.
hiatogeaetic oltem atlvea for toutionlm* 1’
;Tilch i-fg-oo:^alX;y ac a wuro nooplawn* 'nyrDnoahle tm-mur '
lc rtoM, barton to have do ©troy©© ita cite ;o£'origin'#; It could 
bo orgued that if the toratornu 0: lniti^a1:ed:'.byvm..'int^3^<ittWi.li^V':- ■ \ * ’‘ \ . ■■ y. . •.?'.* .• s. • -•1 \ ....y. •« ;' ... -,' u y ’ ;• y .•■•.■ .? yy- -i t ■■■ ,• •; '-' ' - r y ■ -s' -' . , y a ?>. " ■ -- * -, •. - • ? r \, ./
omhryorniX typo fT goewiht then eono _
night inhibit loraiomatoua development in poriMniSpohieh .and ., v • 
differentiate the (embyopai groiih into seminoma#' 3E ' the teratoma 
iB evolved by parthencgoneolg of pr^,lmord3*hi^^--^P^i^Tmic^1ti^c' ,'gem odlo 
through tho intormodiat© ntego of o^r^^;^3^^<^:tdi'l'o_d:ies../Xpevi^l^^a^i1939;
° "'•..- • < ; g ‘‘.y* ;•, y„, •, iy • '• a • ?,y ' - - •>, v •■/ ' i .t -/y «y ; ■ Ly- a' • t ■• t>. l.,- ‘ y " -, e ' ‘ ' ' "?■ •■•*"'*
Kurin-Padilla, 19® mid Conina, 1966), theni ooW'imirihoioy’ " .
iroaoacity of the ©mine germ coll to sogmon£.'jmii&' difforenti&te 
may be raoponuible for the aboeno© of ter&tomataw dayelpomeni* 
lulligmi iwf •off exSf 'ih tthe -'dogia&-' t
a oosnibl© ©xplmutibn fo;r the almenao of tefatcmasr'B©i'W&©?./ 
clearly thinking of tho t oratemn m d congenital <lneludad . twin, 
iWt. <$tjrao$/'>6 yohhracteristi© -.-'Of' "tins/'c^axdt^e
gonia*
' Experimental otndiee of • in^the-animal.
toftio have not; -calved the problem of _ ,0f • seminoma ,-;'
acd torot un a* The introduction of cino Inio’the ;v 1
tester; of domestic fowl ii the early spring "tofu reliable 
of producing teratomas, but a© reviewed by the mutM**' ''a0omH.O- ■ 
to 5adUc^i.> aem inonas "in Niall mimaie hnvb m©i/withilittla-'-l <n,. 
nunoo©8' I*d tho oocasiomal tumours <bQ©o:ri.lkkb- iW.• semlnom&is • h&ye• -,. ' 
nbtbcmnev done romemblimee to tho Inman .-or toahin©•
(Guthrie,. 1955) and their behaviour is unkuomn#
The experimental teraiomas of fowl are related to the
rapid seasonal growth of the testis and possibly increasing .
gonadotrophin activity (Guuhrie, 1964a)* Although contemporai'y 
domutSic fowl are fertile throughout the year unlike wild avian 
species outside the tropical regions, there may be a seasonal 
variation in fertility (van Tienhovern, 1961) and the author*! 
observations on Biite Leghorn coekexrels on open range have shown 
increasing testicular sise from January to March (Gutthrie, 1964a)*
The majority of ter&oomas wore.produced at the period of maximal 
spermatogonia! division between 4 and 7 weeks after the winter 
solstice* • It may be that all t^e^^ja^^mas. are related to some kind of 
seasonal growth in the gonocytes* Most wild animus in temperate 
sones have annual breeding cycles mid recently Conaway ' and Bade (1965) 
have described seasonal growth and atrophy in the seminiferous 
tubules of free.ranging rhesus monkeys* There is some indirect 
evidence from seasonal birth fluctuations that' there may be a 
seasonal variation in fertility in man (palaumliek, Dinits and 
Knobloch, I960) although this is likely to be modified by social 
and economic conditions* Eihlstrom (1966) quotes a personal 
commnioation from Horn stein, who found a 4 week cycle in the ex­
foliation of cells from the human ma.e urethra* More direct 
measurements of human fertility and studies of spermatosoal 
morphology and ultraatrueture under varying climatic and seasonal 
conditions are therefore indicated* Information about rhythmic
variations in spermatogonia! activity might be of ' value in controlling 
fertility as well as elucidating the critical timing of tumour 
initiaiion4 It is conceivable that seminoma might be.initiated 
at a different period in such a cycle or perhaps at a later age 
Wien cyclic activity has ceased* The role played by pathological 
periods of depression and activity should also be borne in mind 
in view of the possible relationship to mumps orchitisfundescended 
testis and previous atrophy (see Chapter- II)*
Host of the large series of human testicular tumours studied 
show more tumours in right than in left testes (see Part I, Chapter l). 
Pugh and Smith (1964) comment that although teratomas show a similar 
right to loft ratio as testicular tumours as a whole (5?4), the more 
malignant growths, malignant -teratoma anaplastic (M*T#A*) and 
malignant teraooma trophoblastic (M*T.T*) favour the left side..
This would seem to correlate with the side- preferences of the two- 
types of experimental avian teratoma described by the author 
(Guthxrie, 1964a - article appended).* Further investigation is 
required of the essential differences between the left and right 
testes both avian and 1^1^:1110X1* As mentioned in the above article 
$ the left testis of the dommstic cockerel is almost invariably
larger than the right and hps a lower mitotic rate* 0omiaaiton ■ 
of the rates of D H A synthesis in each testis over a period Is 
indicated*
The hopes that a morphooogical sex difference between host 
and tumour might deiiinstr&te a .garnet al or haploid origin of
the 3oratoMaej .(Hirni er■■.and / Lennox,- ;J1954) have-''remained in ■- Yah, •<>a
abeyance#o#he i^^3dd^ig^/^-y;/l;4lyS3?S'-:'J ?cft'd'; 0then® ;;df .-• eoflmPiex''
■w *
mosaic, -pattorns-.With- ij&eeas. ;i^^3f</^pc^8iE’i^*V>\:e^6^;hit^iii:o^natittaaXW^Mi?fe APi 
;atf©as.5regv^<^i^^00;/1^i^3^<^3?:y:'J^pVO0tjig0i0»o£?' The e^ernmgntad
ber sttmia'#, , Of ■,foWf'#OWh&/dip:t0idh:^<^t^e^rni:':#acl/hb:rmal -;h#<®0ho»c>8ome■-, i.
eomplemort ;(G-vxtb.ie.ey 1962-)i-';l^1ie/^ohie;rvatd0hb /of aPaiioa clt . -aXaCi$66)W' 
Oh; 'human.. t est 1 oul ar /1 OnMpmaB/oXb/r. muppOnt .^'Origin ,; frbm/diploid',; ;t 
0pXi’a>h&ithough they ■ do;/nei;xnule out ■ a gjamettb -orighu* Bx pf-..their.',./ 
eight .berabomaahohbWe&. maa^ed aneuploidy ‘an.&;.0rie..or/'raene- mmirker i t./', p 
-chroMonorma pomiliar d;o each ’im^uryahuic- they'. falXed-/bo'detect /.'• 
dividing, Obels with- -m/joipXoid;..chr^t^riooome.;'O0mi)3L;em<32^'t.'.Ooi^pPtt.h3.e’.. P//,.
’Wthithe”' presence ..inthe.’iimohr^ of ../oils,,;WL't^h^;..s^e^s^,;c3^O^ma^h^j/•> /.- / p.p.. /-'5 
The diffioulty;presented';hy/Mlt^WPeceht■ Weik£;'on:',/^irX//^^O^^^n ./'
. in - tumours ' i Sain ";de ox ding., whether the/, ch.rorao c en t er- open. r epree on ba .? - 
; an ^inactive” XlotaOmo hcmi .Wth ithe/'impiil Wioh. ' that .it/iM- -the . 
$>GhromQslm3; in/bheionil'' ■0X^i_thc^it^^^3^..it:Ob^b^^^^etht0f - a solitary -.. ' i
:.-X*oh3^^mo^^me' . on some, otheh ..'body*;•Btudy; of very'. early - tor&tomas . for -. l /', 
■ the - dhtect3^<)n; 'of; /the - ihitlai.'nhh^0?omnL , status, - mhy.be -nooeosaPyt i .</ 
for. iheielucidation' -/of the.' at aths ■ of •’he; cell - ; Of origtt*t;
,/ v,,.;-.:vV^Qh0‘ii’he- hihc-i^hidu^eed. binaltGma;h&arbe!ea .inif i&iedy/bts' ' -.W- ' '/ 
continued/ 'dep0nd;oii, 'the' lesvei -t/h
: o f-p ituii?fc '.go5^«^tdb^:rop)^:ic^-iho^r#)^^jx,, ThegexperiB enis -uaing./5*’s®iini* '.-I
■.5•rnit^5^^>'^hl:^^^^e3r/iaf5■'''a^■ru^^pre#^^0r of /onadotrophic aotiviiyhuggest ' 
.that,' - an'' <—anxYiaalo tzophih /Di/he ,..cft value/ in' .thehapmiilo /■control- - //- -... 
/ef-bhi/e- - kind; of', t^im”o^x^.i:(<^uit^b^rle,. 19 66) nwmbiaefim. . to /aviini: n;
  
 
; -gmnio’dOpMiiS'- .mlghtmrre & ff€£0t;#?'-is, 'po oMbi©M.a&t ?•,.'?. /
. r '.y only proto of n toraioma at -, a-.i)ai»txoivi.ax* ‘,. at&gevof 1 Mf forontiniton •y •:' ■ 
.yyaro hormone dependent end 1M joSfiiibiXi^1^y.4^iialjy^^pwth’ Wroiouo wasr!/
'' o..-• 1d:r*atbBB&-• hahy already been neniiohed’ y
y.yiiv oounootion with the fuXXy;.differentiatod ter&icM&ayilmnd ,in M - '; < 
,yv; childhood < ':XjX),'< nyiM/ /" My-' A;;-V/' Cm ;•;. '. yly/' ’':
y y ■■■ A v;VTh'©3?o liow^ee^W Oreporta.W/ fhr- of'' -the•;of f eoth.oft- x 
y ?yMbbreih pi» .EyMhieiio /M^gx’^fssanlis; of; hypophyseal••:i?o>ha4 ldiso^hlhe ;- - -' 
;’ ’. ’on hwatonpaii’0»$®- ■wt^bli^'ttfcBOu^ or-;.p‘f/'the-; toraumn• • granp*/v-(Jlin^^(^£t]b/y/.-. > 
y itriai'e/era In Moat ed*-yab - oh OaOthor apy-, withf byt oetatle --••©#&
mitotic c%e»to Inn anX3?’ produced temporary benefit (Hotter and ■ 
tomidd, 1964)v #" patientw vXWiamOhpoaaX oareivoma» rnithramyoin,
; -Man.- .aitihioiiQ .of- ‘high ' toxicity has' /produced- sigdifiomit, remission */ .y 
yyitBrow-MdvKbafte%* -■196^)*'. It in, "•tii^^(i<tp^inoyiyiiintl^^ ,&PpoiWit•; ...yy 
.1yinhibiteh.’.oOfyEnAysyh'thbpie- (Xrobo ot M ♦ y '196.3) <:-/'• -M; ■"•yf, .yyy M,
vMy. . Tho baolo proOO orn'-'W eaubatidd' x^Mtee’iinWsti^atidn'iafcvtho\-;- . ‘ : >'„■ MM "X-y-. . .•' X- v MM'iM -■ • '. . - ‘ .. ' .- ••./•''••.
y/.yiilitt3?ixHtxt«?tnj*al and/Soleouiro levels* The;. mot a-i;imthiO odyt oa?atd&ad 
; ' / ax’ e - -oiearly ‘roX ntod - to - .the-neorotio sono produced by ■,the -inoculum*
Xa tho^pontauClio Xoratodn related to o ^ohe .of;.'iiahue. '.Injury?,ii 
/-yyApprt metallic -opp tehi.of/Qiiph a. . areaMs 1 Xlceiyr.to - •:
y yjwoOfia.traoe\i|U£Miity# .-Tlymxst ‘ also %;r6UaaUbeed.itoi . 'tho.majority. 
_ ■i'b? Imrnan -'toraiOBW .'S'ivo yioliiBtory- oft’‘in juryt'• bc$,,pihe&1 ' oaueoe - -yy' ;
1/ltiWyyneeroai&' tt'ayr-^'e^c^seet^t 'y... vy\:'. ■. .-"y -a < '.y y., /by
• yv.'-' Glonciu#^—*
1# . The .considb^jralb^^^e' oxipsrrij^Bce^'- gained by morphologies! ,. studies
using :coi^^^v^r3^nt ’^ox^nSt?'1^j^ii^t#lpgieal’ te<dm:iqiios''/mal light microscopy''•’•*'. 
now -allows recognition ' and • •olaosifiosti^ of' '99 por cent ' of . ,• ; v' • 
InuKien' 'tostiioulor • twimwo' Wd4n :them the • prognosis# ban- ho' given*.: •- 
Ono must 'look to . the ' electron mieroioopo for, •further •infoiD-aion# 
The author4.0 ’..study. confimns 'the' much .. yy ..
poo rer ' prognO oi'G ’of • the" . teratbatr group'; • ' of * tumours’ fomWby mo at ' • y.--' 
recont Itiveati&atoyoj an - overall ;6-year ' survival 'rate of 32#4 . 
per-■ .-centtfor ; .tera&om&a'. group' -©p. ct^^a^^i^e-ty':ft^?bh■*72* 5 - peryont for • ' ,..: ■ ■ 
seminoma©# .Seminomas irnro the . largest grotip, 42 por -.cent; ; • • 
’tumows of ' the /.t&mtama group cotrnpised 37 .-per. /oon’tr..and - tho •
bomibttnl:s'<M-^c^i:k^0." aad. teratoma grou-ApeA'cent#.-' y'’’^;-5y'i''t.. iyyfyy- 
2# . f Comppaativo. studies havc^yhoon . most Useful • with'-’regard. . to ' . */, 
seminomas# Tootieulm?' .tumours.- aro.' - -rafe’. in mm,• -.huVmeo. •.important’-y y 
Us'•'oot'of’/the \in' tho yoUng"- adult#- yy
TheoryeOutS• °o o©v# gresi'er. rarity 'mmako# ., yfy
©tudiet; difficult*.yThoy. :"^^houiow^^c^r;?' ©ommon Inytho#dog*• uhich • hus' • 
afforded •many .exmiplos'.offearly.• eeminomuaixt.hltn .as -well. as Sertoli 
cool- and int©rsiit4aX~ooXX ' tumours which are • 'vory: -rar'a.,!© man# • •;>
Tht study $8$,Show oonateni< aSubietiQin of .1 f-’
with; nirophie Grainiforous■tubules # A epontauGous; tostieular ,
■ t eratoma 'in a • ;do&eotio cooicei’bi. ■AXoaely, r0timbi'i.S '• tho .largo •,' • 
-partially; 'differentiated yte3eatmi^t^■Hnlld*tc^^d‘■' byibine linj eetioxib#
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;©im/i 'tto''poomigw ;o|'■ ■. •
abXying' ..prbble&s _ \of ' -; therapiutiG 'iontrol a -trie ■ saltr-'-- ’.'
'BoXuijU&s .ofjEiho■ and .oadmium ’ induce -t-y&tom'asj, ^litMh,-#'-f.iw-wiiks >■ •/-' 
'pf■r%Gi^':r^-;i^C^(3pGj^^n;n^V;b^i30?.th a.^o^MtootX® iarX;yhashing -.-- ; .• :”-••
months* - WoynutcW1 M’i^er^Wts diete.pot■ dGmonntraWd-Ma intra- . •'<•;
evennj^i^i €?;n^]i5y ggro?;ths small OxtratubuXar/ ; ' - ' < 
teratomatous ' AtxuetuWC ■ of- Wil■; diff irin'tiabed; and -Oystio ■ nature -"■-, '5— 
.were' prisin''.* ■ -Thi; ’ohr^OmOsOmiat ' sex Of-thlsi. tunonurs<%& -shown ’ to .' . - 
Ci ■ -thi .•semi as ' ■ thi host * .WW th ' Of ■■•.; ' '' .
ieir&pXoid •aei&phMaes ■ 'pre©in's'^^^a^^^s. .of ;-n‘or^^^- . six ;ohrO®Osomis -iri, <- 
l,di^’fcL^fPidd;^''miB£';Wirk|;' 'Wrequires o^nnfar^att^iOn-usS^ng'.. -;--
hOttir apriading -1 ecam.iqWiO*.. -Aaihg. ■thi’besitehXaa, ., ■ ■ ' 
t^^j^JtObah's in. fov!t disvl;irKtt typen hnvo ia©j?ged?.,;A;Xargi ;■ -'■ - ■■;;
pMS'daily: diffirMitiaiidht iravO&ma■ ' mid ;M dwarf 'inbryonai,'•-iareinGma t ;, 
typi li.th-;S^^^eldifi^<iienttLAfei^c^n^4 T^Ci/.d^£ari Jyp^a-is'si^gnifiU^Mi'tXy’ .
nsapGiatid ' /with-thiylefb ;iipti s aad'’ thp: largiytype- with’ ihi right* ;-.'■
synthitio anti#onadotrophin, r Sym^roOhiasoli
kdCTeWsentjWin ^ini^red ■.°?.al3y-p ^dc^i;^’ /fo^t aftir 
thitinjeetien if-thi' mi^^^a3^Xi<^'-?Gro<^^^q^pi^n^n^,^;' initial’ iXpeyim.^n's also-, -' 
suggest-that'di ■pr^dii€;r^?3'-niarar^d^/dlc^ceo^<irat:lph ,of-teratoma growth*- ' ; '
. ■ -. J
ig i. tesplgtgp eaaoekhwhe. aa&iated in?the
proportionyQfgthb3p^xi$bed ■\pap<8*<^.F'.'"?^.,?i/ ;<?. Ivl?, ?I"';' ■- • • ’'•/’
' V \... .#• pyofe^iaorii^ ■Gsaypn Ms ,Mp Ma<'7.g
pnoeUma^gbemiii^ thpI^WXiepXspWpSiof thic^ e^xpc-wt^'iv^ntnl i;ork» '■' .'.
"?3<33? The loygy 'Vetcrirugr#^ College ,a.m\Mw ^osOPiigiea SSeiept • Qf. • -
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studies wap suggested# ' . ,-x-7'7® m-7 Xi®'-' 7'7-7 ' '
FiftyXslz animal tumours from'.:49 animsats"were studied• and 
where'.po'ssibie each • type w'U{3. • domppred :with• its • homologues in • ■
other spedies .ineluding • iman#' Opportunities• for;' comparison were moat 
numerous in- the case of seminomas and iniefstifial^eeli tumours*
7 The. experimental /work was oOXiGonM with 'attempts to produce '
in animats • those types• of testicular tumour' clinically important . . ■ 
in m&u vis*' seminomas-am.d ter&oom&s* •The initial attempts • to . ;
produce, seminomas in the rat failed* but• Miehalowsky’ d • work . - .
(1926) provided • a • suitable • experirnont a! • model • for-'the study of . 
testicular teraopmas# This • 'was• first .'^used• for the " elucidat ion of . 
the chromosomal structure of • thesO teratomas in view of the • .
interest • at that time.; in the'" sexual dimorphism • in . the ''nuclei ’•
of teratomas" in mad.es (hunter/and .1954) * Subsequent • studies •
were concerned-with the varying structure of these teratomas and '7-'-' 
the possible • rel&toonship•of/this to the.side•affected*
. Later Tfork demonstrated that badmiUm , tsatts aiso produced
ter&oom&s '"aad small • Brio!ell. nodules.but • wiile • hydrochloric• ■
acid nroduced • similar, localised necrosis/of' 'th® testis* ;no 
.teratomas were • produced#
.Me.■gQOahQapQpO&Of - the adionOhypOpHyssis. q#O,/'?Bnire©_BBed;':^n 
number s.XLn .' mmiy. . of : ' the., fowl '• >hi'Or-h ad received - in jeotiont 'ff x'gin o 
chldrlcO#'/cadmium• chXpM&e and' :hyi&?oQhX0ric acid* ..his wae-i considered 
to tee .a ' -measure 'of the degree of® partial castration achieved# 'The 
work -also• demonstrated that There was a erotical -.stage-' Sop • .dhe./.- ' 
annual?' e00rmaooe%'ie cycle for tho iniiintioh\dfpter^dmas,'' ....- ■<
••'-tf? r.he /dependence of the sinc-'induoed ieratomas'on'-pituitary? 
'^onndottrQ^ji^^jino vas investigated hy the administrats-ion  • '-.of... a' syuthGtio 
- an tigonodo trophin 3-aoihp, 5«*0trothi&iolev'hfhiai: ' aU.Opr^eeaod the' ;.pfK ’ 
'doVCloi^oent of teratomas when aWiniatered. ■orally/ several week® . ■,/ 
after , the injeetSot of sine andal/so appeared tdnpfoduo e da** /?•.?;' 
operation .of-;- the /growths of:/.an eat ahli-sted - t o:ratp:oo^*' -
